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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CENSUS AND POPULATION,
Washington, D.C., April 21, 1988.

Hon. WILLIAM D. FoRn,
Chairman, House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am herewith transmitting a report pre-
pared for the Subcommittee on Census and Population by the Con-
gressional Research Service regarding Hispanic population.

I requested this study because of the need for a comprehensive
source of information about the Hispanic population. I believe this
report goes a long way toward filling the information gap on the
Hispanic population and accordingly, I request that this report be
printed as a committee print.

Sincerely,

Enclosures.

(V)

ROBERT GARCIA,
Chairman.

the previous
numbered page In

the original
document was blank,



LETTER OF REQUEST

,
liVNGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C, February 4, 1981

Mr. GILBERT GUDE,
Director, Congresmonal Research Service,
Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.

DzAx GIL: The subcommittee is requesting that the Service pre-
pare a report that provides an overview of the Hispanic population
in the United States. As you undoubtedly know, Hispanics 'are a di-
verse part of our population, and of growing importance. Many
share a common language other than English. According to the
1980 Census there are 14.6 million Hispanics in the United States,
making them the second largest minority group in America. In ad-
dition, they are the fastest growing population component. Al-
though some reports have been written about this population, in-
formation is limited.

The report should utilize census data to provide a demographic
profile of Hispanics, including who they are and where they are lo-
cated. In addition, it should examine and report findings in four
key policy areas: education, employment, health and housing. A
review of key court decisions in these policy areas would be help-

( ful.
I very much appreciate your assistance on this request. Once

completed and printed, it will be a useful resource document in the
Lyears ahead.

_With-kind regards, I am
.-- Sincerely,

ROBERT GARCIA,
Member of Congress.

(VI)
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FOREWORD

The Subcommittee on Census and Population believes there is a
very real need to establish a statistical and demographic profile of
the Hispanic population. Because of limited data and published
studies, the Library of Congress was requested to initiate research
in the areas of health, education, employment, and housing for the
Hispanic community. Their analysis and findings contained in this
report will be available to researchers and students throughout the
country.

Under the expert guidance of D.:othy J. Bai ly, CRS analyst in
American National Government, this study developed into a com-
phte volume of information about the Hispanic community which
will serve as a beginning for further research in this area. The sub-
committee would also like to compliment Frederick Pau Is, Director
of the Government Division, for his full support of this project. In
addition, a word of thanks to the research staff of the Congression-
al Research Service who prepared these reports.

Finally, the subcommittee would like to thank the Legislative Di-
rector of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus, Susan Herrera, for
her work in making this report possible.

All minorities who serve in Congress have a special obligation,
for not only do they represent their own constituencies, but they
also serve those who are underrepresented in Congress. Although
Hispanics are 16 million strong, and there are 100 Congressional
Distri,ct.-. with Hispanic populations of more than 15 percent, there
are only 11 elected Representutives in the House of Representa-
tives of Hispanic heritage and no representative in the Senate.

It is the desire of this subcommittee that this report will assist
the public in analyzing issues confronting the Hispanic community.

(VII)



PREFACE i

While this report ' contains, some data from the 1980 Census, it #
is based for the most part on data accunkulated prior to then. It
will be several years before all of the data from the 1980 Census
will be published and can be assimilated.

1 Secretarial production auistance was provided biDaphine A. Lee.

(VIII)
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CHAPTER I

SUMMARY OF REPORT FINDINGS
by

Dorothy J. bailey
and

Frederick H. Paul,
Government Division

The 1980 Census figures show an Hispanic population of 14.6 million, an

increase of almost 5.6 million from the 1970 Census (see U.S. Department of

Commerce. Bureau of the Census. Supplementary Report. Persons of Spanish
-

Origin by State: 1980 (PC80-31-7. August 1982. 17p.). Despite special

efforts by the Bureau of the Census to improve the accuracy of the count for

Hispanics, it Is entirely possible that the 14.6 million figure does not fully

reflect the number of Hispanic origin persons,in the United States.

In addition to, or perhaps because of, being America's largest language

minority, some people, including Hispanic spokespersons, are concerned that

Hispanics, particularly Spanish-speaking ones, may be socially and economically

disadvantaged or deprived. This report does not attempt to resolve this issue.

Rather, it draws together existing information and data on Hispanics in

education, employment, health care, and housing. Chapters on rele;ant case law

in each area are also provided.

Conclusions are difficult to draw from available data. In too many

instances data are incomplete or dated. Nevertheless, they tend to support the

proposition that living situations faced by large numbers of our Hispanic

population are significantly affected by language, cultural, even racial

barriers. It is also clear that the impact of these barriers is,differentiallY

felt within Hispanic subpopulations, vith Cubans faiing far better than many

Pudrto Ricans, )fexican-Americans, and Hispanics from other Central and South

American countries.

(1)
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DATA FINDINGS

Comprehensive and complete data on the U.S. Hispanyc population are not

available. Frequently Hispanic data are incorporated under the category of

'whites." Moreover, available data do not systemutically'differentiate between

subpopulations of Hispanics, i.e., Cubans, Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans,

,and other South and Cantral.Americans. Most published data focus on two

Hispanic subpopulations: Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans who are

concentrated-in two aaaaa of the United States: the Southwest (Mexicun-

Americans) and the Northeast (Puerto Ricans). The amount, currency, and

quality of available data vary from-one major policy area to the next.

In an effort to*remedy the lack of coeprehensive data on the U.S. Hispanic

population the Congress passed P.L. 94-311 (N.J. Re,. 92) introduced by
\

Congressman Edward R. Roybal (CA), which vas signed into law by the ?resident

Carter on June 16, 1976. This law requires designated Federal agencies to

collect, analyse, and publish health, social, and economic data relating to

Americans of Spanish origin 1/ descent.

Since the passage of,F.L. 94-311, the required Federal agencies have taken

steps to collect and publish data on Rispanies, but the task is a co:stint:eels

one. For example, the U.S. Bureau of the Census (Dtteent of Commerce) in

its Current Population Reports, Series ?-20, No. 354, Persons of Spanish Origin
I

in the United States: March 1979 shoy considerable v riation among Hispanic

subpopulations within the demographic categories of a e, income, residence,

sex, occupation, marital status, and years'of edueatlon completed. As to

illegal'aliens, 2/ GAO has released a report on this segment of the Hispanic

population.

Many definition, have been used by the Census Eo identify Spanish-
Americans. This report uses 'Hispanic" and "Spanish origin" inter-changeably.
Other Bureau of the Census categories have been Spanish-speaking, Spanish-
surname, and Spanish Heritage. For 1950, the Census Bureau used Spanish/
Hispanic origin to identify Spanish-Americans. a

2/ This thorny issue is not treated in this report although it is
one ca' great magnitude and one that impinges on and aggravates those issues

that are discussed. The GAO report is entitled, "Illegal Aliens: Estimating

Their Impact on the United States" (PAD-80-22) March 1910.



Education data on Hispanics are more plentiful than in other issue 44444

In part this may result from attention that has been given to bilingual

education. The U.S. Department of Education has recently released a. report

entitled, The Condition of Education for Hispanic Americans. This report

provides a national profiie of both the problems and educational attainment of

Hispanic students.

Employment data on Hispanics are available from the Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics (11LS); consistent data on Hispanic unemployment

were net collected until 1973. Presently, ELS provides comprehensive data

on Hispanics unemployment, and it is published monthly in the Employment

Situation Press Release according to Harvel Hamel, economist, BLS.

Come preliminary reports have been issued about health date on Hispanics,

but final reports have not yet been completed. The U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services, National Center for Health Statistics, sponsored a Hispanic

Health Services Research Conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 5-7,

1979, in which, the Director, Dorothy Rice, acknowledged the lack of data on

the Hispanic population.

In her introductory presentation, she stated: ;

We recognize that there is a lack of basic' health information on this

important population group. We face lots of problems but we have

some solutions.

We have identified several gapt.in health information on the HtSpanic
population group, and they are serious. I wouldjust like tO

emphasize a few of those gaps. First, there are'no basic mortality

data to measure the health status of this group. Infant death, life

expectancy, and causes of death for Hispanics have not been available

in the national vital statistics data from NCHS. Secondly, data on

morbidity among Hispanics are very sketchy. Our morbidity data are

derived from populatipn samples that frequently are t4 small for
descriptions and analysis of the health status of the Hispanic

population. Thirdly, there are little data on health care
utilization and health care finances. We actually know so little

about the Hispanic use of medical servicei, of hospitalizatiOn,
dental care, or about their health insurance zoverage and expenditures

for medical care. 3/

A similiar situation'hap existed with housing data on Hispanics.

Some data on Hispanic housing are collected through the Annual Housing

Surveys, conducted by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

3/ National Center for Health Services R h. Hispanic Health

Serviees Research. 1989. p. 9.



(HUD). THUD) has also issued s pamphlet on the Hispanic population, How Well

Are We Housed?, which summarizes the housing conditions of Hispanics. In

t

addition, HUD has prepared a study entitled,
Diicrimination Against Chicanos

in the Dallas Rental Housing Market.
It show, that discriminatory behavior had

been exhibited against Chicanos, in the housing rental market. The National

Hispanic Housing Coalition, a newly formed organization, is in the process of

analyzing the housing conditions of Hispanics nationwide. However, they have

experienced data availability problems in their ssssss ments of Hispanic housing

needs. They have prepared,a paper in which they "identify issues and problems

related to Hispaniihousing sod community development." 41

What follows are summary highlights from the chapters in this report in

which basic facti end findings are set forth.

EDUCATION

0
1. Hispanic students tend to lag behind the majotity population

in education.

2. In 1976, approximately 3 million Hi:spank students were enrolled

in elementary and secondary schools, representing approximately

6 percent of the public school enrollment. Of there students

enrolled in elementary lnd,secondary schools--Mexican-Americans
and Puerto Ricans represented the largest percentage of the

Hispanic subpopulationm. Ninety percent of these students were

enrolled in public elemenkary and secondary schools located in

nine states.

3. Two sejor problems have been identified in educating Hispanics.,

They are access and achievement. These problems are viewed as

interrelated.

4. The language barrier has been identified as contributing factor

in access to equal educational opportunity and instruction for

Hispanic students. Hispanics are $O percent of an estimated

3.5 million elementary and secondary school students who peak

little or ao English.

5. There are.several schools of thought in how to appropriately

educate Hispanic students. SOUR educators view "bilingual

education" as the approach; other educators view English as a

second language; and some view intensive English-only instruction

as an effective approach.

6. Legislation, title VI of the Civil Righti Act and the Lau v.
Nichols Supreme Court decision, all guarantee the right to an

appropriate education for limited English proficient students.

4/ The National Hispanic Housing Coalition. Proposed National Hispanic

Housi;g and Community Development Policy. 1980. 36 p.

12
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7. Several studies have attempted to measure achievement levels of

Hispanic students with limited-English proficiency.

8. Two pecific factors affecting low educations/ attainment of
Hispanic students, other than the non-langilage factor, are

family ineome and parental education.

9. In the Lau V. Nichols case, in San Francisco, non-English
speaking students (Chips.) brought a class action claiming that
they were denied equal educational opportunity by tte school

administration's failure to provide adequate language
instruction. On January 21, 1974, the Supreme Court reversed

earlier decisions by the district and circuit courts and remanded

the case for relief under title VI of the Civil lights Act.

10. Lau set a precedent for educational programs to meet the special
needs of non-English proficient children.

11. Since the Lau decision, several lower Federal courts have sought

tc apply the Supreme Court ruling in Lau under both title VI and
the Equal Protection Clauie of the 14th Amendment to the
Constitution.

EMPLOYMENT

1. Written informatioz is scarce on labor force participation b7
Hispanics, although one out of evnry eighteen p4rsons employed
in 1981 wee of Hispanic origin.

2. Hispanics participate in the labor feres at a rate similiar to
that of all workers. However, significant differences are noted

when data are broken down by various age-sex groups. Additional

differences are apparent when these data are categorized by
Hispanic subpopulations.

3. From 1973-to 1961 there was a substantial increase in labor
force participation of adult Hispanic women due to an increase

in the female Nispauic working age population because of ongoing

migration.

4. From 1973 to 1981, Hispanics have accounted for a numerically
diiproportionate share of U.S. unemployment.

5. Although HI silica Improved their oecupailenal standing in the

U.S. labor 4rket from 1973 to 19bl, they are still concentrated
in occupations that are characterized by low pay and low skill

requirements, much sore than the overall workforce.

6. A major employment problem of Hispanic workers seemed to be

connected wish their low educational attainment,

7. Hispanic teenasers were-Unemployed, iu 1961, primarily because
ihey we A unsuccessful asonew entrants and re-entrants into the
labor market.

8. Title VII CMS based on national origin have been categorised
under a variety of names ie., Mexican-Americans, Puerto Rican,
Spanish-sutnamed persons, and others. These cases have been
included together with racial minority plaintiffs.

c

9. Minimum height and to a lesser degree minimum weight standards
tend to exclude a disproportionate number of Mexican-Amerieans

and other Hispanics from some forms of employment. The mimumwm

height standard has been connected mostly with polies and
firefighters requirements. The leadieg case striking down a
height requirement as discriminatory against Mexican-Americans
it Davis v. County of Los Angeles.
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HEALTH

1. Comprehensive, nationwide health data on Hispanics do not yet

exist. Data for some,localities.and States, however, do exist.

2. While existing data suggest that health problems and health care

differ tO some degree hetween Hisianice and "other whites,"

Hispanics tend to have health-iroblem i6idence and health-care

practices similar to, sometimms'better than, those of "otaer

whites." One study shows that perception of,health 'and age/aex,

rather than ethnicity are more important in predicting ones

health status.

3. A study 5/ of Nexican-Americans in South Texas indicates that

they die more oftin from infections, parasitic di
accidents, and homicides than do whites. Puerto Ricans in Hew

York City have higher mortality rates than other 14ev York City

residents from cirrhosis and'accidents and, for those 44 and

under, from drug dependency and homicides.'

4. Hispanic use of doctors and nedicat facilities approximates
that of whites except for dentists, where their rata often

is much lower.

5. There is a paucity of ease law or Federal regulatory decisions

regarding discrimination against Hispanics in access to or

provision of hlalth care. '

5/ See Chapter r:

HOUSING

1. Hispanics are an urbanized population; 84 percent live standard
etropolitan areas (PISA'S) AS compared to 68 percent of the
general population. .

2. Hispanics are sore likely to be renters, wore likely to live
in inferior 4uality structures, and more likely to live in

overcrowded conditions.

3. There are noticeable differences in housing characteristics

aaong the Hispanic ubpopulatiens. Cubans are the best housed

and Puerto Ricans are thelwors housed while dhe housing

conditions for Hexican-American fall between.

4. Home-ownership among the Hispanic population is low compared

to the total population.

5. Hispanics, as certain other inority groups, are faced with
didPInTent and discrimination in the houslng market.



CHAPTER 2

STATUS OF THE HISiANK POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES
by

Dorothy J. Dailey .

Government Division

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

Within in the last decade there has been an increase of the U.S.

Hispanic population. "Hispanic" is an umbrella term used to encompass the

subpopulations that include Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans, South

and Central Americans and other Spanish origin persons. This upsurge has

led to speculation that Hispanics ay be the Nation's largest minority group

by the end of this century, outnumbering blacks. Contributing to this

speculation is the high birth Fate of Hispanics in proportion to blacks and
-

the steadily increasing immigration rate for Hispanics. 1/

The 1980 Census shows that there are 14.6 million persons of Spanish origin

in the U.S. 2/ This is 6.4 percent of the total population; this estimate does

hot include the more than 3 million residents of Puerto Ricr. Of these 14.6

million persons, 8.7 million are of Mexican origin, 2.0 million are of Puerto

Rican origin, 803,000 are of Cuban origin, and 3.1 million ate of other Spanish

origin (see table 1). Some Hispanics remain uncounted because an unknown

percentage of this population falls into a group termed "undocumented"or

"illegal." 3/ Numero s problems have been associated with estimating the

1/ Time, "It's your turn in the sun," October 160978. v. 112 no. 16.
p. 48.

2/ U.S. Department of Commerce Cureau of the Census. Supplementary
RepoiF. Persons of Spanish Origin by State: 1980. August 1982. PG80-S1-7.

3/ It's Youi Turn in the Sun. Time. October 16, 1978. p. 48.

(7)
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actual number of "illegal residents" 4/ within the Unite States; however,

a ciutious estimate of the nunber of illegal residents in 1978 is below

6 million. 5/ Depending on how many were included in the 1980 Census, the

total nusber of HispaniCs is somewhere between 15 and 21 million.

are

TABLE

Number

1. Number of Persons of Spanish Origin, by Type of
Spanish Origin: August 1982

(millions)

16

14.6

14

12

10

8.7

6

4

3.1

2 2.0 1 I.

I I I I

I I 0.8 I I

0 I I I ----I I I

Total Mexican

Spanish origin

origin

Puerto Cuban Other

Rican origin Spanish

origin origin

Hispanics sr; a multiracial and multicultural population; racially, they

white, black, Indian, and a mixture of these races. "They may be European

Spaniih, a Carribean mixture of Spanish and black, or a Spanish Indian

4/ The term "illegal resident is used here to denote persons who would

be considered residents of the United States for porposesof Census enumeration

but who are deportable because they violate the statutes regarding entry to the

United States or because they violate the term of their admission after being

admitted legally. The term encompasses, therefore, those who "entered without

inspection," 'visa abusers" or "overstayers," and "fraudulent entrants." These

groups as a whole have been described variously by the terms "illegal aliens,"

"illegal migrants," 'undocumented workers,"deportable aliens," etc.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Governmental4ffeirs.
Subcosmittee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and Rederal Services. )980

Census: Counting Illegal Aliens. Hearings 96th Congress 2nd essirni, on

S. 2366. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1980. p. 254.

6
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mestizo'. 4/ cultundiy .1 are united by language and religion; maay

lispanics practice Roman Catholicism. 7/ Although Rispanics share mazy

commonalities as a population, they also exhibit differences as ubpopulations.

Regional Distribution

While Hispanics live primarily in 11 States throughout the United States,

the majority of the 8.8 million Spanish origin persons, predominately Mexican-

Americans 17.2 million], are concentrated in the five Southwestern States of

'Arizona, California, Colorado, Mew Mexico, and Texa. In 1980, 4.5 million

Spanish-origin persons were located in California alone. The econd largest

concentration of Spanish-origin persons (3.0 million) is in Texas. There are

1.7 million Spanish-origin persons (primmrily (SO percent) Neill* Ricans) living

in Hew York State, while the 803,000 Cuban persons are concentrated (59 percent)

in the State of Florida. Central and South Americans and oche.: Spanish origin

individual are pread throughout the United Ststes4i/ (see map below for 1980

distribution). Mot only are differences evident in regional distribution, these

vubpopulations also differ with respect to age, income, and family tatu.

litapsnito by Otato--In0
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According to th.! Census Bureau report, the Hispanic population tends to be

a young population compared to the non-Spanish population. The Bureau reported

that about 1 of every 8 persons of Spanish origin is uncle, 5 years old as

compared to about 1 of every 14 non-Spaniah persons. In 1979 the median age for

the total population was 30 're compared to 22 years for the Spanish-origin

population. Puerto Ricans were the youngest, with emedian age of 20 years,

followed by Hexican-Americans, with a median age of 21 years. Next were Other

Spanish with a median age of 24 years. Central and South Americans were second

to the oldest sub-population, with a median age of 26 years, and Cubans were

the oldest with a median age of 36 years. 9/

Income

In 1978 the median income of Spanish-origin families vas $12,600 a year,

figure below the national average of $17000 for families of non-Spanish

origi1\ Fourteen percent of Spanish-origin families had incomes of $25,000 or

more per year as compared to 29 percent of non-Spanish families in that

cal.gory.\\12/

The Hispanie subpopulations differ in median family income levels. Among

the subpopulations in 1978, Puerto Ricans had the lowest median family income,

$8,300, Mexican families had a median income ef $12,800; Cuban fapilie; had

the highest median family income of $15,300, the Central and South American

families had a median income of $12,300. II/

The Census Bureau reported thtt in 1978 husband-wife Spanish-origin

families had higher median incomes ($14,000) than Spanish-origin families

maintained by women (present $5,600). Only 9 percent of Spanish-origin

families maintained by women had a median income of $16,000 or more as

compared to 45 percent of Spanish-origin husband-wife families.

6/ Hispanic Americans--A Profile. cm 8eViev/Summer 1980. p. 49.

7/ It's Your Turn in the Sun. Time. October 16. 1978. p. 48.

*/ U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Supplementary
Repo.a. Persons of Spanish Origin by State; 1980. August 1982, PC80-51-7.

9/ Ibid. p. 1-3.

10/ Ibid. p. 14-15.

11/ ibid.

4
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lii 197S, 10 Percial thelSation, or

559,003 Spanish-origin families, were living below 51. poverty level. Fifty-

three percent of the Spanish-origin families below the poverty level were

headed by Spanish-origin females: This percentage is significantly high when

comparea to 12 percent of Spanish-origin husband-wife families below.the

poverty level. 12/

In 1979, approximately 2.7 million Spanish-trigin families were in the.

United S'ates. About 2.1 million were husband-wife families, and 540,000

families, or 1 out of 5, we're headed by Spanish-origin women with no husband

in the household. 13/

According to the Census 11ureau, the percentage of Spanish-origin women 41

who maintained households varied within'each subpopuletion. For example, in

1979, approximately 40 percent of all Puerto Rican families were maintained

by women compared to 15 perceht of Mexican families, and 17 percent of Other

Spanish-origin families.

Spanish-origin families are slightly larger on the average than non-

'Spanish families. The average number of persons in a family maintained by a

person of Spanish origin was 4 in contrast to 3 persons for non-Spanish

families. Fifty-two percent of all Spanish-origin*families in the Uniied

States had four Or more persons. .14/

Differences are evident in average family site by subpopulation. For

example, Mexican-origin families on the average are .the largest witb 4.07
-

persons per family; Puerto Rican families are the second largest with 3.67;

Other Spanish-origin families, smallest with 3.37 per family; and Cuban

families are the second smallest with 3.58. 15/

Spanish-origin families are more concentrated in metropolitan areas of the

United States thou non-Spanish families. .In 1979, approximately 85 percent of

Spanish-origin families lived in cities as compared to 66 percent of other

fruilies in the U.S. 18/

According to the Census Bureau, 96 percent of Puerto Rican-origin families

were metropolitan dwellers In 1979 as compared to 80 percent of Mexican

families.

12/ Ibid. p. 18.

13/ Ibid. p. 12.

14/ Ibid. p. 12.

15/ Ibid.

16/ Ibid.
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CRAFTER 3

EDUCATION OF RISPANICS: ACCESS ARD ACRIEVENINT
by

Susan N. loran
Education and Public Welfare Division

According to the 1180 Census there are 14.f million hispanic@ in the

United States. 1/ Compared to the majority of the population, Wispy:its are,

on the whole,,younger, lower paid, more urban, and concentrated in only :yew

States. The hispanic population in the United States is growing approximately

six times faster tham the majority of the population. Semen 1970 and ISO,

the totel U.S. population incteased 11 percent, wh

populetion int eeeee d 61 percent.

Rispanics tend to lag behind the majority of the population not only in

mployment and income, but-also in education. As their relative proportion

of the population grew', it is probable that concern about the problema of

Rispanics and their educational status will increase.

This section discusses briefly.various aspecti of education for

Rispanics; gives a statistical profile of the Rkspenic student population in

elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education; and looks into two

problems in educating Rispanics: access and achievement. The ewe,prohlems are

inzerrelated. Some educators assert that because 11M11111 to equal educational

opportunity has not been fully realized, it follows that achievement is

lower than the norm.

he hispanic

STATISTICAL PROFILE OF TRE'RISPAN/C STUDENT POPULATION

Elementary and Secondary Education

School Inrollnent - -According to the Efelentary and Secondary School Civil

Rights Survey, conducted by the U.S. DepartmenNf Education's Office for Civil

I/ U.S. Ilureau of Census, rcso-s1-1, 1910 Census of Population: Age,

Sex, l'ace, and Spanish,origin of the Population by Regions, Divisions, and

States: 11110.

(10

The previous numbered page In
< td the original document was blank.
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Rights (OCR) in 197C, approximately 2.9 million Hispanics were enrolled in

public elementary and secondary schools, representing approximately 6 percent

of the public school enrollment. The 1980 Census updates the Civil Rights

Survey in the following table:

TABLE 1. Private and Public Elementary and Secondary School Enrollment
by Race and Spanish Oriiin: 1976 to 1979

Elementary and Secondary Schools
(Nos. i thousands)

Total
enrolled Public

Privati
number Percent

1979 All races 42,981 38,7$0 4,231 9.8%
Spanish origin 2,854 2,620 234 8.2 ,

1978 All races 43,965 39,483 4,482 10.2
Spanish origin 2,761 2,529 231 8.4

1977 All races 44,987 40,488 4,499 10.0
SPanish origin 2,802 2,490 312 11.1

1976 All rites 45,516 41,239 4,276 9.4
Spanish origin 2,866 2,635 , 230 8.0

Source: Private School enrollment, Tuition, and Enrollment Trends:
Oct. 1979. Bureau of the Census, Sept. 1982. Table 1, p. 15.

Private and Public Elementary and,High School Enrollment

11:recent,report by Department of Education's National Center for Education

Statistics (NCES), entitled the.Condition of Education for Hispanic Americans

(1980), indicates that of the total eligible Hispanic population 56.7 percent

were enrolled in school i3 compared to 64.6 percent of the non-minority student

population.

In proportion to the overall Hispanic population participating in

elementary and secondary education, Puerto Ricans represent 15 percent, Cubans

and South Americans represent 5 percent, but the largest block is Mexican-

American, 63 percent. (See the following table.)
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TABLE 2. terseness* and-Distribution-of-All-Hispanic-Elementary-and
Secondary Studonts.by Subgroup

Total Hispanics* 3,025,000 1001

Mexican Ameficine 1,901,000 63

Puerto Ricans 446,000 15

Cubans 164,000 5

Central and South
Americans 166,000 5

Other Hispanics 347,000 11

*Total number of Hispanics here includes students in both

public and private elementary and secondary schools.

Source: Sureau of the Census. eurvey of Into.. and Education.

Spring, 1576.

(Note: This is the most recent table of its kind. The 1940

Census does not heve this distribution currently in tabUlar form.)

Geographic Location ef Hispanic Itudents

Approximately 90 percent of the Hispanic children enrolled in public

elementary and secondary schools are located in 9 States--Californta, Texas,

New York, New Mexico,
Illinois, Arisons, Florida, New Jersey, and Colorado,

in that order--and 3 of these
States--California, Texas and New York--have

the majority of the Hispanic.atudent population.

STATISTICAL PROFILE OF TRE POSTSECONDARY HISPANIC STUDENT POPULAT/ON

Postseo idart1ducation Enrollment

As in elementary and secondary
education, Hispanics differed fros the

majority of the U.S. population in
their rate f participation in postsecondary

education and in their level of educational achievement.

According to National Center for
Zducatitin Statistics (NCES), tho trend

in total college enrollment shows
Inc aaaaaa from 10.1 million in 1974, to

12 million tudents in 1940. It is true that in the ciccadetof the 1970s

Hispanics inc eeeee d their participation
in higher education but their

participation rates are still below 'those of other population groups in

undergraduate, graduate and professional programs. In postsecondary education
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Hispanics-werr eorolled-primarili in-2-year collegms-and-adult basic-and

secondary education, and largely under-enrolled in 4-year undergraduate

education, graduate, an first professional degree programs. Of all

undergraduates, Hispanics represent only 4 percent of the total nrollment as

compared to their 5.6 percent share of the Nation's total population. Not only

are Hispanic college enrollment rates relatively low, their representation

aong degree recipients is even lower, as they earned 2 percent or less of the

bachelor and graduate debrees awarded in 1976-22, according to NCES.

TABLE 3. Total Enrollment 1/ in Institutions of Higher Education, by
Racial/Ethnic Category and by Type and Control of Institution:

United States, Fall 1980
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Language Characteristics
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According to NCEt, the Hispanic population retains its native language

to a greeter degree than other ethnic minorities. Approximately 85 percent

of the Hispanics live in households in which Spanish is spoken as the usual

household language. Of the total 1976 school age population (ages 4 to 25),

12.8 percent were from households where a language ither than English was

either the usual or second lan:uage.

PROBLEMS IN THE EDUCATION OF HISPANICS

Access

Some educators assert that access to equal educational opportunity and

appropriate instruction is a central problem when discussing education for

`44
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Hispanics. Fart of thl problem of access results-from-the-language-barrier.

It is @etiolated that approximately 3.5 illion elementary and secondary school

students have limited English proficiency, and E0 percent of thmic are

Hispanics. lecause some Eispanic children cannot function adequately in an

English-speaking classroom, they caanot take full advantage of an education

appropriate to their useds. For 80axt educators, appropriate education for

Hispanics implies "bilingual education." The term. "bilingual education" is

defined in the Eilingual Education Act as an.instructional program designed

for studentc of limited English speaking ability in elementary or secondary

schools where instruction is given in English and to the extent necessary

in the native or dominant language in order /or the student to progress

effectively through the educational systen. In the view of poste educators

an effective alternative program tO bilingual education is English as a

second language or intensive English-only instruction. EOrh title EI of

the Civil Rights Act and the Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court decision guaran-

tee the rightivto a.. appropriate education for limited English proficient

children and hap to ensure access to an appropriate education.

Lau v. Nichols

The Lau v. Nichols case, although not originally involving lispanics, set

a precedent for educational programs to M4Ot the 8114CISI language needs of non-.

English proficient children. On January 21, 1974, the Supreme.Court reversed

earlier district court and appeals coUrt decisions and remanded the case back

for relief under title VI, stating that the failure of the San-Francisco school

system to provide English language instruction to approximately 1,800 studenta

of Chinese ancestry who do not speak English or to provide them with other

adequate instruction procedure& denies them a meaningful opportunity to

participate in public education programs and thus violated section 601 of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 (which bars discrimination based on the grounds of

race, color, or national origin in any program or activity receiving Federal

financial Awn:stance).

At the time of the appeals court decision on the Lau v.4tichols rasa,

Judge Hufstedler, later Secretary of Education, filed a dis&enting opinion,

reiterating how the non-English-speaking children have often been denied access.
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Access to-rdueatios-offerel-by-publIc-schoola-is-eomplately
foreclosed to these children who cannot comprehend any of it

. . . tha language barrier which the State helps to maintain

insulates the children from their classmates as effectively

as any physical bulwarks. Indeed, theta children are more

isolated from equal educational opportunity than were those
physically segregated blacks in Brown: these Children cannot
communicate at all with their classmates or their teachers.

The Lanouane Barrier

pug in part to the language barrier, Wispafiles face a hurdle to an

appropriate education. Approximately 80 percent of the students enrolled in

.bilinsual progress are Hispanics, and less than half of the total number of

lisited English-speaking children are estimated to be served by bilingual,

English as a second language (ESL) or other special lanoline programs.

According to NUS, in 1976 the estimated total number of limited English-

speaking and non-English-speaking elementary and secondary school students

in the U.S. vas 765,747, and of that number only 49 percent were served.

In those States with'the largest populations of such pupils, the proportion

of such ehildren served by special language programs ranged fros 40 percent

(Texas) to 62 percent (California)-and 63 percent (Florida). (See table 4)

The term access to education for Hispanics implies that an appropriate mode

:einsteuction should be used. However, the proper technique for educating

Hispanics is eurrently a subject of sreat debate--whether or not non-Enslish-

speaking children should be taught subjects in their native language while

learnins Enslieh versus total immersion in English. The proposed Leo

regulations issued by the Office for Civil Rights in the pepartsent of

Education designed to implement the I.2.1 v. Nichols decision have

caused great controversy becauie they havt been accused of 'dictating" a

specific (the bilingual) sethod_of instruction. Some educators believe that

lisited English-proficient children are more likely to achieve in school and

in later life If they are brought into the regular Lnolish-speaking classrooms

as quickly and completely as possible. Accordino to a Gallup Poll published in

Phi Delta Xappan

of fasilles fres

to learn English

(Septesber 1980), 82 percent of,the public felt that children

other countries who cannot speakiEnglish should be required

in special el before enrolling in resular public schools
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TULE _4-2attantages_ef_Nispanie Elementary and Secondary Students

With Limited English Sepakiag Skills Who Were Enrolled in Engliih

As a Second Language or hi)ingual Educatioa Programs
Sy State: 1176

State Ds. Usetifiii4 12413111 tstesst isms,
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Unload SOS 06
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Kississippi 41 14

Kissseri 282 2
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sis 2,211 32

Seshisstes 4,311 56

Sesi firsts!. 24 13

Vi is 3,344 26

11/ealss 4116 20

SOOCE1, National Center for'Eduation Statistics. Condition of

Education of Hispanic Americans. July 1660, p. 56.

Programs Designed to Improve AccessSinn al Educatien Act

004 program designed to help improve access to education for Hispanics

and other United Engliah-proficient students is the Silingual Education Act

(title VII, Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ISLA)). Since its

enactment in 1566, the progra. has had as its goal the provision of equal

2
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'educational opportunity for children of limited inglishspeaking ability,

includiog lispanics. To achieve this goal the program provides assistance

am follower

(1) foF establishing elementary and secondary programs of
bilingual education;

(2) for establishing training programs to increase the
number and'quality of bilingual education personnel;

(3) foedeveloping and disseminating bilingual instruction
materials; and ,

(4) for coordinating programs of bilingual education.

The bilingual edueation program awards discretionary grants on a competitive

basivto local education agencies and institutions of higher education, and

gives contracts to State educational agencies. The ry 1980 appropriation

for Otle.VII is $166,963,000 which includes'grants to school districts,

training grants, support services add bilingual desegregation grants.

The Bilingual Education Act was originally enacttd without the benefit of

prior substantial evaluation of the effectiveness of this educational strategy.

One ource Indicated that when the Bilingual Education Act was Itunched in

1968--

It was not unlike the moon landing program or Federal efforts in
public health, undertaken largely as an'act of faith, with little
reseirch to support it beyond the prior declaration of a nuaber of
linguists and language teaching specialists at OUNESCO conference
in 1951.

Source: Research Evidence for the Effectiveness of Bilingual
Education. Rudolph Troike. Center for Applied Linguistics, National
Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education, 1978.

However, the lack of such an initial foundation is not unique to this program.

Federal commitment to this program, in terms of appropriations provided, was

rather low in its early years (the FY 1969 first year of funding appropriation

was $7,500,000).

4

Evaluation of the Effectivtnass'of Title VII, ESEA

C..

If title VII of ESEA is

')

effective as a tool for providing equal'access to

educational opportunity, th,e, program,results should reflect that uccess.

The most videly knolZ1uation of the Federal bilingual education program,

completed in 1977 by;the American Institutes for Research (Evaluation of the
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Impact of ESEA Title VII, Spanish/English Silinval Eeication Program) had as

Its purpose to determine the impact of bilingual education on students in

Spanish/English bilingual projects funded through title VII, of ESEA.

The Center for Applied

Linguirtics surveyed the AIR report and over 150 other evaluation reports on

bilingual education as part of its work In developing master plan for

California schools to comply with the Lau v. Nichols decision. The Center for

Applied Linguistics found that only seven evaluations met mininal criteria for

acceptability and contained usable information. Although the AIR evaluation

report met minimal criteria, the Center faulted the AIR report for some,of its

inadequacies. The AIR evaluation had primarily negative reportuon the

effectiveness of the title VII program. Educators agreed that these findings

(i.e., that title VII did not improve achievement) should,not be overlooked.

State Efforts to Improve Access to Education for Nispanics.

Sone States are making an effort to improve access to education for

Hispanics. The number of State progress for bilingual education has increased

gradually over the years. A study by Development Associates (A Study of State

Programs In &Mutual Educationl9M indicated that local education agencies

(LEA.) in 40 States 'mandated the implementation of bilingual education programs,

a considerable increase from 1968 when LEA. In 26 States were actually

prohibited from establishing bilingual education programs. During 1976, 16 of

the 30 States had sone fora of operating bilingual instruction supported with

State appropriations.

State Appropriations.

As of FY 1980, the Federal program, title VII of URA, contracted with

46 State educational agencies to provide technical assistance for bilingual

programs. In addition, title VII of ESEA provided 625 bilingual project grants

to local school districts to serve 30,000 students. The fact that 46 States

are involved implies that large majority of the States are attempting to

establish at least limited bilingual programs.
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ACHIEVEMENT

According,to Dr. Calvin Veltman (who receely did a study br NCES on

the educational attainments of Hispanic-American children), the primary problem

in education for Hispanics is achivement. He states, however, that before

achievement can be improved, access to\anyppropriate program of instruction

must occur. Several studies hive attempted to measure achievement of Hispanics

Or for limited English-proficient students.

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Study

From fall 1971 to spring 1975 the National Assessment of Education

Progress (NAEP) 2/ collected data on achievement of Hispanics and non-minorities

in five subject areas. As can be seen from t ble 5, Hispanic students were

significantly below the national Average for the three age levels (age 9, 13,

and 17) with respect to each of the iubject areas.

At age 9 (see table 5) Hispanics ware 9 to 14 points below the national

average. At age 13 Hispanics were 10 to 12 points below the national average;

and at age 17 they were 7 to 14 points below the national average. The poorest

showing was by 17-year olds in msthematics where they were 14 percentage points

below the national average. Scores for Hispanics (relative to those of other

ethnic groups) generally decreased with inc eeeee d age, except in the case of

career and occupational development courses.

Since 1975 sose additional data has been collected by NAEP which re-

vealed some small improvements in achievement of Hispanics in the subject

areas of science and mathematics. In the latest data collected by NAZI',

Hispanic students continued to trail the national average although a small

but statistically significant improvement was made by 17-year-olds in

science.

American Institutes for Research (AIR) Report

The American Institutes for Research (AIR) evaluation mentioned earlier

2/ The National Assessment of Educational Progress is an ongoing survey
conducted by the Education Commission of the States, under contract to the
National Institute of Education.
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of impact,of the ESEA Title VP.--Spanish/English Bilingual

Education Program.
After studying 11,500 students over a 2-year period, the

AIR evaluation found that
students in bilingual programs did no better at

learning English or any other subject than non-English-speakieg students placed

in regular el In g 1 and across grades, when the two groups of

limited Inglish-proficient-eudents were
compared, title VI/ students la the

study were performing in English worse than the non-title VII students. IA

math, title VII students were
found to be performing at about the-same level

as the con-titlt VII limited English-proficient students. 3/

3/ Source: AIR. Evaluation of the Impact of ESEA.Title VII--Spanish/

English tilingual Education Program Overview of Study and Pindings.

TABLE 5. Achievement in rive Subject Matter Areas for lispanies
and Non-Minority Students 9, 13, and 17 Tsars Old 1971-1975

Percentage point difference from the

nationallaversge

Subject matter and
ethnic group Age 9 .fte 13 Age 17

Social Studios
Hispanics -10.59 .40.05 -13.12

Non-minority 2.73 2.07 2.39

Science
-9.53 -11.55 -11.04

hispanies
Non-minority 3.12 3.49 2.13

Mathematics
-7.77 -11.71 -14.36

hispanic.

Non-miaority 2.76 3.74 3.63

Career cad

14.08 -12.44 -7.65

occupational
development

hispanic,
Non -mlsority 3.23 3.50 2.19

Reedits&
-10.77 -11.25 -11.42

hispanits
Non-minorlty 2.54 2.73 2.78

Ns..

Note: All of the differences from the national norm in thfr Sri

statistically significant at the .05.1tvel--i.e., the difference, of

such tinitude that they would be fousd im fewer than 5 percent f sample

populations (as were used for the NAZP) if there were no consistent differences

in scores for the total hispanic versus non-hispenic populations.

Sources National Center for Education Statistics. Condition of

Education for hispanic Americans. July 1980, p. 222.

30
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The Children's En lish and Services Stud

According to the Children's English and Services Sm41, conducted under

con ract from National Institute of Education, June 1979, more Hispanics

5 to 14 years were limited English-proficient than children of the same

living in households where other non-English languages were spoken. The

C ildren's En lish and Services Stud revealed that an estimated 2.4 million

hildren with limited English language proficiency aged 5 to 14 were living

in the U.S. in spring 1978. In addition, there were estimated to be an

additional 1.2 million limited English-speaking children older or younger

than 5 to 14 who were also of school age, making the grand total of 3.6 mil-

lion children. The percentage of limited English-mficient children among

all children living in households where a language other than English is

spoken did not vary much by age. The percentages as follows are for various

age groups, for all languages combined--

Table 6. Proportion of Children Living in Families Nhere
the Predominant Language Spoken at Home Is Not
English Nho Are Limited English-Proficient,

by Age Group, 1978

5-6 year olds-671 limited in English
7-8 year olds--681 limited in English

9-11 year olds--591 limited in English
12-14 year olds--611 limited in English

Grade Level

One measure of achievement is whether or not children are enrolled at

or below the expected grade level for their age groups. The Census Bureau

found that in 1976, at each age level, there was a larger percentage of

Hispanic children enrolled below grade level than non-minority children.

Approximately 10 percent of the 8 to 13 year olds and about 25 percent

of the 14 to 20 year old Hiipanics were enrolled below expected grade

level.

Limited English Proficiency

According to the National Center for Education Statistics, four out of

five Hispanics live in household, where Spanish was spoken either sometimes

3 t.
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or usually. Among Hispanic children ago 8 to 13 who live in homes where a

language othey than English was spoken, one tenth were enrolled below the

expected grade level for their age. This disadvantage increased for 14 to

20 year olds, where one out of four was behind in school. However, one :ley

not conclude from available information that the use of a language other

... than English in the home is a primary cause of educational disadvantage.

One should be aware that 15 percent of Hispanics age 14 to 20 who lived In

homes where only Eng11:01 was spoken were also enrolled below the expected

grade level. There are other cause. for low achievement, primary among

which are low income or limited educational aspiration levels.

Dr. Calvin Veltman, In his recent study done for the National Center
#

for Education Statistics (using the Census Bureau's 1976 Survey of Income

and Education), purports to show that'children who speak both English and

Spanish do better in school than those who speak only English. Veltman's

conclusion appears to support bilingualism.

Retention Rate

Accolding to the Condition of Education, 1979 approximately 40 percent

of the Hispanic population between the ages of 18 and 24 left high school

TABLE 7. Percent of Hispanic and White Students Aged 8-20 Enrolled Two Yeara
or More Below Expected Grade Level, Sy Subgroup: Spring 1976

Percent enrolled below ex14.cted grade level

Race/Ethnic group 8-13 years oId l4-2Z years old

White, non-Hispanic 5% 9I

Hispanic 9 24

Mexican American 9 25

Puerto Rican 8 24

Cuban * *

Central or South * A

American
Other lissanic * 19

* Percent not shown where estimate is fewer than 20,000. A person below

grade level is defined as II years old or older and enrolled in the first
grade, 9 years old or older end enrolled in the aecond grade, etc. Also
included were 20 ,dsr olds who were enrolled in the first year of college.

Source: Bureau of the Census. Survey of Income and Education.

syring, 1976.

20-125 0 - 83 - 3
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without a diplooe as comparod to 14 perceet of the aoa-mlmerlty pepulatlom.

Lamguage appears to he coo of the factors related to the dropout rate in

high school. Ilsposics aged 14 to 30 with son-English language hack/row:4

drop out of school 2-1/2 times as *fee& se mom -mleority vith nom-imgllsh

leckgrosod. Mewever, Mispanics who were brought up im homes where only

English vas spoken had participatioe rates similar to mon -minorities.

This does mot neessarily imply that betkground in a language other than

English is the specific or sole cave* of high mon-completion rates. Rather,

it indicates that a non-English beckgrousd may relate to :19ree of assimi-

lation, facility in English, octo sotioicononic conditions impacting on the

likelihood of completing school.

TAILS S. Persons Not Enrolled in School and Von-Righ School Graduates
by Age, Racial/Ethnic Croups and Sex 1977

Percent of population, not enrolled in
achoel and net high g:hool graduates

Total 16 to 24 16 and 17 IS and 19 20 to 24
year old

White male 13.92 S.6% 17.02 14.92
White female 12.S 9.1 14.$ 13.5
Slack male 19.4 6.9 23.S 24.3
Slack female 20.0 S.4 20.3 25.1
Ilspenit origin malm 31.5 9.9 33.7 41.7
Ilspanic origie female 14.2 20.9 , 11.8 41.2

Source: Suraiu of the Census. School Social and Economic
Characteristic of Students, table appearing 1 '1Um4ition of Education, 1979 ,

(tall. 5.5)

ACNIEVENENT

Some Coeclusioua

Low aducatioaal achievement for lisp:mica could be*aczountird for by two

*om -language specific factors la particularloftily inCOO4 amd pareatal

edution. According to the Conditiou of Educatiom 19110 the higher the family

ineoes, the less likely tbat children will be behlud in school. According to

am NAPS study, families below the poverty live, which includod approximately

21 percent of Hispanic families im 1977 (le contrast to percent of see-

lispanic families) were more likely to have children enrolled bolo:, irade

level them wore families shove the pm4rty lloe.

33
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EducationtA attainnent of parents could also be a factor in low

achievement for Hispanics. lecause the educational attainment level of

Hispanic adults was lower than that of the total population, it follows thit

the achievement of Hispanic children in school might also ie lower. The higher

the educational attainient, level of parentse,the less likely the child will be

a low achiever.

In conclusion, there is no final best method of instruction uhich will

assure leer sssss In achievement levels for Hispanics. Her can firm conclusions

be reached regarding the extent to which the educational problems of Hispanics

result from limited Zngliah-proficieney, as opposed to other, nOn-language

specific facto;s (primarily those described earlier). It appears, however,

that special programs to meet the specific language needs of Hispanic pupils,

whether of the bilingual orintensive English language instruction variety,

may be helpful In providing
meaningful access to educational programs and

services te "tinplate children.
Sy broadening access can achievement and

participation rates may be raised. However, full parity with the non-Hispanic

population im education participation and
achievement also almost undoubtedly

depends on the success-of efforts to improve the
socioeconomic conditions of

life for Hispanic-Americansefforts which,
whether,private or governmental,

take place prinarily outside of the
educational system and will take some

considerable time and resources to ace/3141118h.

3



CHAPTER 4

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR HISPANIC SCHOOL CHILDREN--
THE RIGHT TO BILINGUALAICULTURAL EDUCATION

by

Charles V. Dale
American Law Division

Millions of ethnic minority students attending American public schools are

hampered in their educational pursuits by an English language deficiency. Of

the forty-nine million children compelled to attend our Nation's schools,

approximately five million speak a principal language other than English. 11

In addition, Hispanic-Americans constitute the largest such minority group and

their nuabers are growing. 2/ Congress recognized the special educational

needs of these children in passing the bilingual Education Act which,grants

financial sss i s tance to local educational sgencies_to develop bilin'ival

'curricula, programs to famil sss i ss ethnic minority children with their history

. and culture, and plans for closer cooperation between school and home. 31 The

implementing provisions of the Act depend upon voluntary governmental action,

however, and unless the State legislature requires a local educational official

to apply for these funds, private litigants cannot rely on this statute.

1/ W. Grant and C. Lind, Digest of Educational Statistics: l77-711

i157ST; Office of Education, U.S. Dept. of H.E.W., Draft: Pive Year Plan

1772-77: bilingual Education Programs, app. I, Aug. 24, 1771.

21 Seetoament, The Constitutional Right of bilingual Children to an
Equal-kducational Opportunity, 47 S. Cal. L. Rev. 943, 751, 1774.

3/ Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1745, 20

U.S.C. II $11011-180-5.

(29)

3 k)

The previous numbered page In

the original document was blank
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In addition, prompted by the Supreme Court's 1974 ruling in Lau v.

Nichols, y the Federal courts in several
'
yeasil-hive considered claims that the

failure of local school districts to provide compensatory language instruction

to non-English-speaking students is a violation of title VI of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act, 5/ the Equal Education Opportunities Act of 1974, 6/ and the Equal

Protection Clause. In Lau, non-English-speaking Chinese students alleged that

teaching el sssss only.in Engliah effectively excluded them from an opportunity

for a meaningful education. the Supreme Court agreed, ruling that title VI
/1

required some form of remedial language instruction, but left'open the question

/of the t;pe of program required by the 1964 Act. In the;wake of Lau,,a few

courts have ordered the implementetion of bilingual/bicultural programa to

the difficulties of linguistically deficient students, While,others have

/
interpreted that decision to mandate deferrel to local school board policies

and programs designed to meet the special educational needs of such students.

The remainder of this section will review the setting of Lau, uhe decision

itself, and the aubaequent judicial conflict of opinion as to the degree of !

judicial intervention necessary to assure the effective nforcement of these;

rights.

y 414 0.S. 563, 1974.

5/ 42 U.S.C. 20004 et. seq.

6/ 20 U.S.C. 1703(f).

7/ On August 5, 1980, the Department of Education (ED) issued propoied
rules to implement title VI that would require recipients of Federal
educational assistance, at the elementary and secondary level, to provide
bilingual instruction, or other appropriate compensatory services, to "limited

English-proficient" students whose primary language is other thaA English.

See, 45 Fed. Reg. 52063 et. seq., Aug. 5, 1980. However, with its passage of

H.J. Res. 666, continuing appropriations for fiscal year 1981, ,Congreas
effectively precluded ED enforcement of any final regulations regarding

bilingual education until June, 1, 1981. See, P.L. 96-536, I

Dec. 16, 1980.

A
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Title VI of the 1964 Civil lights Act enacted a broad prohibition against

discrimination in all federally assisted programa. Thus, section 601 of the

Act provides that:

No person in the United Statem shJ11, -on the ground of race, color or
natural origin, be excluded fromliartielpation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to-dPicrimination under any program or
activity receiving Federal finaneid sss i s tante. 5/

Sy section 602 of the Act, grantmaking agencies of the Federal Government, such

as the ,Department of Education (ED), are specifically ."directed" to "issue

rules regulations and orders" to insure that recipients of Federal aid under

their jurisdiction conduct any federally financed projects in a manner

cOnsistent with section 601. 91

Shortly after title VI became law, NEW issued regulations applicable to

school districts and other recipients of Federal assistance administered by the

Department. 101 Thereafter. in 1961 NEW issued the first in a series of

guidelines interpreting the Act and regulations to.mean that federally sssss ted

81 42 U.S.C. 2000d.

9/ In addition, ED, SS Successor tn NEW in the field of education, is
primarily.responsible for administrative enforcement of title VI with respect
to federally assisted local school districts. At such, it is charged with
securing local compliance with title VI, and all applicable rules and
regulations, by voluntary means, negotiation and the like, if at all possible.
Where these efforts fail, however, ED is authorised to enforce compliance by
terminating or refusing to grant or continue assistance, or "by any other means
authorised by law," including referral to the Depertment of Justice for court

enforcement. 42 U.S.C. 2000d-1.

101 In those regulations, 49 C.F.I. I 110.3(b). HEW specified that
reccirents of Federal aid may not:

(i) Deny an individual any service, financial mid. or other
benefit under the program;

(continued)

,3
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"islchool systems are responsible for
assuring that students of a particular

race, color, or national origin are not denied the opportunity to obtain the

education generally obtained by other
student. in the system." 11/ Two years

later, HEV published an interpretive
memorandum specifically directed at

language inorities, requiting school
districts that are federally funded "to

rectify thelanguage-deficiency in order to open" their instructional program

to students with "linguistic deficiencies." 12/ Thus, under the 1970 HEW

(continued) (ii) Provide any service, financial aid, or other benefit to

an individual which is different, or is provided in a

different tanner, from that provided to others under the

program;

(iii) Subject any individual to segregation or separate

treatment in any mauler related to his receipt of any

seilfice, financial aid, or other 'benefit under the

program;

,(iv) Restrict an individual in any way in the enjoyment of

any advantage or privilege enjoyed by others receiving

any service, financial aid, or other benefit under the

program;

(vi) Deny an individual an opportunity to participate in

the program through the preAsion of services or

otherwise or afford-him an opportunity to do so which

is different from that afforded others under the

program.

II/ 33 Fed. Reg. 4956.

12/ The 1970 memorandum add d the needs of English language deficient

students AO follOWS:

Where inability to speak and understand the English langumge excludes

national origin-minority group
children from effective participation

.414.the educational program, offered by a
school district, the district

Ito ust take affirmative steps to rectify the language deficiency in

order to oiin its instructional.progrik
to these Students.

It further specifies;

Any ability grouping or
tracking system employed by the school system

to deal with the special
language skill nee& of national origin-

minority group children must be
designed to meet such language skill

needs as soon as possible and must
not operate 48 an educational

desdend or persanent track.
35 Fed. Reg. 11595.
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memorandum, programa having the effect of excluding students because of

linguisitic differences are violative of title VI and must be remedied by

affirmative programs.

These regulations and interpretive guidelines bore substantially on the

Supreme Court's reasoning in its 1974 ruling in Lau v. Nichols. 131 In Lau,

t non-English-speaking students in San Francisco brought a class action claiming

that the failure of the school administration to provide adequate supplemental

language instruction denied them an equal educational opportunity in violation

of title VI and the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution. Of the

2,856 Chinese ihildren in the school system, only about 1,000 were provided

supplemental courses in English, while 1,800 received no special instruction.

The stated policy of the dalifornia legislature at the time was to insure "the

mastery of English by all pupils in the schuols," and no student could receive

a high school diploma unless he or she was proficient in English. 14/ ho

specific remedy was sought, only that the school board be required to act in

some fashion to remedy the situation. ///

The district/court denied relief, and the Court of Appeals for 'the Ninth

Circuit affirmed, holding that there was no violation of the Equal Protection

Clause or title VI. 15/ The Court of Appeals reasoned that:

131

14/

15/

414 U.S. 563, 1974.

414 U.S. at 565-66, quoting Cal. Educ. Code 1 71 (1969).

The title VI claim was dismissed in a footnote, the Ninth Circuit

apparently viewing it as equivalent to the constitutional claim: "Our

determination of the merits of the other cl'alo of appellants will likewise

dispose of the claims under the Civil Rights Act of 1964." 483.F. 2d at 794,

n. 6.

33'
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Every student brings to the starting line of his educational
different advantages and disadvanteges caused in pert by social,
economic and cultural background, created and ccntinued completely
apart from any contribution by the school system . . . 16/

Although some of these disadvantages ight be overcome, because of the complex

nature of educational policy in this area, the court concluded that the matter

was best left to the discretion of local school officials.

In an opinion delivered by Justice Douglas, the Supreme Court reversed,

without reaching the Equal Protection issue posed by the case, and remanded

with direction tn.fashion appropriate relief under title VI. Interpreting the

KEW regulations siwi\guidelines to mean that "discriminetion is barred which

has the effect even tlouh no purposeful design is present," Justice Douglas

I

found that

The Chinese-speaking inority receive fewer benefits than the
English-speaking majority from respondents' school system which
denies them a meaningful opportunity to participate in the
educational programall earmarks of the discrimination banned by

the regulations. 17/

In view of the State-imposed standards mandating English as the basic language

of instruction in the public schools, and English proficiency as a requirement

for graduation, Justice Douglas cOncluded "there is no equality of treatment

merely by provIding students vith the same facilities, textbooks, teachers,

and curriculum, for students who-do not understand English are effectively

foreclosed from any meaningful education." 16/ Significantly, however, the

Court did not prescribe any specific measures that must be taken to accommodate

16/ 483 F. 2d at 767.

17/ 414 U.S. at 566.
.

IS/ 414 U.S. at 566.

4u
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students with limited English proficiency, but left the matter oi appropriate

reliei tu local school officials.

Teaching English to theltudents of Chinese ancestry who do not speak
the language is one choice. Giving instruction to this group in

Chin eee is another. There may be others. Petitioners ask on4 that
the Board of Education be directed ta dpply its expertise to the

problem and rectify the situstion. 19/

Although the majority opinion is silent on the question, Justice Blackmun,

joined by the Chief Justice, in his concFring opinion and, perhaps to a lesser

extent, the separate concurrence filed by Justice Stewart appear to suggest

that, at least to the view A these three Justices, a criticel consideration

in the result reached ars the relatively large number of non-English speaking

students involCed in LAW. Justice Blackmun stated the matter thusly:

I merely wish to maks plain that when, in another case we are
confronted with a very few youngsters, or with just a single child
who Speaks German or Polish or Spanish or any other language than
English, I would nut regard todey'e decision, or the separate
concurrence, as conclusive upon the issue whether the statute and

guidelines require the funded school district to provide special

instruction. For me, numbers are at the heart of this case Ind

my consurrence is to be understood accordingly. 20/
5.

Thus, it Is not altogether certain that the Court would have reschecithe legal

conclusion it did xf the demonstrated need for supplemental services measured

in terms of the number of non-Englieh speaking students, hod been significantly

smaller then in Lau.

An ieportant aspect of Lau was the Court's apparent conclusion that proof

alone of discriminatory "effects," without regard to the intent behind a school

board's policy respecting non-Engliih-speaking students, ir sufficient to

establish a prima facie violation of title VI. A contrary implication may be

19/ 414 U.S. a't 565.

20/ 414 U.S. at 562.
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drawn, however, from the Supreme Court's recent decision in the University of

California Regents v. itekki 21/ where five of the nine Justices explicitly held

that, as applied to race discrimination cast:, title VI is coextensive in scope

with the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Justice Fowell's

opinion in Bakke declared that "title VI must be held to proscribe only those

racial classifications that would violete the Equal Protection Clause or the

Fifth Amendment." 22/ Justice Marshall, joined by Justices White, Srennen, and

Slackmun, though acknowledging the inconsistency of this postion with levb

nevertheless concurred in the conclusion that the title VI standard is no

broader than the Constitution. "Me agree with Mr. Justice Powell that as

/Applied to the cases before us, title VI goes no further in prohibiting the use

of race than the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment." 23/ The

other four Justices expressed no opinion on the issue, 24/ and although the

majority did not expressly overrule Lau, Bakke susgests that constitutional

standards sisy be applicable to discrimination claims under title VI.

In this regard, the Sepreme Court has recently in a variety of

contexts that, for purposes of analysing tht constitutionality of allegedly

discriminatory conduct, the purpose or intent behind the law or governmental

action, and not its effect on racial minoritleo, is controlling. Thus, in

21/ 4311 U.S. 245, IBM

22/ 43S U.S. at 2117.

23/ 438 U.S. at 352.

24/ 4311 U.S. at 417-4:S. (Stevens, J., joined by Burger, Steward,
Rehnigiret, JJ.).
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Washineton v. Davis, 25/ the court refused to apply the Griggs "effects" test

used in title Yll cases to a public employment discrimination aecion brought

*under the Equ'al Protection Clause, stating:

. . . We have not held that a law, neutral on its face and serving
ends otherwise within the power of government o pursue, is invalid

under the Equal Protection Clause simply because it may a6fect a
greater proportion of one race than of another. Disproportionate

impact is not irrelevant, but it is not the sole touchstone of an
invidious racial discrimination forbidden by the Constitution. 26/

The Court applied the Davis rationale to an exclusionary zoning case in

1141.1.e Arlington Heights v Metropolitan Housing Development Cork 27/

holding that local officials' refusal to rezone to permit the construction

of a proposed low and moderato income housing project was not unconstitutional

Since no "discriminatory puzpose or intent" had been proven. Noting that any

investigation into intent or purpose "demands a sensitive inquiry into such

circumstantial and direct evidence of intent as may be available," the Court

obselived that while the "effects" of a challenged policy mey be relevant as

a "starting point," only in "rare" cases, where a clear pattern of

discrimination emerges, will the inquiry turn on the nature of the

discriminatory effect. Finally, in Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts

v. FeenoL, 28/ the Court upheld an "absolute and permanent" statutory

prefdrence for veterans in State employment, even though it operated

overwhelmingly to exclude women from,consideration for the best civil aervice

jobs, because no subjective intent to discriminate was shown.

25/ 426 U.S. 229, 1976.

26/ 426 U.S. at 242.

32/ 429 U.S. 252, 1977.

211/ 442 U.S. 256, 1679.

gr.

4,3
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The Supreme Court has not since Bakke confronted the precise question

of whether an "effects",teat, such es that applied in title VII employment

CAM under Griggs, or the more restrictive, constitutional intent standard

I. appropriate for evaluating the allegedly discriminatory conduct of Federal

aid recipients under title VI. 29/ In the wake of Bakke, however, some lower

Federal courts have ruled, withiS the context of suits to compel local

school officials to provide bilingual instruction to non-English speaking

students, 30/ and otherwise, 31/ that proof of past intention:1 discrimination

is essential for title VI relief. These may be contrasted with other

decisions, both prior to and after the Bakke ruling, phich have required

- -
r

29/ In Board of Education, New York City v. Harris, 444 U.S. 130, 1,97,,
however, the Court ruled that In the case of delegregating school districts
receiving Federal fund!. under the Emergency School Aid Act, 20 U.S.C.
1619, discriminatory impact is the standard gy which ineligibility is to be
measured, regardless of whether the discrimination relates to "demotiop or
dismissal of instructional or other personnil" or to "the hiring, promotion,
or assignment of employees." According to(the Court, the text and
congressionally stated policy and purposq* behind the Act, its legislative
history and overall structure all pointsd in the direction of the "effects"
test. Therefore, to treat as ineligib)e only an applicant with a past or
conscious present intent to perpetuatt racial isolation would defeat the
stated objective of ending de facto as well as de jure sagregaticn.

30/ Otero v. Mesa County Valley School District Mo. 51, 470 F. Supp. 326
(D. Colo. 1979). See also, Guadalupe Organization, Inc. v. Tempe Elementary
School Distriit Mo. 3, 587 F. 2d 1022 (9th Cir. 1978) (neither title VI nor
the Constitution are violated by district's failure to provide bilingual/
bicultural education program where remedial instruction in English is already
provided non-English-speaking students). ,

31/ Parent Association of Andrew Jackson High School v. Ambsch, 598
F. 2d705 (2d Cir. 1979) (school desegregation); Harris v. White, 479 F.
Supp. 996 (D. Hass. 1979) (esployment discrimination): Valadez v. Grahae,
474 F. Supp. 149 (M.D. Fla. 1979) (Title VI challenge by migratory farm
children to school district policy regarding late entering students end
credit for prior attendance at other schools).
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implementation of bilingual/bicultural programs without a specific shoving that

such students were the victims of past discrimination. 32/

Since Lau, the right of non-English speaking public school students to a

bilingual/bicultural education program has been add d by several lower

Federal courts which have sought to apply the Supreme Court's ruling in ections

brought under both title III and the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution.

Some of the cases have evolved from Lau-type suits seeking direct relief of

unequal educational opportunities alleged by non-English-speaking students

as result of the failure of public educational officials to provide bilingual

services. Others have dealt with the question indirectly within the eontext

of the relief to be afforded such students as the part of An overall plan

to remedy segregation in the schools forbidden by the Constitution.

In Selma v. Fortales Munisial Schools, 33/ after the trial court found

that Spanish-surnamed children in Postale., New Mexico, were denied equal

educational opportunity because the school distric had failed to take

affirmative steps to rectify their language deficiencies, the school district

...... .

32/ Seine v. Postale. Municipal Schools, 499 F. 2d 1147 (10th Cii

1974 IT Rios v. Read, 460 F. Supp. 14 (E.D.N.Y 1976) (orders implementation

of plan consistent with Lau remedies without considering Bakke issue);

Cintron v. Brentwood Union Free School District, 455 F. Supp. 57 (E.O.N.Y.

1976) (pre-Bakke decision requiring submission of plan in compliance with

Lau Remedies); Aspire of New York v. Board of Education of the City of New

York, No 72 Civ. 4002 (E.D.N.Y 1974) (eonsent decree).

33/ 499 F. 2d 1147 (10th Cir. 1974).

"
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submitted a plan for remedial action. 34/ Rather than accept the proposed

program, which it found to be mere "tokenism," the.district court "fashioned

a program which it felt would meet the needs of Spanish surnamed students in

the Portales school oyster " including more expansive bilingual instruction

and the hiring of a greater number of Spanish-speaking teachers. The Tenth

Circuit Court of Appe.als affirmed based on title VI and the Supreme Court's

intervening decision in LIM.

In conformity with Lau, the Tenth Circuit determined that the effect of

the school district's inaction was to deprive its Spanish-speaking students

of a meaningful education and prevent their parlicipation in the educational

process in violation of title VI end the HEW guidelines.

The trial court noted in its memorandum opinion that appellees
claimed deprivation of equal protection guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment and of their statutory rights under Title VI of the 1964
Civil Rights Act, specifically 5 601. While the trial court reached

the correct result on equal, protection grounds, we choose to follow
the approach adopted by the Supreme Court in Lau; that is, appellees
were deprived of their statutory rights under Title VI of tlie 1964

Civil Rights Act. As in Lau, all able children of school Agt are

required to attend school. N.M. Const. Art. XII, 5 5. All public

schools must be conducted in English. N.M. Const. Art. XXI, S 4.

While Spanish surnamed children are required to attend school and
if they attend public schools the courses must be taught in English.
Portales school district has failed to institute a program which

34/ At trial, the plaintiff, established that, until 1970:

Inlone of the teachers in the Portales schools was Spanieh-
surnamed including those speaking the Spanish language in junior and

senior high school; there had never been a Spenish-eurnamed principal
or vice-principal and there were no secretaries who spoke Swish in
the elementary grade..

Moreover, despite an evaluation by the New Mexico Department of
Education that the Fortales schools were not meeting the language
needs of their Hispanic childern, the defendants neither applied for
funds under the Federal Bilingual Educaton Act, 20 U.S.C. 880b, nor
accepted funds for a similar purpose when they were offered by the

State of New Mexico. 499 F. 2d at 1149.
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will rectify language deficiencies so that these children will receive
a meaningful education. The Fortales school curriculum, which has the
effect of discrimination even though probably no purposful design is
present, therefore violates the requisites of Title VI and the
requirement imposed by or pursuant to HEM regulatiens. 75/

it

Unli e Lau., however, the Tenth Circuit passed on the adequacy of the proposed

re m dy, concluding that the record reflected a long standing policy by the

Fortales school that ignored the needs of Spanish-surnamed school children.

This degree of judicial intervention was justified by analogy to constitutional

cases in the school desegregation area so the "the trial court, under its

inherent equitable power, can properly fashion bilingual-bicultural program

which will assure that Spanish-surnamed children receive meaningful

education." 36/ However, to dispel any implication that its ruling would

require bilingual programs where a student is found who lacks facility in the

English languige, the court adopted the Blackmun view, in LAU, that "numbers

_

are at the heart of this case and only where a subitantial gloup is being

deprived of a meaningful education will a Title 'I violation exist." 37/

In 1972, Puerto Rican i:nd other Hispanic students in Hew York City

brought an action against the city board of education to compel aJoption of an

effective program of bilingual instruction. 38/ As in Lau and Serna, the

educational policies of the school board were alleged to violate th equal

35/ 499 F. 2d ai 1153-54.

36/ 499 F. 2d at 1154, citing Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of
Education, 402 U.S. 1, 1971.

37/ 499 F. 2d at 1154.

38/ Aspire of Mew York v. Board of Education of the City of of Pew York,
Mo. 72 Civ. 4002 (S.O.M.Y. 1074) (unreported consent decree), related rulings
may be found At 65 F.R.O. 541 (S.D.M.Y. 1975) (attorney's fees); 58 F.R.O.
62 (S.O.M.Y. 1973) (motion to dismiss); 423 F. Supp. 647 (0.0.M.Y. 1976)
(contempt proceedings).

20-125 0 - 83 -
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protection clause, and the rights to an equal educational opportunity mandated

by title VI. Again, as in those cases, the school board a s aaa ted as a defense

that it treated all students equally. However, before the case proCeeded to

trial, but after the Court's Lau decision, the parties entered into a consent

decree.

The consent decree established a far reaching bilingual education program,

providing for

methods of identifying those to receive bilingual instruction, for
specific forme of instruction in Spanish and English, for the
formulation of pertinent educational standards, the preparation and
distriAution of instructional materials, the recruitment and training

of staff, the procurement of suitable funding, and continued

consultation vith plaintiffs. . . . .39/

In s subssquent proceedog, the court relied on an "effectiveness standard to

find that the board of education had failed to comply with its duties under the

consent decree and implementing orders, and had not employed, in good faith,

the utmost diligence in discharging its responsibilities." 40/ As a result,

the board was held in contempt and ordered to comply with the decree and

related orders.

..

39/ See, 423 F. Supp. at 649. The testing provea formulated by the
consent decree bore some similarities to that in the proposed ED regulations.

It began with a group of tests called the "language nt battery

(L.A.S.)--English Version. In a first step, this L.A.g. vas given to a sample
population of English-speaking students whose performance Vag scored and who

served LC the "norming group. Next, the same test V11$ given to all Hispanic

students, from whor were selected thost entitled to the progress of bilingual

education. The thin, step comprised the "norming p:ocess" which provided that

1) a Spanish-Version would be given only to those Hispanic students

whose scores fell helov the 20th-perceutile score of the forming group, and
2) from among those thus giyen the Spanish version, the bilingual program
would then embracs the students who scored better on this version and were
thus designated As beim able to "more effectively participate in Spanish."

401 423 F. Supp. at 649.
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Inlios v. Read 41/ Puerto Rican and Hispanic children attending school in

the NatchkMedford School District in Suffolk County, New York brought a

class action 9airing that the district's existing program of remedial language

instruction was inadequate to satisfy the requirements of title VI and the

Bqual Educational OpportUnities Act of 1974 (MA). 42/ Tbe school population

of the district at the time of trial was approximately 11,000, of whom about

800 were Hispanic. Of these 800 Hispenic children, hovever, only 186 were

receiving remedial instruction in English. The district's program for Spanish-

speaking children consisted of six full-time instructors, but it appeared that

only two of these had any formal traininos in the methods of bklingual teaching.

In addition, the court found that the program itself "was almost totally geared

toward teaching English as a second language (ESL)," with English taught to

Spanish speaking children during periods when their English speaking

41/ 480 F. Supp. 14 (E.D.N.Y. 1978).

42/ 20 U.S.C. 1703(f). The EWA vas enacted as part of the Education
Amendments of 1974 and provided in S 204 that:

No state shall deny equal educational opportunity to an individual on
account of his or her race, color, sex, or national origin, by

(f) the failure of an educational agency to take appropriate
action to overcome language barriers that impede equal participation
by its students in its instructional program.

Although unclear from the legislative history, at least two courts have held in
the school desegregation context that the prohibitions of the Equal Education
Opportunity Act, 20 U.S.C. 1701-1721, go beyond thore of the Constitution
and forbid practices discriminatory in their effect even if no improper motive
is shown. U.ited States v. Hinds County School Board, 560 F. 2d 619, 623-24

(5th Cir. 1977), Martin Luther King Elem. School Children v. Michigan Board of
Bducation, 463 P. Supp. 1027, 1031-32 (E.D. Mich. 1978). Although similar

consideration,' may thus apply as in the Title VI context, it shnuld be observed
thit neither 10 or any other Federal agency is given explicit authority to
enforce S 1703(f) by issuing rules or regulations regarding bilingual education.

4 5
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counterparts were instructed in other subjects. No formal procedures Of tests

were utilised to identify students in need of spe.i.al instructie, nor to

determine when the student had reached the required level of .om'tence in

English. Nonetheless, the board argued that Lou required only that the

district take affirmative steps to correct the language deficiencies

English speaking students, and that it had fully complied with this man te.

The Rios court disagreed, homever, holding the the district had not

discharged its statutory obligations under Lau by instituting the ESL progra

alone, and required, in addition, that it establish a bikingual/bicultural

program in conformity with the Ltu guidelines issued by HEW.

ThiKatatutory obligations upon the school district require it to take

apjrmative action for language-deficient students by establishing an
1I40L and bilingual program and to keep them in such a program until

they have attained sufficient proficiency in English to be instructed

along with English-speaking students of comparable intelligence. The

school district has the okligation of identifying children in need of

bilingual education by objective, validated tests conducted.by

competent personnel. It must establish procedures for monitoring the

progress of students in the bilingual program and may exit them from

the program only after validated tests have indicated the appropriate

level of English proficiency. 43/

The court stated the purpose of the program to be "to assure the language

deficient child that he or she will be afforded the seam opportunity to learn

as that offered his or her English speaking counterpart." As a nee sssss y

concomitant to achieving this objective, the court ruled that in addition

to bilingual aspect, "the program must also be bi-cultoral as a psychological

support to the subject matter instruction." 44/

43/ 480 F. Supp. at 23.

400 F. Supp. at 21-22.

5 u
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Similarly, in Citroe'v. Brentwood 45/ Puerto Rican

and other Hispanic childrea with deficienetecin the English language sued for

injunctive and declaratory relief with respect to thcannousced intention of

the 'school district to restructure its bilingual educatioe program. The

proposed modification was prompted by * reduction in force related to declining

enrollments which reduced the district's bilingual staff from 15 to,7 teachers.

MeasUred against the Lau guidelines, the court found that both Project Melia*,

the present bilingual program; and the board's proposed Plan V violated the

EWA and title VI.

Specifically, the present plan was faulty because it kept Spenish-speaking

students separate and apart from English-speaking students, it was conducted as

eaintenance progran, and it failed to provide a mechanism for transferring

students to regular instructional courses once they had achieved proficiency

in English. Plan V was likewise found defective in that it did not clearly

indicate the manner in which English-deficient students would be identified sod

was based on a theory of "immersion into English language and,eulture and a

subordination of Spanish and Hispanic culture with a view to acceleratin6 the

acquisition of English." 46/ Accordingly, the school district was directed

to submit a plan in compliance with the Lau guidelines which incorporated the

following:

The plan must contain more specific methods for identifying on
admission those children who are deficient in the English language
and for monitoring the progress of such children by the use of
recogaised and validated tests to ascertain achievement levels and
proficiency in the English language. It Ohould have a training

!li 455 P. Stipp. 57 (E.D.M.Y. ME).

46/ 455 P. Supp. at 63.
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prOgram for bilingual teachers end btllingual aids. The program must

be both bilingual and bicultural. It must provide a method for

transferring students out of the program when the neeessary level of

English proficency if reached. It should not isolate children in

racially or ethnically identifiable cl" , but it should encourage,

contact between non-English and Ing1ish(-1speaking children in ell but

subject matter instruction (in the earliest'cl i.e., kindergarten

and first grade, where subject natter ill of lesser importance, the

program should emph he need=for contact between non-EnglAsh end

English(-)Speaking children...47/

In the meantime, the school board was directed to modify the present plan N

accordance with the court's opinion.

In contrast to these decisions, tYo ...deral courts have rilled that "there

is no constitutional right to bilingual/biculturel
education," and that title

VI, as interproted in Lau, may provide no more basis for such a rieht than the

Equal Protection Clause. The first case to hold in this manner was Judge

Winner's decision in ()tato. v. Mesa County Valley School District Mo. 51. 48/

In that ease, nine Mexican-American school children filed a class action

against a Colorado school district to require it provide a bilingual/bicultural

curriculum and to hire more Mexican-American teachers and supporting personnel.

-r
The plaintiffs attempted to support their constitutional claims with the

results of a "home survey" designed to ascertain
whether Spanish was spoken in

the homes of Spanish-surnamed students.
in dismissing this evidence as having

no bearing on the issue of the extent of need for bilingual education in the

district, the court deferred instead to tests administered by the board-which

seemed to show no English language difficulties on the part of significant

47/ 455 F. Supp.' et 64.

48/ 408 F. Supp. 162 (D. Colo. 1575).

5.
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number of Hispanic students. ml lecause of this, and a dearth of other
-

educational or linguistic data demonstrating a substantial need-foi bilingual

education in the district, Judas Winner held that "in addition to the

detrmination that there is no constitutional right to bilingual/bicultural

chi-cation, there is no failure on the part of the district to cuaply with any

fsderal-statute or regulation." 50/

In his discussion of the title VI claim, Judge Winner observed that the

class of tudents sssss ting that they had been deprived of a meaningful

education was relatively small, and that the district had made a "conacientioue

effort" to solve the problesm which existed as to any student. The court found

that the email number of students affected, and the good faith motivation on

the part of the school board, distinguished the case' from Lau and &lane.

Lau and Sarne both had to do with large numbers of students who had
language-lineiencies and who could not learn in English. Our cases
involve a very few, if any, tudents who have real language
deficiency. Lau and Soma dealt with school boards which were making
no real effort to meet the problem . . . District 51 hes made and it
is making a real effort, an all out effort, which in no circumstances
can be said to be a mere token effort. I could do no better, and I
do not believe that a federal judge should tep in where the school
board and school officials are doing their best and doing a good job.
The only injunctive order I could in gond faith enter would be one
which ordered the,school board to 'keep up the goo4 work.' 51/

49/ It appears from the opinion that 8.2 percent of the district's school
population was Mexican-American. Of the 628 tudents teeted by the school
board, 1$ were found to be Spanish-dominant, five were found to be bilingual,
and four were found to be Spanish-proficient. Judge Winner found that "there
js no deficiency on the part of a significant number of Waren-American
students in English language proficiency, and the students who are deficient
in English are also deficient ,in Spanish." 40$ F. Supp. at 165.

50/ 408 F. Supp. st 170.

51/ 408 F. Supp. st 171.



The court then cited Justice filaidosun's oncurring opinion in Lau, 4nd the

"substantial group" requirement in Serpa, is luthority for the proposition

that a zitle VI violation could exist only when a substantial number of

students ire heing deprived of meaningful education. Since the school

board's statistics substantiated thst no need existed, plaintiffs' claim

necessarily failed. Aciordingly, the court declined to review the success

of the scholl board's existing language program, which is not even discussed

in the opinion, because it concluded that the plaintiffs were seeking "to

substitute their Judgment for the thoughtful, independent JudgMent of the

elected school board." 52/

The plaintiffs,did not skpeal this part of the court's decision but did

seek review of the court's finding that they lacked standing to challenge the

board's hiring practices. On remand from the Tenth Circuit, the district court

was directed to reconsider the employment discrimination cl'aims. 53/ In so

doing, Judge Winner reviewed the Supreme Coutt's subsequent rulings in Bakke

and yiutinellv. Davis and concluded, without further discussion of the

bilingual education aspects of his earlier ruling, that "Bakkedid decide that

Title VI requires "he existence of the intent not necessary in some Titie vir

ituations." S4/

52/ 406 F. Supp. at 164. Judge Winner also exp d concern that "if

there were an Equal Protection right to bilingual/bicultural education, the

needs of a single student would give rise to that right, and our nation's

schools would bankrupt themselves in meeting Equal Protection claims to

bilingual educations in every conceivsble language and dialect." 406 F. SuPp.

at 169.

53/ Otero v. Mess County Valley School District No. 51, 568 F. 2d 1212

(lOthlfir. 1977).

54/ 470 F. Supp. 326, 330 (D. Colo. 1979).
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Commenting further, he stated:

1 em convinced that purposeful discrimihation muat be proved to
recover under Title VI, and plaintiffs themselves really don't Argue
that they have proven intentional discrimination on anyone's part.
If I misapprehended their position, 1 expressly sAy that even if
discriminatory impact could be said to be established under the
record, that would not be enough in a case resting on either
constitutional grounds or on Title VI. Title VI and the Constitution
permit recovery only where intent is proven, and there Will no proof
of any such intent. This is equally true as to plaintiffs' claim
under 20 U.S.C. 5 1703 (the EMI. 55/

Similarly, in Guadalupe Orgpization, Inc. v. anEtritteauruFhool

District No, 3, 56/ the Court of appeals for the Ninth Circuit Affirmed a

judgment for the school district in a suit brought by Mexican-American and

Yaqui Indian students to compel implementation of a bilingual/bicultucal

education program in lieu of a program of remedial instruction tn English

already offered by the district. Of the 12,280 students in the enttre district,

it appeared that approximately 18 percent were Mexican-American or Yaqui Indian

and that 554 of 605 students attending elementary school in Guadalupe ee-e

from those ethnic groups. The plaintiffs did not object to the district's

present efforts to deal with their language difficulties but complained only

that its tailure to provide instruction "both in the child's own language,

Spanish, and the language of the majority culture, Rnglish" violated their

rights under the Constitution, title VI, and sCction 1703(f) of the EE0A.

In rejecting the plaintiffs' elaim.that bilingual education is required

by the Equal Protection Clause, .he court of appeals found that since education

is not a "fundamental right" under the Constitution, 57/ the existing program

55/ 670 F. Supp. at 331.

56/ 587 r. 2d 1022 (9th Cir. 1978).

57/ Citing, San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, 411
U.S. 1, 1873.

k.1



of remedial instruction in English satisfied the district's constitutional

obligatione as a "rational" response to therr language needs.

We hold that the appellees fulfilled their equal protection
duty tp children of Mexican-American and Yaqui Indian origin when
they aliopted measures, to which the appellants do not object, to
cure eXieting language deficiencies of non-Englieh-opesking students.
There Mxists no contitutionel duty imposed by the Equal Protection
ClausM to provide bilingual-bicultural education such as the

appeliants request. The decision of appellees to offer the

educational programattacked by appellants bears a rational
relationship to legitimateistate 'nterests. Nor, so far as the

record.-eaveala....Agets appellees' program fail 'to provide each
child wRh-aryopportunity to acquire the basic inimal akills
necessigry ic. the enjoyment of the rights of speech and of full

partici lob in the political process.' 58/

Noting the,"Upcertainty" engendered by the Supreme Court's Bakke ruling in

regard to applicable title VI standards, the Court vas similarly persuaded

that the piaintiffe could not prevail under that statute.

1ppellants argue that the failure to implement a bilingual-
bicultural education program staffed with bilingual instructors
foreelosee them from,meaningful education and that they receive fewer

benefits from the district's educational programs than do gnglish-

speaking children. W4 do not agree. Providing the appellants with

remedial instruction in English which appellants appear to admit

58/ In further discourse on the constitutional iesue, the court stated:

The decision 01 the appellees to provide a predominately monocultural
and monolingual educational system was a rational response to a
quintessentially 'legitimate' state interest. The sane perforce would

be said were the appellees to adopt the appellants' demands and be
challenged by so English-speaking child and his parents whose ancestors

were pilgrims.
Whatever may be the consequences, good or bad, of many tongues

and cultures existing within a single nation-state, whether the children

of this Nation are taught in one tongue and about primarily one culture
or in many tongues and about many cultutes cannot be determined by

reference to to the Constitution. V. hold, therefore, that 6.

Constitution neither requires not prohibits the bilingual and bicultural

education sought by appellants. Stich matters are for the people to

decide. 587 F. 24 at 1027.

I.
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complies with Lini's mandate nakes available the meaningful eduation

and the equality of educational opportunity that Section 601 requires.
There is no suggestion that sepelleee remedial program operate*
an educational deadsnd or permanent track.' 5,1

Finally, rhe court found that section 1703 (f) ef the EWA would be violated

only if the board had "mode no plan* or provisions to deal with the language

handicap." 60/

Other cases have dealt with-eonetitutional claim to biltngual/blcultural

education within the context of formulating plans to desegreiste the public

schools under the fourteenth Amendment. In Lem v. 6chool DistrIct No. 1 61/

the Tenth Circuit refused to order bilingual/bicultural education as a remedy

to climate the consequences of de iv...segregation and expressly held that the

"Cardenas Plan," a specific program of bilingual/bicultural educatton, was not

required by the Constitution. The district court's finding that the entire

Denver district was an illegal dual school system was affirmed, but on the

tssue of providing bilingual instruction, the lower court was found to have

transgressed the limits of its power. The Cirdenas Flan, also involved in

59/ 567 F. 2d at 1027-1030.

60/ In this regard, the court explained:

Secause.Section 1703 (0 WAS proposed as an amendment from the
floor of the House, there is very little legislative history. Ho
previous decilion has interpreted the scope of the 'appropriate
actiun' requirement. Inasmuch as, to repeat, the appellants do not
challenge the appellees effort to cure existing language deficiencies
we are not asked to decide whether their chosen program constitutes

'appropriate action to overcome language barriers that impede equal
partIcipation by its students la its instructional program,' Rather
the issue is whether 'appropriate action' must include the bilingual-
bicultural education the appellants seek. Ne hold that it need not.
To hold as .ppellants urge us to do would distort the relevant
statutory language severely. The interpretation of floor amendments
unaccompanied by illuminating debate should adhere closely to the
ordinary meaning of the amendment's language. 567 F. 2d at,1030.

5 ;'



Otero, was premised on the theori that the poor performance of minority

children in public schools results form "incompatibilities" between the

cultural characteristics of minority students end the middle class methods

and expectations of the school systea involved. In rejecting plaintiffs'

assertion that the Equal flection Clause required the institution of such A

plan, either to hive meaningful desegregation or equal educational oppoEtunity,

the Tenth Circuit, nevertheless, agreed thst a meaningful desegregation program

must include the transition of Spanish-speaking children to the English

language. However, the court concluded that, in this instance, the lower

court's order was improper since it went beyond the mere attainment of

proficiency in the English language snd imposed upon school authorities "a

pervasive and detailed system for the educat,on of minority children."

In nap v. Kerrigan, 62/ a Federal district court sought to deal with

the potential conflict perceived by the Tenth Circuit in Ems between demands

for bilingual education and desegregation requirements. After finding the

loston.schools to be uncdnstitutionally segregated, the court ordered a

desegregation plan that Aliso provided for bilingual instruction. The plan's

assignment guidelines 4IS0 took into account "other minority". students in a

manner that went beyond simply aggregating them with bleat students in the

process of developing school composition limits. The plaintiff-intervenors,

representing Spanish-speaking students end their parents, asserted s right

to adequate bilingual education, and requested the implementation of a

. . .

61/ 521 F. 2d 46 5 flOth Cir. l9'5J, cert. denied 422 U.S. 1066,

1976.

62/ 401 F. Supp. 216 (D. Hass. 1975).
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bilingual program for Hispanic stuaents and others in need of this service.

The court determined that in order to minimize their excessive dispersal,

such students should be given priority in assigning them Lo schools ahead

of other groups. The court felt that this would permit the "clustering" of

bilingual cl ssssss thus enabling them to comply vith title VI.

In another post-Lau desegregation case, United States v. Texas Education

Agency, 63/ the fifth Circuit again perceived no conflict between desegregation

and the institution of a bilingual education program. The district court had

adopted a commitment by school administrators to maintain an ongoing bilingual-

bicultural education program that would continue "regardless of the level of

federal funding" as part of sn overall plan to desegregate the Austin, Texas

schools. This loss justified as nee aaaaa y to sss i s t Mexican-American students

in adjusting to their new school environmant and to assure then a meaningful

desegregation.

Nipecial education consideration . . . shall be given to the
Mexican-American students in assisting them in adjusting to those
parts of their new school environment which present a cultural and
linguistic shock. Egually clear, however, is the need to avoid the

creation of a stigma of inferiority . . . To avoid this result the
Anglo-American students to0 must be called upon to adjust to their
Mexican-American classmates, and to learn to understand and
appreciate their different linguistic and cultural attributes. The
process by Which all students participate in a joint learning and
adjustment process vill not only constitute an educational
enrichment but, also, will bring the school system as a whole closer
to that goal or state48-being referred to by the Supreme Court aS a
unitary system. 64/

The court of appeals affirmed the inclusion of this commitment as part of the

desegregation plan by asserting thst "state and federal lay requires as much."

631 532 r. 2d 380 (5t6 Cir. 1976).

64/ 342 P. Supp. 24, 28 (E.D. Tex. 1971).

5 ut
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Again, no mention was made of the possible conflict between bilingual education

and desegregation reeedies, and bilingual/bicultural progress were ordered for

all studints.

Other courts, though not going so far as to require bilingual education

for all students, have.recognised that bilingual programa say facilitate the

desegregation process and have'ordered their implementation as an element of a

desgregation plan. 65/ Fashioning a remedy for de ilte segregation, however,

is a taak quite distinct from determining whether there exists a constitutional

right to bilngual/bicultural education where segregation is not the issue. The

first involves, as Swann. v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education 66/

directs, a balancing of "individusl and collective interests" having as its

goals the correction of de lam segregation. Determining that a remIdy which

includes bilingual education is appropriate to further th'e correction of de

lat segregation does not a fortiori make it 4 constitutional entitlement

where such conditions art not present. 67/

In conclusion, it appears that while there is judicial support for the

proposition that title VI as interpreted by Lau contemplates a program of

bilingual education to assure the meaningful participation of non-English-

speaking public schools students, authority to the Contrary may also be found

65/ 'Nana v. Buchanan, 447 F. Supp. 982, 1016 (D. Del.). aff'd 582 F.

2d 750 (3d Cir. 1978) (ordering "curriculum offerings and programs which
emphasize and reflect the cultUral pluralism of the students"); Bradley v.
Milliken, 402 F. Supp. 1096, 1144 (E.D. Mich. 1975), aff'd 433 U.S. 267,

1977: Quality of Education for All Children, Inc. v. School Board, 385 F.

Supp. 8.03 (N.D. Ill. 1974).

66/ 402 U.S. 1, 1971.

$40, Guadalupe Organization, Inc. v. Tempt Elementary School

District No. 3, 587 F. 2d 1022, 1028 (9th Cir. 1978).
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in the cases. Samna found a title VI right to bilingual education where a

"substantial" number of students are involved but, significantly, the school

officials there had taken no affirmative steps to assist the district's

English-deficient students. la addition, although the Serna court made no

specific findings to that effect, there was arguable support in the record

for an inference of past intentional discrimination by the district against

such students. 68/ The order in Aspira was entered by consent decree and the

court never decided the merits of the title VI claims. As such, Rios and

Cintron, which required implementation of the Lau Remedies in place of remedial

instruction in English, provide the strongest support for mandatory

obligation on school districts to provide bilingual instruction. However,

those decisions ars at odds with Guadalupe and the latest Otero ruling, both

decided after Bakke, which interpreted the Constitution and title VI as not

requiring school districts which already provided some form of remedial

Engliah instruction to institute bilingual education prograe.

68/ See, 409 F. 2d et 1149-50.
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CHAPTER 5

HISPANICS IN THE U.S. LABOR FORCE: A BRIEF EXAMINATION 1/

by
Dennis M. Roth

Economics Division

,

I. POPULATION 2/

The Hispanic population 3/ in the Jnited States has been groving rapidly,

registering A 25 percent increase (3.2 percent annual rate of growth) from

March 1973 to March 1950. The total population increase, on the other hand,

vas only 3.7 percent (0.5 percent annual rate of growth) over this time period.

Rapid population growth has taken place vithin each Hispanic ethnic subgroup.

Mexicans increased their population by 26.0 percent over this period, Puerto

Ricans by 18.3 percent, Cubans by 13.4 percent (the March 1978 to March 1980

increase vas large enough to reverse the March 1973 to Hatch 1978 decline),

Central and South Americans by 71.2 percent, and the "other" Spanith origin

population by 16.3 percent, reversing a March 1973 to March 1979 decline. In

March 1980 persons of Hispanic origin or descent residing in the United States

(excluding Puerto Rico) made up 6.1 percent of the total U.S. population. Of

the more than 13 million U.S. residents of Hispanic origin, the largest group

is Mexicans vith nearly 8 oillion individuals. The remaining*Hispanic

population is made up of 1.8 million Puerto,Ricans, 0.8 million Cubans,

1.0 million Central or South Americans, and about 1.6 million p-raons of other

tlispanic origin or descent. Since these Hispanic ethnic groups entered the

1/ This paper is an update and expansion of an earlier paper by the same
titli-and author. (Report No. 81-13 E, January 14, 1981.)

2/ Source. Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States, March 1973;
CurreWt Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 264 and same publication for
March 1980, No. 361. The current population survey used to gather these data
may not include all Hispanics. For a discussion of this problem as it relates
to the census, see: Jacob S. Siegel and Jeffrey S. Passel, Coverage of the
Hispanic population of the United States in the 1970 census; a methodological
analysis. Cur:ent Population Reports, Special Studies, Series ?-23, No. 82.

3/ Resident population excluding persons in institutions and Armed lorces
in barracks.
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United States for different reasons, in different regions of the country, end

during different time periods, they also demonstrate different patterns of

labor force behavior.

In 1980 more than 60 percent of persons of Spanish origin lived in five

Southwestern States (Arizona, California, Colorado, Neio Mexico, and Texts) and

most of these personi were of Mexican origin. Nearly another 11.5 percent of

the Hispanic population resided in New York State; the State of Florida

accounted for another 5.9 percent of the total.

Spanish families are more concentrated in metropolitan areas than non-

Spanish families. In March 1980 about 83 percent of Spanish families lived in

these aaaaa as compared with 67 percent,for a 1 other families in the Nation.

In addition, about three out of every five metropolitan resident Spanish-origin

families lived in the central cities of those aaaaa .

Mee of re.idence is not consistent across all ethnic Hispanic groups

While nearly all Puerto Rican and Cuban fam:lies lived in metropolitan

(94 ard 97 percent respectively.). nearly 80 percent of the Puerto Rican

familie. lived in central cigea while this was true for only 41 percent of the

Cuban families. Slightly less than 80 percent of Hexican-origin families lived

in metropolitan areas with only 55 percent living in the central cities.

Unlike Puerto Rican and Cuban families, however, Mexican families were much

more likely to live in nonmetropolitsn areas (5.4 percent, 3.3 percent, and

20.7 percent respectively).

The high proportion of nonmetropolitan Mexican families and central-city

Puerto Rican families probably explains part of their employment problems. On

the other hand nearly three-fifths of Cuban families lived in the suburbs where

over the past decade many jobs have been created. Unfortunately, the level ,f

aggregation of the data does not let us, at this Lime, make more than

conjectures about the importance of residence on employment status.

II. HISPANIC PARTICIPATION IN THE U.S. LABOR MARKET

As si group, Hispanics participate in the labor market at a rate very

similar to that of all workers. (In 1980 the labor force participation rates

were 64.0 percent and 63.8 percent, respectively.) However, hidden in this

aggregate rate are significant differences among various'age-sex groups. And

when these same data are broken down into the various Hispanic ethnic groups,

additional differences become evident.
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In 1910 the labor force participation rate of adult Hispanic men (20 years

old and over) was 65.2 percent as compared to 79.4 percent for all adult men.
\

However7 other than the 20 to 24 year olds and the 55 year olds and over, adult

Hispanic men were slightly less likelyto participate in the labor force than

men overall. (See Table 1.) The higher overall labor fo:ce participation rate

results from the fact'that the current Hispanic male population in the U.S. is,

on average, younger than the non-Hispanic male population in the United States

(in 1960 50.9 percent of the adult Hispanic men were between the ages of 20 and

34 as compared to 39.8 percent for all adult men) and because young adult men

traditionally hold higher labor force participation rates than older men.

For adult Hispanic women the overall labor force participation rate is

somewhat lower than the rate for all adult women (in 1960 the labor force

participation rates were 46.6 percent and 51.3 percent, respectively).

However, the closeness of the overall rates is not what it seems to be. For

most of the specific age groups for which data are reporied, Hispanic women

have labor force participation rates 7.5 to 12 percentage points lower than

sell adult womei This apparent discrepancy results fitus the fact

that sdult Hispanic women, similar to adult Hispanic men, are younger than

their non-Hispanic counterparts, and young alult.women tend to have higher

labor force participation than older women. (In 1960 47.4 percent of aduslt

Hispanic women were between the ages of 20 to 34 as compared to 36.3 percent

for all women)

Differences in the rates of labor force participation also exist across

the various groups of the Hispa,.c population. In 1961 Mexicans, Cubans,

and other non-Puerto Rican Hispanics had labor force participation rates in the

64 to 67 percent range, about the same as among the overall working-age U.S.

population (see Table 4). However, in the case of working-age Puerto Ricans,

only one-half (50.0 percent) participated in the U.S. labor swim,. This

significant difference can be attributed to che lower labor force participation

rates of Puert Rican teenagers and adult women. In 1961, only 25.1 percent

of Puerto Rican teenagers and 36.9 percent of Puerto Rican adul. women

participated in the labor force as opposed to 52.8 percent and 41.6 percent of

Mexican and Cuban teenagers and 50.1 and 53.9 percent of Mexican and Cuban

adult women. Puerto Rican adult men, on the other hand, were nearly as likely

to participate in the labor market as their Cuban counterparts, but less likely

than their Mexican counterparts.



TABLE 1: Labor Force Participation Rates I/ and Age Distribution of Adult
Hispanic Men and1 Woien, 1980

Labor force participation rate Age group as a 2 of adult population

All Hispanic All Hispanic All Hispanic ,:. All Hispanic

Age group men men women women men men women women

20 and over 79.4 85.2 51.3 48.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

20 - 24 86.0 88.2 69.0 57.1 14.6 20.1 13.2 18.0

25 - 34 95.3 93.5 65.4 53.9 25.2 30.8 23.1 29.4

35 - 44 95.5 94.1 65.5 56.0 17.2 18.7 16.1 18.9

45 - 54 91.2 91.0
.

59.9 52.0 15.1 14.0 14.6 14.5

55 - 64 72.3 72.5 41. 32.9 1-3.9 8.9 14.3 9.7'

65 + 19.1 19.4 8.1 4.9 14.1 7.5 18.8 9.5

Source: Bureau of Labor SatiWcs, U.S. Department of Labor.

.
1/ Percent of civilian noninstitutionaf population in the civilian labor force.

( 1111, g.; A
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III. CHANCES IN THE HISPANIC LABOR FORCE

From 1973 to 1981 several changes have taken place in the demographic

composition of the Hispanic labor force. 4/ On an average,4,7nual basis, the

labor force participation rate of all adult Hispanic males remained relatively

stable over the period. A large decline (of more than 8 percentage points),

however, occurred among PuertO Ricans (thei,participation rate has

stabilized since 1976). This decline has been attributed, in part, to the )

concentration of adult Puerto Rican men in the declindg occupations in Nei/

York City.

From 1973 to 1981 the number of adult Hispai::::=-An the labor force

has grown by nearly 82 percent. This phenomenon, however, was more the.result

of an increase in the female Hispanic working-age population due to ongoing

migration, rather than an increase in the propensity to be in the labor force.

Yet, the labor force participation rate of adult Hispanic women did rise

i during the period commensurate with the rate fog all adult women (8.8 and

7.8 percenttge points, respectively). While the labor force participation rate

for Puerto Rican women declined from 1973 to 1977, it in'creased from 1977 to

1981, peaking in 1980. In 1979 one-half of all working-age mainland Puerto

Ricans resided in Neinark City. From 1969 to 1977 overall employment in the

city fell by 12.6 percent while the working-age population fell by only

1.8 percent. Approximately 75 percent of this employment decline took place

in clerical and operative jobs which, in 1977, accounted for nearly two-thirds

s

of the employed Puerto Rican women.

IV. RELATIVE UNEMPLOYMENT

From 1973 through 1981, Hispanics have accounted for a disproportionate

share of U.S. unemployment. While comprising between 4 and 5.5 percent of the

civilian labor force during the time period, they have accounted for 6 tq 7.5

percent of the Nation's unemployed. Typically, the Hispanic unemployment rate

ts about 40 to 50 percent greater than the overall rate. (The black

unemployment rate ranges 75 to 100 percent grea er than the overall rate.)

As with the labor force participation rate data, when broken down on the

basis of ethnicity, the unemployment data yield differences across the groups.

(See Table 2.) Of all Hispanic groups, Puerto Rican workers have had the

highest rate of unemployment from 1976 through 1981, being 30 to 45 percent

4/ This time periodlwas chosen because 1973 is the first year for which
compai7able data are available.
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higher than the overall Hispanic rate and 80 to 100 percent higher than the

rate for all workers. Cubans have had the lowest unemployment rate among

Hispanics, their rate being 25 percent or less than the overall Hispanic rate

but 10 to 50 percent greater than the rate for all workers. Mexicans have had

unemployment rates approximately the same as the overall Hispanic unemployment

rate. The higher overall rate of unemployment for Puerto Rican workers and

lower rate for Cuban workers also holds true for most age-sex groups.

The lower Cuban rate results from the fact that nearly 60 percent of their

labor force is aged 35 years and over (see Table 3), while less than 45 percent

of Mexican and only 36 percent of Puerto lican workers are in that age group.

Traditionally, workers aged 35 and over (particularly men) have lower rates of

unemployment than younger workers, because they are more mature, are more

likely to have marketable skills end work experience, and display a greater

degrek of labor market stability. An additional reason why Cuban workers are

mote highly employed is because they have higher levels of education. Many of

the Cubans who fled to the United States prior to 1979 came as a result of the

1959 revolution and were primarily middle class white collar workers or skilled

or semiskilled blue collar workers. The workers in the recent flood of Cubic'

migrants, however, are,not as highly skilled as their predecessors. On the

other hand, many of the Mexican and Puerto Rican migrants who came to the

United States were poorly educated, unable to speak fluent English and willing

to accept low-paying employment which required little or no education.

TABLE 2: Hispanic Unemployment tate: by National Origin

Unemployment rate

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

Total 7.7 7.0 6.0

Total Hispanic Origin 11.6 10.1 9.1

4exican Origin 11.2 10.1 8.9

Puerto Rican Origin 15.7 13.6 13.2

Cuban Origin 11.4 8.8 7.0

5.8

8.3

8.2

11.5

7.8

7.1

10.1

10.3

13.7

7.9

7.6

10.5

10.5

13.7

9.0

Source: Table 41, Handbook of Libor St±tietics, 1978, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, p. 133; Employment and Earnings, January

1979. 1980 and 1982, Table 45, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S._Department of

Labor.



TAD!): 3: Percent Distrib .ion of the Civilian Labor Force snd Unemployment Rates
by Sex, Age, and Hispanic Origin, 1981 Annual Averages

(numbers in thousands)

Percent Distribution
of the Civilian Labor Force Unemployment Rate

All
Workers

Mexican
Origin_

Puerto Rican Cuban
Origin Origin

All

Workers
Mexican
Origin

Puerto Rican Cuban
Origin Origin

Total, 16 years and over 108,670 3,757 583 483 8,273 393 80 44

In percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 400.0 7.6 10.5 13.6 9.0

16-19 years 8.3 10.5 7.4 6.6 19.6 22.6 42.5 22.0
20-24 years 14.8 20.3 16.5 13.7 12.3 13.2 20.9 12.1

25-34 years 28.0 32.9 33.1 21.1 7.3 8.7 11.6 8.2

35-44 years 19.5 17.9 23.0 21.3 5.0 7.0 9.1 8.1

45-54 yeata 1S.6 11.9 14.2 22.6 4.2 6.7 5.0 6.1

55-64 years 11.0 5.6 5.7 11.8 3.7 I.9 7.8 7.8

65. years 2.8 0.9 0.3 2.9 3.2 7.3 -- 5.4

- CA
Men, 10 years and over 61,974 2,381. 358 282 4,577 238 51 26 Co.5

In percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 7.4 10.0 14.2 9.1

16-19 years 7.7 10.1 6.7 6.4 20.1 22.4 44.4 21.9

20-24 years 14.0 20.0 15.6 13.8 13.2 13.1 25.3 14.4

25-34 years 28.2 33,.0 33.0 20.6 6.9 8.4 12.3 8.7

35-44 years 19.6 17)5 23.7 19.9 4.5 .5.8 7.8 9.4

45-54 years 15.9 12.1 14.2 23.4 4.0 6.3 5.7 4.8

55-64 years 11.6 6.3 6.2 12.4 3.6 7.4 9.1 5.5

65. years 3.0 1.1 0.6 ": 5 2.9 9.0 -- 7.3

Womeno'l6 years and over 46,696 1,375 227 200 3,696 155 29 18

In percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 7.9 11.3 12.6 9.0

16-19 years 9.0 11.1 8.4 7.0 19.0 22.8 40.1 22.1

20-24 years 16.0 26.9 18.1 13.0 11.2 13.4 14.7 8.8

.25-34 years 27.7 32.8 33.0 22.0 7.7 9.1 10.4 7.6

35-44 years 19.4 18.8 21.6 23.5 5.7 8.9 11.3 6.5

45-54 years 15.2 11.6 14.1 22.0 4.6 7.6 4.0 8.2

55464 years 10.3 4.4 4.8 11.0 3.8 9.2 5.3 ll.4

65+ years 2,5 0.4 -- 1.5 3.7 -- .- --

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.
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V. EMPLOYMENT

In 1961 there were approximately 5.1 million employed Hispanie Americans

tn the United States. hore than 57 percent of thetr vorking-age population was,

employed, very close to the 5q percent for all workers. Differences do exiet,

Nowever, when the Hispanic population is broken dowN by national origin, age

and sex groups (see Table 4).

Overall, Puerto Ricans were the least likely to be Imployed of any

Baspanke group. Puerto Rican teenagers are less than half as likely to be

employed as their Cuban counterparts and about one-third as likely as their

Mexican counterparts. Puerto Rtcan adult wome were nearly three-fourths as

likely to be employed as their Mexican counterparts, and nearly two-thirds as

likely to be employed as their Cuban counterparts. As discussed earlier,

Puerto Ricans nave a uch lower rate of labor force participation than their

Mexican and Cuban counterparts, especially teenagers and adult women. While

this may partially explain their low employment/population ratio, it is equally

as likely that the low probability of finding employment reduces !he desire of

Puerto Rican teenagers and adult women to participate in the labor market.

Among adult men Puerto 'Ricans are also less likely to have been employed

than their Mexican and Cuban counterparts, ho'vever, the differences across

these three groups are much smaller than those across teensgera and Idult women.

VI OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION 5/

Employed Hispanics in 1981, as in earlier years, tended to be concentrated

in those occupations which are characterized by low pay and low skill

reqoirements, much more so than the overall workforce..

More than 75 percent of Mexican, Puetto mean, and Cuban women were

employed in three occupational categories: clerical, nontransport

ovratives, 6/ and service. (This compares to nearly two...thirds employed in

these occupations (or all women workert.) While the percent of Hispanic women

working in clerical occupations is somewhat similar to employed women overall,

the percent employed :ra operativas other than transport was more than double

i/ This section is based on the data presented in Table 5.

6/ Nontrampoit operative occupations include sewers and stitcher.,
aii.mglers, clothing ironers and peessers, dressmakers and seamstresses,
graders and sorters and checkers, examiners, and inspector, (manufactorind,

pecke .
and wrapper, (excluding meat and produce), textile cveratives.



and for scme ethnic groups trivle the overall rate. Nearly it, percent of Cuban

women. about one-fourth of Puerto Rican women and more than one-fifth of Mexican

w,men held nontransport operative jobs as compared to one-tenth of all women.

Hispanic ,v,men employed in service occupations dailsted by ethnic group. 7/

Inaerestingly, Puerto Rican and Cuban wonen were less likely than women in

general to be employed in service occupations On the other hand, Mexican

worn were nearly more than 10 percent as likely as woc,en in general to be

empived in service occupations As a corollary to Hispanic woe, , high

represtntation in the clerical, nontronsport operative and service occupational,

they were underrepresented (when compared to all employed women in general) in

the professiona. and teChical and managerial and administrative occupations.

Except for Puerto Ricans, the predominant occupational category of

Hlspani, men waa in craft sod kindred workers, employing about 20 to 21 percent

of each ethnic group (for Puerto Ricans more than 15 percent). This percentage

compare, farorably with the 20.7 percent rate for all employed men. On the

other hand, Hispanic men were overrepresented in the nontransport cperative,

[Ionize= labor, and service occupations.
\

As has been true of the examlnacion Of the data so far, it is necessary

to examine the male occupttional data by ethnic breakdowns. Approximately

11 per,ent of all men were erployed in nontransport operative occupations

compared to 19 percent of Ill Hispanic men. Cfhen broken down into ethnic

groups, 21 peecent of the employed Puerto Rican men (nearly double the overall

rate), 20 oercent of Mexican mem (moee than ont and one-half times the overall

rate), and 12.5 percent pf Cuban men wtre employed in these occupations.

The thare of Hi...panic mem engaged in nonfarm labor occupations was more

than 50 percent higlo=r than the percentage of all men fn this occupctional

categ.ry (11 percent a,.. 7 percent, respectively). however, t. proportion of

Mexican men in tots occupational zroup was from 50 to 70 percent higher than

that of their Puerto Rican and Cuban counterparts. Netrly 13 percent of

)40.sican men were nonfarm lsborers as opposen to 7 percent of the Cuban and

e.5 percent of the Puerto Rican men.

Hispanic male representation in the service occupation was nearly

50 per,ent greater than the representation of men overall (13 percent and

71 teroice occupations include housekeepera, cleaning aervice workers,
food --;,rvice workers, health service workers, personal sbrvice workers, etc.
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TABLE 4: Employment Status of Hispanic Workers 16.Years Old and Over

by Sex and Age, 1981 Annual Averages

Employed status, sex and age
(numbers in thousands)

Total
All

workers

Total
Hispanic
Origin 2/.

Mexican
Origin

Puerto
Rican
Origin

Cuban
Origin

Total

Civilian noninstitutional population 170,130 9,310 5,642 1,165 750
Civilian labor force 108,670 5,972 3,757 583 483

Participation rate 1/ 63.9 64.1 66.6 50.0 ,64.4

Employment 100,397 5,348 3,364 504 \439.
Employment-population ratio 59.0 57.4 59.6 43.3 58.5 c:

Unemployment 8,273 624 393 79 44 cn

Unemployment rate 7.6 10.4 10.5 13.6 9.0
Median duratibn (weeks)* 6.9 -,-54, 5.0 8.7 *10.0

Men 20 Years and Over
Civilian noninstitutional population 72,419 3,914 2,457 431 328

Civilian labor force 57,197 3,321 '2,141 333 264

Participation rate 1/ 79.0 84.8 87.1 77.3 80.5
Empldyment 53,582 3,028 1,957 293 243 a

Employment-population ratio 74.0 77.4 79.6 68.0 74.1
Unemployment 2,384 293 184 0 22

Unemployment rate 6.3 8.8 8.6 12.0. 8.2

Median duration (weeks) 9.0 7.0 5.7 10.9 1241

(-

I

00(

4.

a



Women 20 Years and older

Civilian noninstitutional population 81,497 4,220 2,441 563 345
Civilian labor force 42,485 2,106 1,223 208 186

Participation rate 1/ 52.1 49.9 50.1 36.9 53.9
Employment 39,590 1,906 1,102 186 172

Employment-population ratio 48.6 45.2 45.1 33.0 4949
Unemployment 2,895 200 120 21 15

Unemployment rae6--"kk 6.8 9.5 9.8 10.2 8.0
Median duration (weeks) 6.4 5.0 4.8 7.0 11.5

Both Sexes, 16-19 years

Civilian noninstitutional population 16,214 1,176 744 171 77
Civilian labor force 8,988 545 393 43 32

Participation rate 1/ 55.4 46.3 52.8 25.1 41.6
Employment 7,225 414 304 25 25

Employment-population ratio 44.6 35.2 40.9 14.6 32.5 cr,
Unemployment 1,763 131 89 18 7

Unemployment rate 19.6 24.0 22.6 42.5 21.9
Median duration (weeks) 4.8 4.9 4.7 6.2 5.0

Source: Employment and Earnings, March 1982, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, pp. 157 and 158.

1/ Ratio of civilian labor force to civilian noninstitutional population.

2/ Total Hispanic is greater than sum of ethnic groups shown due_toAnclusion
of persons of Central and South American origin and other )ispanit-Origin,

not shown separately.

1



TA6L1 SE Percent Distribution of !Employed Per40011 of Hispanic Origin,

by Occupation on4 Sex, 1961 Annual Averages

Origin tui sex

Total soployod White collar Slug collar

Operativaa, Transport
Husber Profesolonal Managers and Craft and axcept nuipoont Nonfarm

thousands) Percent and technical administrators Sales Gle..cal ittodrad traneport opkractves labor Servtca tars

Total 16 years end older 100,397 100.0 l6.4 11.5 6.4 11.5 12.4 l0.5 3.5 4.6 13.4 2.7

Total Hispanic 5,349 100.0 1.1 6.6 3.9 16.3 13.2 20.1 4.2 7.3 16.5 311
Hexicas 3,364 100.0 6.5 5.5 34 14.9 14.2 20.7 4.5 1.9 15.5 5.7
Puerto Men 504 100.0 9.7 6.5 2.1 22.4 10.1 22.6 4.0 5.6 1569 0.4
Cuban 439 100.0 ll.6 10.7 5.9 111.144 13.2 19.4 3.9 4.8 11.1 0.2

Mon 16 years and over 57,397 100.0 U., l4.6 6.1' 6.3 20.7 11.1 5.5 7.1 1.9 3.9

Total Hispanic 3,273 100.0 7.7 7.8 3.1 6.4 20.1 l$.9 6.6 l0.9 13.3 5.2
Haxican 2,144 100.0 5.7 6.3 2.6- 5.0 20.9 20.2 6.1 12.7 12.2 7.5
000000 RIM 306 100.0 1.5 64 2.6 13.1 15.4 20.6 6.2 1.5

1.1 0.3
Cuban 256 100.0 12.I 14.5 6.2 9.4 20.7 12.5 6.6 7.4 04

Woman 16 yoars an/ ow 43,000 100.0 17.0 7.4 6.1 34.7 1.9 9.7 0.7 1.3 19.4 1.1

Total Hispanic 2,076 100:03 8.1 4.7 5.1 31.9 2.4 22.0 0.4 1.6 21.4 1.6
Healcan 1,220 100.0 1.0 4.3 5.2 32.4 2.5 2l.6 0.5 2.2 21.1 2.5
Puerto Sites 191 100.0 11.6 6.1 3.0 36.4 2.5 25.8 0.5 0.5 13.1 0.5
COUS 161 100.0 9.9 5.5 4.9 31.1 2.2 21.7 -- 1.1 14.11 --

--
6 Sourest Sumo of Lobar Statlitica, U.S. Depottment f Labor, unpublished dota.

1/ Mumbars may not odd up to 100 dois to rounding.

7 0



9 percent, respectively). The percentage of Puerto Rican men employed in the

service occupations, however, was nearly two times the rate for men overall

and betwesa 44 to 90 percent higher than their Mexican and Cuban counterparts.

Thus, among the various Hispanic ethnic .ups, Puerto Rican men were the,most

highly represented in the nontransport operative and service occupations which

are characterized by low pay and low skills. Hispanic representation in these

two occupational groups (nontransport operatives and service) in 1981 was;

Puerto Rican, 38.2 percent; Mexican, 32.4 percent; and Cuban 21.9 percent. (For

men overall the rate was 20 percent.) On the other hand, Cuban nen were the

most likely to have the better paying, higher skilled jobs. The percentage of

Hispanic men in the professional and technical, managerial and administrative,

and craft and kindred occupations (by ethnic group) In 1981 was: Cubans 48.1

percent, Mexicans, 32.9 percent, snd Puerto Ricans, 30:8 percent. (For men

overall the rate yea 51.2 percent.) A major factor why Cuban men have faired

better in the U.S. labor market is the fact that they are older and better

educated and trained than their Mexican and Puerto Rican counterparts.

VII. HISTORICAL TRENDS 8/

Due to limitations of the data, an analysis of occupational advancement

among Hispanics it limited to th 1973-81 period. Although Hispanics are

underrepresented in the higher paying and more skilled occupations, they have

improved their overall status in the labor market to some extent over the past

several years. However, Hispanic ren did not do as well as Hispanic women.

Hispanic men were more likely to be employed in the professional and

technical, managerial, and craft and kindred worker occupations in 1981 than in

1973, but only marginally so (35.6 percent in 1981 se 40sed to 32.4 percent

in 1973). The largest occupational dec/ines for Hispanic men were in the

non-transport operative and farmworker categories.

Hispanic women, on the other hand, gained in the clerical, professional

and technical, and managerial and administrative occupations (see Table 6).

The greatest occupational decline for Hispanic women vas in the nontransport

operative occupations. Cenerally speaking, Hispanics improved their labor

market status relative to the improvement made by all workers.

8/ The diacussion in thia aection Is based on the data in Table 6.
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TABLE 6: Distribution of Employed Persons, Total and Hispanic Origin,

16 Years and Over, by Occupation and Sex, 1973 and 1981

Occupation

1973 1981

Total Men Women Total Men Women

TOTAL

Total Employed (000's) 84,409 51,963 32446 100,397 57,397 43,000
Percent Distribution 100.0 100.0 100.0. 100.0 100.0 100.0
White-collar workers 47.8 39.9 60.g 52.7 42.9 65.9 ...1

cProfessional and technical 14.0 13.6 1415 16.4 15.9 17.0
Managers and administrators, nonfarm 10.2 13.6 4.9 11.5 14.6 7.4
Sales workers 6.4 6.1 6.9 6.4 6.1 6.8
Clerical workers 17.2 6.6 34.3 18.5 6.3 34.1

Blue-collar workers 35.4 47.3 16.1 31.1 44.3 13.6
Craft and kindred workers 13.4 20.8 1.4 12.6 20.7 1.9
Operatives, except transport 13.0 12.8 13.3 10.5 11.1 9.7
Transport equipment operatives 3.9 6.0 0.5 3.5 5.5 0.7
Nonfarm laborers 5.1 7.7 0.9 4.6 7.1 1.3

Service workers 13.2 7.9 21.6 13.4 8.9 19.4
Farm workers 3.6 4.8 1.6 2.7 3.9 1.1



HISPANIC*

Total Employed (000's) 3,333 2,158 1,175 5,349 3,273 2,076
Percent Distribution 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

White-collar workers 28.9 22.9 39.8 34.9 25.0 50.5
Professional and technical 6.5 6.3 6.9 8.1 7.7 8.8
Managers and administrators, nonfarm 5.5 7.1 2.6 6.6 7.8 4.7
Sales workers 3.7 3.2 4.4 3.9 3.1 5.1
Clerical workers 13.2 6.3 25.9 16.3 6.4 31.9

Blue-collar workers 49.8 57.7 35.3 44.8 56.5 26.4
Craft and kindred workers 13.0 19.0 1.9 13.2 20.1 2.4
Operatives, except transport 24.3 20.1 32.2 20.1 18,9 22.0
Transport equipment operatives 4.5 6.9 0.2 4.2 6.6 0.4 ...4

Nonfarm laborers 8.0 11.7 1.0 7.3 10.9 1.6
)..4

Service workers 15.8 12.2 22.4 16.5 13.3 21.4
Farm workers 5.5 7.3 2.7 3.8 5.2 1.6

Source: Morris J. Newman, A profile of Hispanics in the U.S. work force, Monthly
Labor Review, December 1978, p. 11 and Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor.

* Hispanic data for 1973 and 1981 are not strictly comparable because the 1981
estimates incorporate the expanded sample size and revised estimation procedures
introduced in the national sample in January 1978.
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In summary, oven though ill,panice vere 'able to improve their occupational

standing In the U.S. labor market from 1973 to 1981, they are still overrepre-

sented in the low paying, low skilled occupat'Ons. However, it does appear

that Hisponics will be able to further improve their occupational status in the

U.S. if past trends continue.

VIII. EMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS

A. Education

The educational attainment of the Hispanic population 25 years old and over

is significantly below the level of the total popuiation. In March 1979 only

42 percent of Sponish-origin Individuals in this age group had completed four

years of high school or core cospared to nearly 70 percent of the non-Soanish-
1.

origin populatior in the ease age group. By netional-origin group nearly 3'8

percent of Mexican-origin, 39 percent of Puerto Rican-odgin, and slightly more

than 50 percent of Cuban-.rigin individuals 25 years old or over had completed

high school.

Nearly one out of every six (17.6 percent) Hispanics aged 25 or older had

not completed even five years of school compared to one out of every 36 for the

nom-Hispanic population in this age group. Again ethnic differences are evident.

One out of every four Mexican-origin, one out of every seven Puerto Rican-origin,

and one out of every 14.5 Cutan-origin individuals aged 25 or older.had not

completed et least five yeavs of school.

At the other end of the educational spectrum, only one out of every fifteen

Hispanic-origin individuals (25 years old or over) had completed four years of

college (March 1979) as compared to one out of every six in the non-Hispanic

population of the same age group. One out of every eight Cubans and one out

of every 25 Puerto Ricans and Mexicans aged 25 'and over had completed four

or core years of college.

While the overall educational attainuent level is low, younger Hispanics

show significant improvement over their elders. About 57 percent of Spanish-

origin individuals aged 25 to 29 have coepleted four or more years of high

school, whereas only 34 percent of Hispanic perions aged 45 to 64 have attained

this level. This trend is true across ethnic groups. It should be noted, U.S.

Departwent of Coemerce, Bureau of the Census, October 1980, p. 5., however,

-

1/



tABLE 7. Percent of the U.S Spanish-Origin Population 25 Years Old and Over,
by Years o1 School Completed, Type of Spanish Origin, and Age: March 1979

Years of school completed
and age

tal

Spanish
origin

Mexican
origin

yuerto
Rican

origin
Cuban

origin

other
Spanish

origin'

Hot of
Spanish

origin'

PER= COSPLETED LESS THAN
5 YEARS OF SCHOOL

Total. 25 years and over 17.6 23.9 14.4 6.9 6.7 2.8

25 to 29 years 8.4 11.7 2.6 (8) 2.1 0.5

30 to 34 years 11.8 16.1 8.6 (8) 3.1 0.6

35 to 44 years 13.5 19.0 14.3 4.8 3.8 0.9

45 to 64 years 21.3 30.0 18.5 5.5 8.3 2.6

65 years and over 44.9 64.3 (S) 19.3 20.5 8.3

PERCENT COMPLETED 4 YEARS OF
HIGH SCHOOL OR MORE

Total. 25 years and over 42.0 34.9 38.6 50.4 60.8 68.9

25 to 29 rears 57.1 50.3 59.3 (I) 74.3 87.3

30 to 34 years 51.0 42.8 45.0 (8) 79.8 85.6

35 to 44 years ,, 44.5 36.0 38.8 59.6 62.5 79.0

45 to 64 rears 33.5 25.3 26.3 44.5 54.6 65.0

65 years and over 15.9 7.1 (8) 26.9 27.3 40.7

PERCENT COMPLETED 4 YEARS OF

COLLEGE OR MORE

Total. 25 years and over 6.7 3.9 4.1 12.0 13.8 16.9

11 Rase less than 75.000.

'Includes Central or South American origin and other Spanish origin.
'Includes persons who did not know or did not report cm origin.

Source: Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States: March 197,
Current Population Reports, Population Characteristics, Series P-20, No. 354,
'U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, October 1980, p. 5.

c.0
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that the large gap in education between Spanish and non-Spanish persons 25 to

29 years old is not such different from the large gap between Hispanics and

non-Hispanics for al/ persons 25 years old and over. (See Table 7.)

Low educational levels are a probable major cause of the employment

problems experienced by Hispanic warners, particularly Mexican and Puerto Rican

workers. Educational attainment has served as a screening criteria for

employers and the low educational levels of Hispanics clearly puts them at a

disadvantage in the highly competitive 10u-skilled labor market. Low

educational levels also clearly eliminate Hispanics from the better paying,

more highly skilled jobs.

E. Duration of Unemployment

A crude easure of the severity of unemployment is the measure of duration

of unemployment (length of s curr nt spell). Workers who, on the average, are

unemployed for long periods of time are much harder hit by unemployment than

those workers with many short spells of unemployment and several jobs over a

year.

In 1981 the median duration of unemployment (one-hair of the population

was unemployed for fewer and the other half for longer than the median) for

Hispanics was 5.9 weeks as compared to 6.9 weeks for all workers (see Table 4).

The lower median wa.t ,srimarily due to the two weeks shorter duration for adult

Hispanic males thIn __I males and 1.4 weeks shorter duration of Hispanic women

compared to all woom.. The median duration for Hispanic teenagers was .1

of a week above the me'dian for all teenagers.

An examination of the ethnic data explains these dif ces. Unemployed

Mexican worLers had th,e shortest duration of unemploym nt, averaging 5.0 weeks

in 1981, considerah:y shorter than for all unemployed w rkers (6.9 weeks). The

re .tivety short me!ia+n duration for Mexican workers, t;ken together with their

high unemployment rate (10.5 percent), indicates that Mexican workers are prone

to frequent but relstively shorter spells of unemployment than the average

worker. This was tru4 for both adult and teenage Mexican

1
Adult Puerto

Ricans and Cubans ezpe-ienced both high median durations f unemployment and

high unemployment rates in 1981. (See Table 4.) This indicates a problem of

long-term unemployment.



TWA 8: Reasons for Unemployment, 1981

Percent distribution of unemployed

Total Hispanic Mexican

both Both loth
Sexes Male Female Sexes Hale Female Seise Male Fenale
16-11 20 years 20 years .16-19 20 years 20 years 16-19 20 years 20 years

Total Tears and over and over Total Tears and over and over Total Years and over and over

Total: number (000's) 6,173 1,763 3,615 2,895 624 131 293 200 393 89 184 120
percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.04

Job losers 51.6 21.9 71.0 45.4 56.6 26.9 75.8 48.2 56.4 27.0 76.1 48.3
on layoff 17.3 5.3 24.1 15.3 16.7 6.2 20.8 17.6 16.5 6.7 21.2 16.7
ether 34.3 16.6 46.3 30.1 39.9 20.8 54.9 30.7 N\.. 39.9 20.2 54.9 31.7

Job 1 11.2 9.2 9.9
,

14.0 10.3 6.9 11.6 10.6
.
10.2 7.9 12.0 9.2

Job entrants 37.3 68.9 19.2 40.5 33.0 66.2 12.6 414 33.3 65.1 12.0 42.5
re-entrants 25.4 27.6 16.4 35.3 20.8 25.4 10.9,- 32.2 10.9 24.7 10.9 33.3
new entrants 11.9 41.3 2.8 5.2 12.2 40.8 1.7 9.0 12.5 40.4 1.: 9.2

.



TABLE 8. Reasons for JThemployment, 1981--Continued

Percent distribution of unemployed

Puerto Rican Cuban

Total

Both

Sexes
16-19

Years

Male
20 years

and over

Female
20 years

and over Total

Both

Sexes
16-19

Years

Male
20 years
and over

Female
20 years

and over

Total: number (000's) 79 18 i 40 21 44 7 22 15
percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Job losers 53.2 21.1 73.1 40.9 59.1 14.3 76.2 57.1
on layoff 15.1 5.3 19.5 13.6 22.7 -- . 23.0 28.6
other 39.2 15.8 53.7 27.3 36.4 14.3 '''' 52.4 28.6

Job leavers 12.7 5.3 14.6 18.2 9.1 14.3 4.8 14.3

Job entrants 34.2 73.7 12.2 40.9 31.8 71.4 19.0 28.6
re-entrants 190 26.3 7.3 31.8 184 28.6 19.0 14.3

new entrants 15.2 47.4 4.9 9,1 13. 42.9 -- 14.3

/
Source. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Satiatics, Employment and Earnings, March 1981 and

unpublished data.

el '
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Tor all Hispanic ethnic groups, rapid job turnover is evident for

teenagers. Their median duration of unemployrent ranged betveen 4.7 and 6.2

weeks vhile their rates of unemployment vere in the 22 to 43 percent range.

C. Reasons for Unemployment

Unemployed individuals are in that status for one of three reasons;

(1) they lost their last job (on layoff or vere released for other reas (ns);

(2) they quit.their job; or (3) they arc new entrants or reentrants into the

labor market. In 1981 Hispanic workers were more likely tohave bean

unemployed because they involuntarily lost their job (see Table 8) than for any

other reason (39.9 percent). The next highest reasonmas re.-entry into the

labor market without finding a job (33.0 percent). Together, these tvo groups

accounted for nearly three quarters of the unemployed Hispanics in 1981. There

are, however, 'significant age, sex, and nation71-origin differences. Nearly

two thirds of Hispanic teenagers were unemployed because tpey were,un!uccessful

new or resnttants into the labor market; 21 percent were involuntarily separated

from their jobs. In the case of adult Hispanic males, more than 75 percent vere

job losers (neatly 21 percent on layoff and nearly $5 percent involuntarily

separated). On the other hand, vhile the primary reason for adult Hispanic

female unemployment was also job loss (18 percent on layoff and 31 pescent

involuntarily separated), being an unsuceesaful new job entrant or re-entrant

ran a close second (41.2 percent).

Mexican workers reasons fOr unemployuent closely paralleled the reasons

for all Hispanic vorkers in 1981. Unemployed Puerto Rican and Cuban teenagers

were more likely to be nev entrants than Mexican teenagers and less likely to

have involuntarily lost their last job. Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Cuban adult

males verr about equally likely to have been unemployed as e. result of losing

their last job (52.4 percent for Cuban adult males, 53.7 and 54.9 percent

tot Hexcian and Puerto Rican adult males respectively). Puerto Rican aflult

sal-es were more likely to be unemployed because they quit their last job than

any other Hispanic group, and unemplOyed Cuban adult sales vere much more,

likely to be new-entrants or re-entrants into the labor market than their

Mexican and Puerto Rican counterparts (19 percent, 12 percent, and 12 percent

respectively).
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There is a lerbedisparity for the reasons of unemployment scroii adult

(eagle Hispanic etbalc groups. Unemployed adult Cuban women were prlmarily

li'vers 12m.6 percent on layoff and 28.6 percent Inioluntsrily 'Separated).

About 29 per,ent of the unemployed adult Cuban WACO were new or re-entrants

Into the labor market. Uhlie unemployed Mexican adult women were also

orimarile jut. losers (12 percent on layoff, 32 percent inv-luntarf'y

separated), they were nearly as likely to be unemployed because of nnsuccessful

ntry Into the labor market (43 percent). Unemployed Puerto Rican adult

females in 1981 were unsuccessful job ntrants (32 perceit re-entrants and

9 ;ercent new entrAnts) and job looters (14 percent on layoff, 27 percent

involuntarily separated).

Hispanic w,reera are oecoming en increasingly Important sector of the U.S.

labJr for,r, 1, 011 une out of every eighteen workers VAS of Hispanic origin.

anlls c.tivising 5.S percent of the civilian labor foree in 19b1, Hlepanics

41,,,tJnte.:" f,..c 1.S percent of the unemployed. A major problem of Hispanic

y,f.p.T4 11 their 1.w educational stteinment level. Almost 20 percent of

als,aolcs 2! ,Pars 48n e. oier fr, 979 had rot coepleted ewen fi've years of

1-11,40,11i are, however tng significant Improvements ovr

thvlr elders and WPC the neet decide this problem shoull abate.

lub etaHlt,, apsears to be a major prohles of Hiebenie teenagers as it la

icr ce,napters Iti Aen.ril. Adult Puetro Rican Ller and adult Cuban men and women

eAter $rr.,2 Itne,er e.t.a unemployment. The privacy reason for unemployment of

81,r.,1c te,n,,era In vial was n.uccelsful hvw entry and re-entry into the

Istt,t lareet. fneipl,,..1 ;dolt HlufanIc men In 1931 were rrltiarily involuntary

.0.1.4r4t1,rte, Akth:).14,1 a Lorge pf,tp:trtIon of adult Cuban son were new entrants

to-euceanta Iron the labor market (19 perzent as compared to 12 percent

fur hvte 4441t noti(ol ind fuerto Pfcan men). While anesploved Mexican, Puerto

eican end Cutan adalt In 1981 were pr.merlle job losers, this was much

out, tte ,441. Or r-tahaQ tics.rn. turfto fa,An and Meticen wveen were 24re lacly

4,44 born .remplo,e4 ttc44,1e of re-entre into the labor leers. than adult

Cutan women.

The data presenty4 In [Ms paper Indicate thst while there are some tension

4,30o/sen1 ptutlema of niskants workers, significant differences do exist amens

HlspAntt. groups. Tt.ue, any programs and polIcles aimed at Hispanic es .

pluyeen pronlems must he carefully evaluated to determine whi,h group of groups

of Hispanic workers will be moot heavily Impacted.



CHAPTER 6

NATIONAL ORIGIN DISCRIMINATION AGAINST HISPANICS IN EMPLOYMENT
by

Charles V. Dale
4:4 merican Law Division

Employment discrimination on the basis of nation1 origin Is expressly

k

prohibited by 'file VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act I/ in the same manner as

idiscrimination CCAUP11 of race, color, or religion. Consequently, title VII

does not give rise to the problem, frequently encountered In uits under the

1866 Civil Rights Act 2/ vhi.:.h has likevise been applied to claims of racially

based eaployeenc discrimination, of draving a line betveen race and national

I/ See, 42 U.S.C. 2000e-2. In its proposed revision of Guidelines on
Discrimination lerause of National Origin, the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission (EROC) defines 'national origin discrimination broadly as

including, but not limited to 'the denial of equal employment opportunity
because of an individual's, or his or her ancestors, country of origin; or
because an individual has the linguistic or cultural characteristics of a

. particular national origio.' Aeong the specific considerations the Commission
vill examine to determine vhsther on individual is the victim of national'

origin discrimination are:

(a) marriage to or association with parsons of partLcular national
origin; (b) membership in, or association vith, an organization
Identified vith or seeking to promote the interests of national
groom; (c) attendance or perticipation in schools, churches,
temples or mosques, generally nse4 by persons of a particular
nacional origin; and (d) becauie an individual's name or spouse's
nape indicates a particular national origin. 45 7ed. Reg. 62729,

S 1606.1 (September 19, 1980).

2/ The statutory sanctions against diecrimination in the 1866 and 1871
Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. 198i, 1953, 1985(3), hey* each been held to provide

basis for relief in employment cases. Section 1981, vhich grants all persons
in the United States the "same right' to 'make and enforce contracts' as vhita
citizens, hes been applitd to racial discrimination in both public and private
employment. See, e.g., Johnson v. Railvay Express Co., 41 U.S. 454 (1972).
(continued) Section 1983, enected es part of the 1871 Civil Right. Act,
provides a remedy against any 'person' vho, acting under color of State lay,

has caused a deprivation of federally protected rights, including equal access
to public employment. Another provision of the 1871 Act, 42 U.S.C. 1985(3),
makes liable all persons who conspire to deprive anothet f equal protection

of the laws and has also been interpreted to prohibit discr.mination In public
employment. Milner v. National Institutes of Health, 409 F. Supp. 1389
(R.D. Pa. 1976).

(79)
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origin. The great bulk of title VII cases in the latter category have involved

Hispanic origin under a variety of names--Chicaoo, Spanish-surnamed persons,

Hispanics, Hexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, &song others,--and the courts,

without specific discussion, have generally included these groups,together with

racial minority plaintiffs becaus the distinction is irrelevant to the

applitation of Title VII principles.

Although the problem of natkonal origin identification is less apt to

arise when an individeal plaintiff's status is in question, as when his own

personal proeotion or ischarge is at issue, there may be difficulty when the

task is one of delimiting a class or group designated as "ilispenic" or "Spanish

surnamed." For example, in Castro v. Beecher, 1/ the class on whose behalf two

rejected Fuerto Rican applicants for a police position brought suit under 42

U.S.C. 1983 was described as "Spanish surnamed persons." Judge Wyranski noted

the difficulty with this kind of class characterisation as follows:

'Spanish-surnamed persons' is a term which would apply to a
native American with a Spanish surname whose ancestors had for
generations lived in the United States, to a person with a Spanish
surname born in Madrid and educated at its famous university, mind

to many others who obviously are not in the same class as any of
the named plaintiffs. What the pleader pesumably meant was persons
who were born in Puerto Rico, Cuba, or other Caribhean countries,
whose primary language is Spanish, and who have not had education
end training comparable to that received by most mainstream white
Americans. 4/

The same difficulty is confronted in perhaps the most coemon type of national

origin discrimination tits, where a minority category is,to be identified for

purposes of demonstrating disparate impact of an employment test or other

neutra.1 selection procedure on that category. 5/

Apart from title VIIp it is generally held that national origin

discriminec!on is not covered by the 1866 Civil Rights Act. 6/ The reason for

this derives from the language of section 1981 which provides that all 'persons"

shall have the same right to make and enforce contracts it.; "vhite citizens."

The reference to 'white" luggests teat the protection of the statute is limited

to ra,e or color. Nonetheless, the issue of whether Hispanics &re covered by

eection 1981 hes produced a difference of opinion. The cases holding Hispanics

3/ 334 F. Supt.. 930 (D. Name. 1971), aff'd 11 part, rev'd in part,
459 F. 2d 725 (1st Cir. 1972).

41 334 F. Supp. at 934.

5/ cee, e.g., 4rigge, v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971).

6/ See, Jones v.'Alfred R. Hayer, Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968): Runyan v.

McCreFy, 427 U.S. 160 (1976); McDonald v. Sante Fe Transportation, 427 U.S.

273 (1976).

8-1)
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not covered usually rely on the ground that discrimination against these groups

is based on national origin, not on race, and that therefore the general rule

excluding national origin discrimination from section 1981 coverage controls. 71

The cases that have applied section 1981 to Hispanics have, however,

typically done so, not on the ground that the statute co.ers national origin

discrimination as such, but on various grounds touching the quasi-racial

character of the classification or the pragmatic consideration arguing for such

protection. In Comer v. Pima County 8/ the district court held that Mexican-

Americana 'of brown race or color" who allege that they have been discriminated

against on the basts of race or color have., cause of action under section 1981,

but have no such claim based on national origin. On the other hand, in Martinez

v. Benetton Research Animals, Inc., 9/ the plaintiff alleged Olt he was a

Hispanic malosaod that his employee discriminated against him 'because of his

racial and ethnic background. The court held that the mere assertion that he

was Hispanic was insufficient to support a charge of racial discrimination,

'because asny people of Hispanic origin cannot be classified as 'non-vhite."

The implication seems to be that the only way the plaintiff could state a

claim under section 1981 is to allege not only that he fs Hispanic, but a non-

white Hispanic, and that it ls for this reason that he suffered discrimination.

Alternatively, a few courts hse.e adopted a 'praguatie approach, finding the

concepts of race and color to be vague and unreliable and holding instead

that Hispanics are covered by section 1981 because, like blacks, they "have

been traditionally victims of group discrimination.' 10/

The usual forms taken by discrimtnaiion--involving hiring, firing,

promotion, classification, seniority, pay benefits and the like--present no

particularly distinctive problems as applied to Hispanic. than to other

racial or ethnic minorities. In addition, however, the tolerating of ethnic

Insults or ridicule by supervisors or co-employees, segregated work assistants,

and the use of employment criteria that screen out a disproportionate number of

Hispanics %id are not job related may be practices of some special :nterest in

the present context.

7/ E.g., Martinez V. Hereiton Research Animals, 430 V. Supp. 186

(D. Md. 1977).

81 15 r.r.r. Cases 595 (D. Ariz. 1976).

9/ 00 F. supp. Iss (D. tid. 1977).

tO/ Eudinsky v. Corning Class Works, 425 F. Supp. 786 (W.D. Pa. 1977);

Ortega v. Merit Insurance Co., 433 F. Supp. 135 (H.D. Ill. 1977); liansanares
v. Safeway Stores, 593 F. 2d 968 (10th Cir. 1979).
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As In the corresponding area of racial discrimiLation, nost of the reported

cases involving ethnic slanders or jokes are quite old, and practically all are

at the Etoc level. Just as it ls a violation of title VII for supervisors to

call black employees 'Illggers, 11/ so is it for an employer to call Mexican-

American employees 'dirty gre sssss 12/ And just as the statute forbids the

employer's tolerating thnic jokes offensive to blacks, so the employer may not

permit fellow employees to taunt Hispanic enployees with such jokes. 13/

Moreover, the EfOC has taken the position that the employer has an affirmative

duty to investigate snd punish this kind of conduct, as part of his basic

obitgatlon to maintain an esployeent atmosphere free of ethnic insults, whether

the '.f1en2ers are supervisors or eves merely employees. 14/ Merely to transfer

the niapant victim of ethnic herr sssss nt, instead of disciplining the offender

has been held by the EEOC an inadequate response to this kind of problem. 15/

Minimum neig'at requirements, and to a lesser extent, minimum weight

requirenents, tend to exclude a filsproportionste number of Hexican-Asericans

and other Hispenics, and accordingly have been held to support a pr'sn facie

case of discrimination under the rules of Griggs V. Duke PoWer Co., 16/,unless

sh3wn to be job-related. The issue hes arisen most frequently In connection

with minimum heighttstandards for police and firefighters, with the plaintiffs

smetimes being Hispanics, sometimes women, and sometimes both. 17/

The leading case striking down such a height requirement as discriminatory

against Hexlcao-imericans is-D-avWV:-County ofLoa Angeles. 18/ This was a

clay.; action brought on behalf of all past, present, and future black and

Mexican-American applicants for positions,as firemen, alleging discrimination in

hiring by the county. The district court held that the fire department's 5'7'

11/ ELOC Decision 72-0779, 4 PEP Cases 317 (December 30, 1971).

.2! me Decision YAL-078 (1969) (unreported).

Ili LEM' Decision CL 68-12-341 E.U., 2 FEP Cases 295 (December 16, 1969).

14/ iE0C Decision 72-1561, 4 FEP Case* 852 (1972).

15/ tlI,SPC Decision 72-0621, 4 TEP Cartes 312 (December 22, 1971).

161 401 U.S. 424 (1971).

17/ Minimum height requirements of 5'6, 5'7', or even 5'8' are quite

amon among police and fire departments. This, coupled with the statistical

la,:t that the average height of Hispanic American males is 5'4 1/2' compared

with 5'8' Tor Anglo males, clearly provides a basis Tor a prina facie ease of

'neutral selection criteria' discrimination. EEOC Decision 71-1529, 3 PEP

CARos 952 (Hay 9, 19)2).

18/ 556 F. 2d 1334 (9th Cir. 1976), vacated for sante...8 440 U.S. 625

(19707
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standard for job applicants was a valid requirement. The Ninth Circuit

reverted. Discrisinatory impact was found established by a showing that 452 of

otherwise eligible Nexican-American applicants were excluded by .he standard.

This, coupled with the fact that the county had not set its burden of showing
+1,

the height minimum to be job-related, invalidated the requirement. In another

California case, Officers for Justice v. Civil Service Commission, 19/ A pre-
.

selection height requirement for the ge height of Asians and Hispanics,

as well ss females. A preliminary injunction against the height requiresent

was granted until It could be validated by being ehown tO be job related.

There appears to be no solid contrary authority on jobrrelstedness in

national origin cases, although adequate job-relatedness of height standards

has been found in envie sex discrimination cases. 20/ In addition, height

requirements have been upheld where necessary for the safe and efficient

operation of en ehployer's machines and equipment. Thus, In Lad v. Ozark

Air Lines Inc., 21/ 5'5 was found a necessary minion's height standatd for

an airline pilot because of cockpit design.

Although there is relative little title VII law on the problem, a leading

decision on possible linguistic discrimination Ifisployment is Frontera v.

Sindell. 22/ The Sixth Circuit there weighed tHe difficulties of accommodating-------

a prospective employee's special language needs against the discriminatory

impact of the employer's practice in finding that the Equal Protection Clause

did not require that civil service exasinations be given in Spanish for

Spanish-speaking applicants. The Agion arose when Dominic Frontera, a Puerto

Rican who had been working as a carpenter under ttsporary assignsent to the

airport, applied for and took the civil service examination of the City of

Cleveland for a persanent appointment. ?content charged that he failed the

carpentry -tamioation because it vas conducted ln English, which vas a

second language to his.

20/ See. e.g., Smith v. Ttodyan, 520 F. 2d 492 (6th Cir. 1975) cert.
denied 426 U.S. 934 (1976); Dothard v. ltawlinson, 433 U.S. 321 (1977).

21/ 419 P. Supp. 930 (D. Hass. 1971), aff'd In part and rev'd in part,
r7-2d 725 (1st Cir. 1,72).

22/ 522 F. 2d 1215 (6th Cir. 1975)

19/ 395 F. Supp% 37E (N.D. Ca. 1975).
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Prontera filed his cosplaint alleging an equal protection violation and

a deprivation of his civil rights under 42 U.S.C. 1981, 1983, and 1985. It

appeared that Prontera had substantial skill as a carpenter and received

1

67 out of a possible 100 points on the examination. Seventy points was the '

lowest passing score. The examination con,!sted of 1 performance section

and a written ection. Frontera 'testified that he did not understand all

the oral instructions in the performance section nor all the words In the

written portion. The district court held that the defendant must prove a

"compelling governmental Interest" in giving the test in English, since the

test operated to discriminate against Spanish-speaking people. The court

found this burden satisfied by the city's need to administer a uniform civil

service examination, free from possible taint of corruption or of a spoils

s/stem.

The appeals court affirmed, but on the ground that the diffiCulty of

administeting an examination In a foreign language for any applicant of foreign

origin, combintewith the general establiihment of English as the national

language, provided a rational basis for the city's use of only one language.

The appeals court stated:

If civil verviee examinations are required to be conducted in Spanish

to satisfy few persons who might want to take them what about the
numerous other nationalities which inhabit metropolitan Cleveland?
These other nationality groups,would have just as 'Much right as

Frontera to have their examination conducted in their own language.
.1The city could not conduct the examination in Spanish and deny any
other nationalities the ease privilege. Denial to any nationality

would be invidious Oisceimination. 23/

The Sixth Circuit dietinguished the Supreme Court's decision in Lau v;

Nichols, 24/ involving San Francisco's failure to provide special English

language instruction to abouu 1800 students Of Chinese ancestery, since

that decision 1.147 bef!d on a specific statute, title VI of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act, and impletenting regulations, and not the Federal Constitution.

The EEOC his had several occasions to address the distinctive

discrleinatton problem posed by linguistic barriers. In an early case, 25/

the Commission ruled that English fluency could e equated with employment

21/ 552 F. 24 et 1219.

24/ 414 U.S. 563 (1974).

251 EEOC decision AL69-l.15;E, 1 PEP Cases (Msy 19, 1965).
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"tests under Griggs v. Duke Power Co., which would mean that, given the

apparent disparate impact of such a require:ent on Spanish-spesking applicanta,

the employer would have the burden of proving the job-relitedness of the

requiteeent. The PEOC has also found national origin discrimination in

employer rules either requiring use of English exclusively in the plant or

forbidding speaking another language such as Spanish, unless the rule is

justified by considerations of efficiency or safety. 26/

On* final area of employment discrimination affecting Hispanics that has

been considered by the courts relates to the refusal to employ an individual

because he or she is an alien. The Supreme Court, in Espinoza V. Farah

Manufacturing Co., 27/ held that employment discrimination based on

noncitizenship is not covered by Title VII. The suit there was filed against

an employer for failure to hire a Mexican citizen solely because of her alien

stajtus. It was asserted that this constituted national origin disrimination

prohibited by section 703 of title VII. The Supreme Court disagreed, and.held

that en employer's decision not to employ a person because he or she is not

a United States citizen woad not constitute discrimination on the basis of

national origin prohibited by title VII.

The Court found support for its holding in the "Plain language" of the

statute, noting that the tern "national origin" on its face rebate to the

country where a person was born or, more broadly, the country from which his

or her ancestors came, but does not refer to citizenship. The Court also

found it signifieant that various Presidential executive orders, as well as

section 701(b) of title VII, have made it unlawful for the Federal Government

as an employer to discriminate on the basis.of national origin but that the

Government had for for msny years denied aliens the right to enter competitive

examinations for Federal employment. This practice was founded upon an

interpretation that it did not constitute national origin discrimination,

which the court found reasonable and supported by the legislative history of

title VII. That history revealed no intent on tho part of Congress to reverse

the long standing practice of requiring Federal employees to be United States

26/ See, Garcia v. amt.. 616 F. 2d 264" (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied
80-810 (./19/81); also, proposed revision of Guidelines on Discrimination
Because of National Origin, 5 1606.7, 45 Fed. Hee. 62730 (September 19, 1980).

27/ 414 U S. 86 (1973).
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citizens by express inclusion of national origin as a prohibited category of

discrimination in title VII.

While tt is clear under Epinoza that the mere imposition of a citizenship

requirement for employment, without more, is not a violation of title VII, it

also appears from the opinion that title VII prohibits an emplOyer from using

citizenship as a pretext for national origin discrimination. "The Act

proscribes not only overt dicrimination but also practices that are fair in

form, but dtscrtmtnatory in operation," the Court stated citing Griggs V. Duke

Power Co. Thus, dit could be shown, by means of statistical evidence or

otherwise, that an applicant's rejection by an employer on the grounds of

alien status wits with the purpose or effect of discriminating because of

national origin, a title VII action might lie. In Espinoza the plaintiff

could not meet this burden by means of statistits, Zpecause the evidence showed

that 961 of the employees at the employer's plant were MexicanAmericans.

Employment discrimination on the basis of alienage has also been held covered

by section 1981. 28/

The Fifth Amendment protects aliens as well as citizens from deprivation

of life, liberty, or property without due process of law, And thus to a certain

extent prohibits discriminatory Federal Government action against aliens.

However, the ,upreme Zourt has recognized thst the responsibility for regulating

the relationship between the United States and aliens has been committed to

the executive and legislative branches of the Federal Government, 291 As a

conuequence, the Court has given a high degree of deference to the decisions

made by Congress or the President in the area of immigration and nationality.

For example, the Supreme Court in Hampton V. Mow Sun Wong 30/ held

unconstitutional a Federal regulation promulgated by the U.S. Civil Service

Commission which excluded aliens from employment In Civil Service jobs only

because it was not shown to promote the efficiency of the service, which the

Court stated wAS the Commission's only legitimate concern. The Courr assumed,

wIthout de_idlng, that :Congress and thi President have the constitutional

,

28/ Jones v. United Gas Improvement Corp., 68 F.R.D. 1 fE.D. Pa. 1276).

291 Mathews v. DIA!, 426 U.S. 67 (1976).

30/ 426 U.S. 88 (1976).
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power to impose the requirement (of citizenship) that the Commission has

adopted. Thereafter, the President did issue an executive order which

prohibited aliens from applying for most civil service position. 31/ This

order was held constitutional on remand of the same case. 32/

In recent years, the Supremo Court has court has also con'idered the

question of aliens rights under the Equal Protection Clause, and noting that

aliens ars as class 'a prime example of a discrete end insular minority,'

held that classifications based on alienage are "subjeci to close judicial

scrutiny.' 33/ Accordingly, in the area of employment opportunities, State

statutes whieh have denied aliens licences to practice lay, 34/ or licences

to engage in engineering, 35/ or eligibility for ()ad range of public

mplereent 36/ have been held unconstitutional. In ne important area,

however, State discriminatory action against aliens has been permitted. In

Sugarman v. Dougall, the Court ruled that aliens may be barred from holding

'important nonelective executive, legislative, and judicial positions.'

Persons in these positions 'participate directly in the foriulation,

execution, or review of broad pgblic policy,' and citizens need not alloy

silent in these offices because citizens have the right if they so desire

'to be governed by their citizen peers.' Although the full range of 'policy"

positions included remains unclear, in Foley v. Cennelie, 37/ the Court found

that is Stete police officer was a nonelective executive position that could

be constitutionally limited to citizen applicants only.

31/ Executive Order 11935, 42 Fed. Reg. 37301.

32/ How Sun Yong v. Hampton, 43) F. Supp. 37 (N.D. Cal. 1977), aff'd
sub nom., How Sun Vong v. Campbell, 626 F. 2d 739 (9th Cir. 19803.

33/ Graham v. RiChardeon, 403 U.S. 365 (1971).

34/ In re Griffiths, 413, U.S. 717 (1973).

35/ Examining Board m. Flores de Otero; 426 U.S. 572 (1976).

36/ Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 634 (1973).

37/ 43 5 U.S. 232 (1978).



CHAPTER 7

HEALTH OF HISPANICS
by

Dorothy J. Bailey
Government Division

The health status of a population is usually determined by analyzing the

incidence-of-disease (morbidity) and incidence-of-death (mortality) data for

that population. This method is not feasible, hovever, for determining the

health condltion of the U.S. Hispanic population because comprehensive,

nationwide morbidity and mortality data for Hispanics are not yet available,

even though the compilation of such data is underway. Researchers of

Hispanics health have presented their vievs as to the reasons for this lack of

data. In 1972, for example, Roberts and Askew 1/ identified four reasons for

the lack of data on Hexican-Americans at that time:

1. Many in the United States have few or no persons of Mexican-
American descent. More than four-fifths of this population live
in five States: Texas, Colotado, New Mexico, Arizona, and
California. (Although they do not elaborate why this causes lack
of data, presumably the absence of significant numbers of

Hispanics in some States discourages, if not precludes, collection
of such data them and,therefore, on a nationwide basis.)

2. Even in the southwest, where Chicanos constitute a significant
portion of the population, vital and health statistics typically
are not recorded using Mexican-American, Latin, or Spanish descent
as racial or ethdc classification. Members of this ethnic group
are considered white for statistical purposes by most agencies,
including.the Nationil Center for Health Statistics and the Bureau

of the Census.

1/ Roberts, R.E. and C. Askew, Jr. A Consideration of Mortality in

Three Subcultures. Health Services Reports, v. 87, March 1972: 262-263.

(89)
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3. Before 1950 even basic population data upon which to base vital

rates were lacking or at best, unreliable. In 1950 data relating

to persons of Nexican-American descent ware obtained by the
.--,, Census Bureau by identifying white persons of Spanish surname on

the census schedules. These data were published for the five
States mentioned preriously. The Census gureau used this SSO4
procedure during the 1960 census to identify persons with Spanish

surnames (2,3). Obviously this procedure Is costly, time
consuming, and not often attempted. The National Center for
Health Statistics does not publish data in this form.

4. For the past eeeeee 1 decades ethnic studies In this country have
been limited almost exclusively to the Negro-Americar or black
subculture, to the neglect of other disadvantaged minority groups

such as the American Indian or the Nexican-American aubcultures.
Consequently, a great deal more is known about the morbidity and

mortality patterns for black Americans as well as for white or

Anglo-Americans.

In 1976, Juarez 2/ presented tvo reasons for lack of data on the entire

Hispanic populatioq.

There may be several rpasons behind this ueglect but they all
seem to total up to at least tvo themes: (1) an apparent lack

of effective eeeee tiveness on the part of our Spanish Origin
population in requesting this type of comprehensive statistics

and (2) end an ethnically unsensitizeti dominant white society.

To the extent that they exist, most available characteristic health data

on the Hispanic population have been collected ptimarly at the State and local

levels. These data are limited oecause they are usually collected on a specific

subpopulation, are small in size, and possibly unrepresentative of the entire

Hispanic population. Minimal data exist on Hispanics at the national level.

The Ten State Nutrition Survey 31 in which morbidity Hata were compiled
-

on Hispanics, vas conducted in 1966-70. It vas focused on nutrition and dental

2/ Juarez, Rumaldo 4. Vital end Health Statistics of tha Spanish Origin

Population in the United States. Paper presented rit the Annual Nesting of

the American Public Health Association, October 15-19, 1978. p. 2.

3/ U.S. Department of Health, Education, acd Welfare: Tan-State Nutrition

Survep 1966-1970, Volumes I-V. Atlanta, Georgia: Center for Di Control,

1972. The Health of Mexican Americans: Evidence from the Human iopulation

Laboratory Studies. .American Journal of Public Health, v. 70, April 1960.

475-364.

9 ,f
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probleas of 38,000 children and edul..e. Hispanics surveyed were Mexican-

americans (Southwest), Puerto Ricans (New York) and igrant workers. Results

shoved that Hispanics had a nutritional deficiency rate 4 percent higher than

the percentage rate for other whites (10 percent), while Native Asericans had

a rate of 18 percent and blacks had the highest rate of 33 percent%

The 1976 Health Interview Survey 4/ 'presents statistics on several health

characteristics [limitation of activity due to chronic conditions, doctor

visits in past year, short-stay hospital episodes in past year, days of

restricted act!vity per person per year, days of bed disability per person per

.year, and dal, lost from work per currently employed person per year) on four

population groups: the total United States civil an noninstitutionalized

population, those of Spanish origin, the black population, and ill others.'

These data show thet blacks and those of Spanish origin reported about the

ame rate of days of bed disability, the other group's rate vas omewhat lover.

On doctor visits in the past the Spanish-origin rate vas lover than the rates

for blaclot and others. The three groups had about the same rate for short-

stays in the hospital. The rates sppesr in table 1. The Spanish-origin group

shoved similar rates as the other groups for limitation of activity due to

chronic conditions and days lost from work.

'In their earlier noted 1972 report, Roberts aud Askew,S/ examined

differences in aortality rates over time for three groups: (1) 'Chicanos (white

persons of Spanish surnames)", (2) blacks, and (3) Anglos. They examined

aortelity data from Houston, Texas for the period 1940-67. Thesi data shoved

A/ U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service
National Center for Health Statistics, Health Characteristics of Minority
Groups, Advanced Data Report No. 27, April 1978.

SI Roberts and Askew. A Considprarion of Mortality in Three
Subcultures. 11.alth Service; Reports, v. 87 March 1372: 262-270.
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All incomet3 1E2 17.1 20.6 11.0 18.2 20.3 23.3 17.6

Lau than SSPOD 32.5 26.5 . 30.7 33/ 28.4 29.2 312 211.1
$5,00039199 20.3 18.4 17.4 21.1 191 21.0 212 19.7
S10,000414099 15.7 142 15.4 152 162 19.0 17.6 16.7
115.00C or 12.8 10.0 13.7 122 13.9 132 14.9 131

Days of bed disabilrty
Per Person per year

Alt incomasa 7.1 8.4 9.0 6.8 7.1 9.3 91 6.6

Las than 12.1 14.9 12.3 11.7 11.0 16.3 121 10.1
82 8.1 7.7 814 8.0 8.8 82 7.8

115/00 Of
6.9
5.1

7.0
42

5,9
7.5 4.9

6.3
5.7

6,4
*42

5,9 6.2
6.5

Deyt tat from voork per currently
employed proton per year

All incomes3 5.3 4.9 7.4 5.1 6.3 6.0 7.4 6.1

Lau than 62 *6.7 7.4 5.5 5.9 . 72 11.5
6.1 5.1 7.1 6.0 6.2 61 7.1 6.1

S10.000414,999 5,5 5.9 62 6.4 6.5 P6.0 6.4
$16,000br more...-. ..... ...............- 4.7 3,6 . 8.4 4.5 4.6 82 4.4

3Persons repotted as both of Spanish origin and black are Included in both celecurks.
3Adjutted by the claret method to the alit dotrIbuhon or the delta') nonInstitutionehzed populationor thato the cunently employed poptuatoon.
3lncludes unknovm Income.

Source: U.S.,Department of Health, Educationt.and Welfare. The

National Center for Health Statistics, Vital and Health Statistics. Health

Characteristics of Minority Groups, United Statea, 1976. April 14, 1978.
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that mortality rates from all,causes tor both Chicsno males and females drOpped

over time. In 1950 Chicano males and females experienced higher age adjusted

death rates per 100,000 (males 1,395 and females 1,296) than both the Anglo

(males 990 and females 625) and black (males 1,291 and females 1,077) groups.

Their 1960 mortality,rates,however, showed a considbrable decrease, placing

the Chicano group rates (sales 979 and females 806) between the Anglo group

(males 951,and females 543) and the black group (males 1,223 and females 921)

rates for 1960, although all three groups' rates dropped.

Using binary regression analysis,,Robert and Lee 6/ folind ethnicity and

sogioeconomic status were not good predictors of health status. The two most

important health status predictors in both samPles were age/sex and perceived

health.

Roberts and Lee 7/ also compared selected physical health indicators

(chronic conditions, disability, illness symptoms, and physical energy) for

three ethnic groups (Anglo., blacks
and*Chicanos) while controlling for the

effects of age, sex, martial status, family income, education and perceived

health. They used data from tvo.surveys on Mexicans conducted in 1974 and 1975

in Alameda Couaty by the Susan Population Laboratory. These surveys were

identified as Study 11 and Study 12. In Study 11, conducted in 1974, Roberts

and_Lee made comparlsoes among the three ethnic groups; in Study 12, conducted

in 1975, they compared only Anglo., and Chicanos. For both studies,

respondents were persons who returned queitionnaires or supplied information

to interviewers. Study 11 had 3,119 respondents (2,312 households wers

6/ Robert and Lee. The Health of Mexican Americans: Evidence from

the Human Population Laboratory Studies: 375-384.

7/ Ibid. p. 375-364.
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sampled containing 4,209 adults). Of the 3,119 respondents 73 percent

designated themselves as Anglo, 12 percent as black, and 5 percent as Chica4

or Mexican-American. Study 12 had 657 respondents (487 households were sampled

containing 947 adults) from five Alameda County census tracts with the largest

concentrations of persons of Spanish language and surname. Study 12

questionnaires were sent out in both English and Spanish. Of the 657

responded, 53 percent categorized themselves as Anglos.and 39 percent as

Mexican-American or Chicano. The other 8 percent were not definea in the

study. Perceived health status of rep'ondents was determined by asking them

to rate their health as poor, fair, good, or excellent.

In Study 11, 22 percent of Chicanos, 14 percent of Anglos and 32 percent

of blacks perceived their health status as fair or voor. "Based on Physical

Health scores, nearly 41 percent of the Chicanos in Study 11 report no health

problems, compared to 30 percent for Anilos and 23 percent for Blacks. The .

percentages reporting disability were 13.6 for Chicanos, 16.2 for Anglo. and

27.3 for blacks. For chronic conditions, the percentages were 38.3 for

Chicanos, 41.1 for Anglos, and 55.0 for blacks. In study 12 the proportion

reporting no health problems were quite similiar, 30 and 33 percent

respectively for Anglos and Chicanos. Chicanos reported slightly more

disability than Anglos (20 vs. 18 pCrcent) and slightly less chronic conditions

(40 vs. 45 percent) than Anglos." 8/

According to Roberts and Lee, the Alameda County data Ire consistent with

etic 1976 HIS date and two other studies on cardiovascular dip ase which report

8/ Ibid. p. 379.

9/ Ibid. p. ,382.

9j
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that dicanos show no significant differences in health status when compared

to the majority population, and in some findings Chicanos show better health.

Dowd and Bengtson, in 1978, 10/ using data from a sample of middle-aged

and older blacks, Mexican-Americans, and whites in Los Angeles County, report

(1) that blacks and H panics respondents are more likely to report poorer

health than white responde ; (2) that there was little difference between '

blacks and Mextcan-Americans; and (3) that self- d health of whites is

better than minority respondents in each age group. Am.ong these groups there

is a more wider disEarity at 65 years and older. These findings came in

response to the question, "In general, would you say your health is very good,

gocd, fair, poor, or very poor?"

A Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs Policy Research Project Ilhe

Health of Mexican Americans in South Texas) 11/, using data from Edwin Ponnor's

study of mortality among of Texas residents in 1970 and data on mortality from

a 1975 study conducted by the LBJ School, reports that Mexican-Americane and

Angros experience different mortality rates because of the older age of the

Anglo population (Anglo median age 30.2; Mexican-American, ;9.0). According

to theee data, however, age alone does not'account for ell the difference in

10/ Dowd, J.J. and V.L. Bengtson. Aging in Minority Populations:

An Examination of the Double Jeopardy Hypothesis. Journal of Gerontology

v. 33: 417-436, 1978. Cited in the Health of Mexican Americans: Evidence

from the Human Population Laboratory Studies.

11/ The LBJ School of Public Affairs. Mexican-American Policy Research

Project. The Health of Mexican-Americans in South Texas: A Report, Ho. 32.

Chapter 2, Mortality and Morbidity in South Texas. The University of

Texas at Austin, 1979. pp. 17-32.

10.
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mortality rates between Anglos and Mexican-Americans. Major differences

(controlling for age) reported by the LBJ School 12/ were:

1. Mexican-American men were more likely to have 'death by violence'

(including accidents, suicides, and homicides) ranked in leading.
causes of mortality for all but the very youngest and very
oldest age groups. Homicides conetituted a significant proportion
of these deaths. Suicide, however, was more often a leading cause
of death Among Anglos, particularly Anglo women.

2. Mexican-American women vere sore likely than Anglo women to have
many of the degenerative ailments. This difference was not found
between Anglos and Mexican-American men.

3. Diabetes Mellitus and infectious and parasitic diseases were more
likely to be listed as major causes of death among Mexican-
Americans of nearly all age groups.

4. Hates of reportable communicable diseases were higher in South
Texas than in the rest of Texas. Civen the etiologies bf many of
these ailments, they are more likely to occur among poor people.
Most of the poor people in South Texas are Mexican-Americans.

S. Mexican-Americans appear to be dying of a relatively broader
spectrum of ailments and conditions than are Anglos.

Other than the age difference, the LBJ School report identifies additional

explanations 13/ for the differences in the mortality between Anglos and

NexicprAmericans: (1) socioeconomic conditions, (2) genetic composition, and

(3) cultural traits. Socioeconomic conditions seem to be'the most Prominent

fa4tor in determining mortality differences between thelwo ethnic groups.

Fonner combined data from death records for the years 1969-1971. Wit%

these data he determined, age, cause of death and sex rates for Anglos,

---Americans, and blacks. He used 1970 Census data as the source to calculate

12/ Ibid. p. 31.

13/ Ibid. p. 31-32.

.f
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specific age for the three groups; Fonner's findings are based on the entire

State of Texas. 14/

Fonner's findings were used In the LEJ School report because 56 permit

of Texas Spanish-surnamed population was In South Texas in 1970.

The 1975 LEJ School mortality study 15/ information sources were death

certificates in the Texas Department of Health Resources (TDHR). The

certificates provided information on age, sex, county of residence, and primary

cause of death. Of the 17,641 death records used for tile study, there were

10,217 deaths recorded for Anglos and 6,289 for Mexican-AmerIcans.

Infant mortality data were taken from (TDHR) unpublished reports. These

data were calculated for the period 4970-1975. They were divided Into flve

groups: 0 to 14 years; 1$ to 29; 30 to 44; 45 to 64; and 65 or more years

(these grouping were borrowed from the Fonner study).

Morbidity data were gathered from (TDMR) published reports on reportable

communicable diseases (data for years 1974, 1975 and 1976). In the use of

these mortality and motbidity data there were some limitations and problems as

it pertains to Mexicans-Americans in South_Texas. Limitations of these data

included:
*

1. Manual rather than machine coding of ethnic data by persons, which

method could result in a possible undercount;

14/ Edwin Fonner, Jr. "Mortality Differences of 1970 Texas Residents: A

Descriptive Study" (Master's thesis, School of Public Health, The University

of Texas Health Science Center at Houston, 1975) Cited in The L1J School of

Public_Affairs. Mexican-American Policy Research Project. The Health of

Mexican Americans in South Texas: A Report, No. 32. The University of Texas,

Austin, 1979. 17-32.

15/ The LEJ School of Public Affairs. Mexican-American Policy Research

Project. The Health of Mexican Americans in South Texas: Report, No. 32.

The Universitrof Texas, Austin, 1979. 17-32.

1 o>
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2. Reporting of causes of death by persons other than physicians and
coroners;

3. Ascertaining total ailments and conditions only from mortality
statistics.

There wtre tinnier limitations in the infant mortality data. Asain,

coding of ethnicity was done manually, creating the same problem of possible

undercount of Spanish-surname births and infant deaths. In addition, there was

possibly a problem of underreporting of Hexican-American infant deaths &loci

the border. 7he morbidity data usage presented two problems:

1. Not all cases of disease are reported, and

2. Selective underreporting (this is where a particular disease,is
reported for one group and it is not necessarily reported for
others because of reporting sources). 16/

According to the 1975 1.15.1 School study, cancer and heart diseases ranked

highest among the ten leading causes of death for each sex for both Anglo. and

Hexican-Americans in South Texas. Mexicar-Americans appear to die more often

of infective and p aaaa itic diseases, diabetes mellitus;
accidents, homicides,

and certain causes of illness in early infancy compared to Anglos, who have

higher percentages of disease of the arteries, bronchitis, emphysema and

asthma, and cerebrovascular diseases. (see Table 2), 17/

Table 2 shows the ten leading causes of deaths to South Texas residents

for 1975 by tea and ethnicity. Table 3 show the same variables, narrowed

to the five leading causes of Laths but expanded to include age groups.

16/ Ibid.

17/ Ibid.

1 0
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TA3LE 2. Ten Leading Causes of Death to South Texas Residents
by Sex and Ethnicity, 1975

Cause of Death Males

Percent of All Causes

Anslos Mexican-Americans

Females Miles Females

Neoplasms, Total 20.20 20.40 14.89 18.95

Heart Disease! 35.12 34.67 23.88 29.44

Ischemic Heart Disease 30.31 -129.54. . 24.41 23.57

Other Heut Diseasei 4.31 5.13 4.47 5.87

Cerebrovascular Disease 832 13.83 7.16- 9.66

Diseases of Arteries 4.96 4.14 (1.81) (1.83)

Influenza and Pneumonia 2.90 3.06 , 2.77 3.52

Bronchitis, Emphysema and Asthma 2.34 (1.09) (0.85) (0.64)

Certain Causes of Mortality /
in Early Infancy (1.03) (0.78) 3.89 3.75.

'Death by Violence' 11.70 6.01 17.69 8.45

Acciden ts 7.67 3.93 11.93 5.08

Suicides 2.95 1.56 (1.65) (0.38)

Homicides (1.08) (0.47) 4.11 (0.99)

Infective and Pisasitic Diseases (0.85) (0.81) (1.59) 2.32

Diabetes Mellitis (1.05) 2.01 3.54 5.31

All Other Causes 11.53 33.20 16.93 18.13

n.5738 n.4479 nw3650 nw2639

'The categones "Heart Disease" and 'Teeth by Violence" are in this table for the interest of
the reader. They are not considered in the ranking of the ten leading causes of death.

Note: Figures in brackets indicate that the particular caws was not among the leading ten for
that particular sex and ethnic group.

Source: Data on death certificates obtained from the Texas Department of Health Resources.

Source: The LEJ School of Public Affairs. Mexican American

Policy Research Project. The Health of Hexican-Americans in

South Texas: A Report, No. 32. University of Texas at

Austin, 1979.

't
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Table 3 shows that Mexican-American males have a high percentage of deaths

in the category of homicides, particularly within two age groups: 15 to 29

years (representing 21 percent of all deaths in that age group) and 30 to 44

years. In these sane ase groups, cirrhosis of the liver is responsible for a

higher percentage of deaths along Mexican-American males than Anglo ales.

Anglo male.c,have a higher percentage of deaths in the category of ischemic

heart disease in the age group 30 to 44 years and 45 to 64 years. Mexican-

American females have a higher percentage of deaths from complications of

pregnancy in the age group 15 to 29 years of age than do to Anglo females.

Anglos females have a-high-percentage of death from neoplasms. IV

Table 3 also shows infant mortality percentages foi both Anglos and

Mexican-Americans in the 14-years of age or younger category. Mexican-

Americans Infants have higher death rates from infectious and parasitic

diseases, Influenza, and pnuemonia than Anglo infants.

Inclgded in the 1,83 School study was an examination of infant mortality

rates over time. The researchers found that Overall infant ortality rates

declined between 197q and 1975 for both Anglo. and Mexican Americans. The

infant mortality rate for Anglos in 1970 was 18 deaths per 1000 live births

and in 19M was 15.1 deaths per 1000 live births. The infant mortality rate

for Mexican-Americans was 20.2 deaths per 1000 live births in 1970 and 14.5

deaths per 1000 live births In 1975. 19/ For the low infant death rates

18/ Ibid.

19/ The LBJ School of Public Affairs. Mexican Policy Research Project.
The Health of Mexican Americans in South Texas: Report, No. 32. The
University of Texas, Austin, 1979. 17-32. However, the researchers
express caution about the reliability of the mortality rates among Mexican-
Americans because of uncertainty and to the comprehensiveness of reported
birth and death data.

1 0
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TABLE 3. Five Leading Causes of Death to South,Texas Residents
by Age Group, Sex and Ethnicity, 1975

. Moen t ?IAN Csuars

AltsleehImitiosou

Moles Teawks

en371 rs266

. A mess '
Cape ofDostA Maks 'Masks

ledivisleala 14 yam el asa es yammer rs191 0.131
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'---)1494.611U.TOIIII . 4.71 5.16
Inflosoli ma f110J11111/111 4.71 3.82
lafactImas mil Pismak Menem (1.56)" (2.25)
All Oilier Camas 1763 14.85

1.1401eols 15 to 29 yew of ma tt.210 6. 99

Dud by Vielsesoo 80.29 64.17
Accidents 18.57 40.40

. Salado _ 12.07 15,15
Moakley 5.25 8.62

?tomatoes'. Teal 7.24 13.13
lafactlat and ransitle Miasma (0.34) -
Malec Cad Mamas r Dimes 3.10 4.04
Contakatleos of Progamcy - (2.02)
AI Otbet Comm 9.03 16.64

loilviimis31! to 44pima see 231 m4111

Dealt by VIOINNy 44.60 30.63
Ambient. 2135 14.41
Sacks t 14.25 16.22
Homicide 8.66

Matt Damao° 21.65 31 1
Ischamk Heat Dimes 18.61 -
Otba Wait Mama (3.04) 6 I

Nomlasom, Total 1365 2543
°mammoths Dbmeis (4.76) (3. 0)
Diabetes Malays (0.43) 3.40 (0.50)
Catheal of Law (1.73) (0. )

AllOtbet Cams 12.91 29.73

J
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35.27' 37.22
14.29 13.16
17.52 14.79

2.57 (4.85)
4.31 5.64
2.97 5.27

1947 19.53

94

8149 54.25
52.44 35.36

8.31 5.32 \
20.92 1.57

3.44 11.70
2.29 (3.19)
7.44 11.70

5.32
9.16 20.22

sa249 rs133

53.81 21.81
30.12 15.04
(5.22) (0.7S)
)8.47 6.02
11.24 13.53
7.23 9.02

(4.01) 4.51
5.22 26.31

(3.21) 4.51 ,
(3.01)

743 (3.01)
08.09 27.82
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Cause 's,fDeath

farlividusis 45 la 64 years.of spe

?mew of AU Causes

Aftiks MexIcenAmericaru

Maks Femaks Maks Femaks

ao1361 n=775 ri913 a4137

Haut Disease° 37.95 20.90 35.05 26.07Ischemic Heart Discus 35.72 16.00 30.12 19.55Other Heart Meanes 5.23 4.90 (4.93) C52Death by-Violence° 12.12 13.61 12.60 (5.21)
Accidents 5.42 (4.63) 1.65 (3.72)Suicide 6.12 1.52 (1.53) (0.5)Neoplasms, Total 27.04 37.11 20,41 29.43

Cere brovascu tar Disease (3.32) 6.71 6.02 7.64
Diabetes Mellitus (0.19) (1.94) (3.13) 7.43Cinhosis of Liver (3.30) (3.13) CO2 (4.10) IAU Other Causes 15.I1 15.13 16.00 20.10

ladIvilisals 65 pen or older 11.43454 nv3360 nif1609 ws1764

Head Disease° 39.40 41.01 39.46 37,97
IscheinicHeast Disease 34.19 35.65 33.73. 31.39
Other Heart Diseases 5.21 5.36 5.73 6.51Nooplaun$ Total 19.46 16.11 11.14 17.09

Cerebrovaecular Disease 11.90 i 16.70 10.18 12.10Discuss of arteries 4.46 1 5.24 (3.06) .: (3.04)Dlabelea Mellitus (1.27)( (2.11) 413 5.97 *An Other Causes 2311 \ 11.06 23.53 23.13

\
Me calvaries "Newt Wow.. sad "Death by yiolenos" are *cod la Ibis table for the
convenience of Nadas of tkis report. They us not eossikred In the ask* DM* tea
Wilms anew.

"Sorsa la brackets isdkate that the particular cause waa not mom' the loading Ws for
that pertkulu sex arid Wish your.

Source' Data oa death canine:ales obtalsol froin the Texas Departmeat of Health He.
1104111:01.

Source: The LBJ School of public Affairs. Mexican
American Policy Research Project. The Health of
Mexican-Americans in South Texas: A Report,
No. 32. University of Texas at Austin, 1979.

/-
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of Mexicsa-Americans, 1.1.1 researchers provides Iwo explanations: (1)."the

underreporting of deaths, suggesting that the data are not highlyrelfable'

and (2) 'the newly available services which have effectively inte'r4e'ned in

the problem of neonatal mortality'.

Mezican=Asericans in South'Texas and Puerto Ricans in New York City show

similiar mortality experiences. Infant mortality rates are included in thesee -
similiarities.

According to a report prepared by tha National Puerto Rican forum, Inc., '

Puerto Ricsns in New York City (NYC) from (1969-711 had higher mortality rates

from cirrhosis of the liver, accidents, and diabetes than the total New York

City population. Percentages for boih groups follow: cirrhosis of the liver

(Puerto Ricans,7.5-NYC 3.3), accidents (Puerto Ricans 4.9-NYC 2.5) and diabetes

(Puerto Ricans 2.9-NYC 2.3). Also, annual death rates from drug dependency,

homicides, sod accidents were higher for Puerto Ricans in thf.4l'ir4 age '

group than the NYC total population. In addition, annual morality rates were

also higher for Puerto RiCans 11 years and under from bronchitis, influenza,

pneumonia; accidents, and homicides. 20/

Access to and Utilization of the Health Care S stem

Staniar to the ease of heal.th data on Hispanics, there is a paucity;of

data on medical cars use (including dental care) 21/ by Hispinics. HoWever,

20/ Alers, Jose Oscar. Puerto Ricans and Heilth Findings From New

York City, Monograph No. 4 Hispanic Research Center, Fordham University New

York, 1976. p. 6, Table 3. Cited in The Next Step Toward Equality

by National Puerto Rican Forum. September 1960. p. 13.

21/ Roberts, R.E. and Lee, E.S. Medical Care Uee by Mexican-Americans

Evidence from the Human Populstion Laboratory Studies. Medical care

March 1980. p. 267.



earlier research of health utilization by Hispanics (Mexican-Americans)

characterized this group as different fro. other population groups in their

health belief and behavior. In accounting for these differences, emphasis was

on the role of cultural and ethnic factors, a primary assumption in much of

this research was that folk beliefs are chief determinants of health and

illness behavior. 22/ This body of research was summarized by Weaver:

the Mexican Aserican population is an undifferentiated homogeneous
mass who distrustk scientific medicine, seeks treatment from folk
healers, views illnesses fatalistically, sees many illnesses as
resulting from and only curable by magic and witchcraft; illness-is
a social, or collective, as opposed to an individual event; the
Mexican-American community holds a culture, one 'aspect of which is
recognizable by a complex systea of health related traits, which
forms a barrier to,effective utilization of scientific health
care. 23/

Recent research on medixal use by Hispanics (Mexican-Americans) has taken

a'different approach. More eaph'asis has been placed on comparing the use of

traditional sources of health care and less focus has been placed on cultural

and ethnic factors. How emphasis are placed on indicators such as age, sex,

income, education and occupational stability. 24/

Andersen and Aday and et al., have compared LatLas (using the Bureau of

the Census definition of Spanish heritage) to other groups. They examined

patterns of physician, dental, and hospital visits, health insurance, regular

source of care, satisfaction with serv'ices received end tvo need assessment

measures. They found that blacks and Latinos reported the similar rates (65

percent for physician visits in the past year) as compared to 77 percent for ,
other whites. Rates on hospitalizations for these groups were also stainer:

10 percent for blacks, 12 percent for Latinos,.and 11 percent for other whites.

Rates on dental visits within the past year showed wider gaps anon: the groupst

11 percent for blacks, 31 percepts for Latinos, and 52 percent for other

whites. 25/

20-125 0 - 83 - 8

22/ /bid.

23/ /bid.

24/ /bid.
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Weis and Juarez, have re rted (1978) that Chicanos underutilized dental

,services-and-that the serviliTir.they do-use-are-primarily-those of-a

'symptomatic' nature. Meaning that Chicanos used more 'acute dental services

than cosmetic and preventive services. They found that there were

statistically significant differences in dental visits between the,two groups.

Anglos had a dental visit rate of 58.9 percent competed to 43.5 percent for

Chicanos. 26/

These researchers compared dental behavior of Chicanos and Anglo. in Pima

County, Arizona using regression analysis to examine several socioeconomic

variables to explain the differences and similarities.

They reported that socioeconomic variables alone do not explain the

,dental-care behavior of Chicanos. According to Garcia and Juarez these

variables are more relevant to Anglos in use of dental services.

Berkanovic and Reeder, uting data from the Los Angeles Metropolitan

Area Survey, examined the role of ethnic, economic, and social-psychologic

variables in the source of medical use among blacks, whites and Mexican-

Americans. They found that 78 percent of whites used private physicians

compared to 60 perce t for blacks and 59 percent for Mexicsn-Americans. 27/

25/ Andersen R. Access to Medical Care Among the Latino population of
the Southwestern United States. Paper presented at the American Public Health
Association meeting, Los Angeles, October 16, 1978. Cited from Medical Care
Use by Mexican-Americans. Evidence from the Human Population Laboratory
Studies.

26/ Garcia and Juarez. Utilization of Dental Health Services by Chicanos
and Anglos. Journal of Health 4 Social Behavior. December 1978. p. 428-436.

27/ Berkanovic E., Reeder L. C. Ethnic, economic, aid social
psychological factors in the source of medical care. Social Problems. 1973.
21:246. Cited from Medical CareiUse by Mexican-Americans, Evidence from the
Human Population Laboratory Studies. r

u



CHAPTER 8

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST HISPANICS IN HEALTH CARE SERVICES:
A LEG SUMMARY

Charles V. Dale
American Law Division

Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act 1/ bars discrimination because of

race, color, or national origin in all programs and activities that receive

Federal financial assistance. Regulations of the DepartmAnt of Health and

Human Services (H11S) specify that Federel aid recipients cannot adopt criteria

or methods of administration which have the effect of discriminating againSt

racial or ethnic groups. 2/ This obligation \applies to hospitals, nursing

homes, doctors, dentists, and State medicaid agencies. Although the issue of

discrimination against Hispar.ics in the delivery of federally s'ubaidired health

care services has received Aittle attention in the courts, two recent

developments may have significant implications for the problem.

The. Office of Civil Rights is the administrative ars of NHS for civil

rights enforcement. For years, the agency's primary focus had been on

education cases, but with creation of the new Department of Education,

discrimination in health care may take on a higher priority. By the end of

1980, MIS had embarked on an aubitious program of drafting new regulations,

guidelines, a:1'd civil rights reporting requirements for health services. In

addition, policiet were being developed to provide bilingual services and

bilingual notice, of hospital closures and aedicaid cutbacks.

Recent initiatives by the Governsent into discrimination in health care

has produced mixed results. The Justice Department In,Guerra v. Hexer Counti.

Hospital Di strict 3/ joined private litigants in a title VI suit to enjoin

the relocation of the Bexar County, Texas public hospital.from the barrio to

the suburbs on the ground of its discriminatory effect on Mexican-American

residents. Finding that the decision to relocate the facility was supported

by substantial m e dical and governmental reasons, however, the district court

denied relief because intent of purpose to discriminate had not been shOwn.

(107)
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The lemar County Hospital District had the right to lawfully change

the site from which it provides public services, because the
decision to relocate was not made with a discriminatory intent or
purpose, especially since the relocation will not have a
discriminatory effect; and that the nature and scope of injunctive
rellef.sought by the plaintiffs is not justifiable under the law and

evidence in thii case. 4/

But in a similar suit involving the closing of Sydenbam and"Metropolitan

Hospital in New Tork, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in Bryan v. Koch 5/

declined to follow the trial court's holding that intent must be shown or tint

it was fatally lacking. Subsequently, the Third Circuit in NAACP v. Wilmington,

Medical Center, Inc., 657 F. 2d 1322 (3d Cir. 1981) also wrestled with the

issue whether intent to discriminate is a necessary element of a title VI

violation or whether the establishment of disproportionate adverse impact is

enough. The court of appeals held that "intent is not revired under Title V/

and proof of disproportionate impact or effect is sufficient, but still

failed to establish a prim facie case of adverse, disproportionate impact on

minorities, the handicapped or the aged.

In In re Hotel Dieu, Mercy, and Southern Baptist Hospitals 6/ located in

NHS made a formal administrative determination of dic.riminatory impact

violative of title VI. The evidence there showed that while the hospitals'

service area was heavily minorityonly a token number of minority persons were

accepted as patients. The cause of the discrimination was the hospital's

failure to accept Medicaid patients because the hospiltls' staff physicians

refused to participate in the Medicaid program. After negotiations for

voluntary compliance failed, the Office of Civil Rights sought a cutoff in

Federal funding, and an administrative law judge ordered the termination of

Federal funding to two of the three hospitals involved. This appears to be

the first ruling that has applied some of the Hill-Burton community service

obligations to a non-Hill-Burton hospital where jurisdiction Is based on

title VI.

I/ 42 U.S.C. 2000d etas..

2/ See, 45 C.F.R. S 80.3, 1979.

3/ 484 F. Supp. 855 (N.D. Tex. 1980).

4/ 484 F. Supp. at 160.

5/ 627 F. 2d 612 (2d Cir. 1980).

6/ No. 79-HNS (T.D.)-30 (HHS Oct. 6, 1979). This is a decision by
an administrative law Judge on OCR's efforts to cut off Federal funds to
three New Orleans hospitals, end is a continuation of Cook v. Calmer,
559 P. 2d 968 (5th Cir. 1977) in an administrative, foru m.



CHAPTER 9

,
HOUSING OF HISPANICS

by

Dorothy J. Bailey
Government Division

More than 14 million Hispanics, a varied ethnic group Including Mexican-

Americans, Puerto RiCanj, Cubans, and South and Central Americans, live in the

United States. Compared to the general populition this group has lover levels

of income, education and employment and less adequate housing. This section

of the report, on the housing of Hispanics, provides an overviev of the housing

conditions of Hispanics and a discussion of some housing issues affecting

Hispanics.

A primary 'source of information on housing conditions for Hispanics io a

study 1/ prepared by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urbanirevelopment (HUD)

based on data from the Annual Housing Surveys for 197$ and 1976, collected by

the Census Bureau for the Department.

Hispanics are a highly urbanised group vho are concentrated primarily In

central cities. Eightyfour percet live in standard metropolitan statistical

1/ U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Office of Policy
Deveapment and Research. Hov Well Are He Housed? 1. Hispanics
September 1978.

(109)
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(SMSA's) 2/ compered to 66 percent of the general population. As an

urbanized population, the housing conditions of Hispanics tend to reflect the

general housing conditions of other urban minority groups.

Uhen compared to the aggregate profile of metropoltan dwellers, Hispanics

are more likely to be renters, more likely to live in inferior quality

structures, and more likely to live in overcrowded conditions.

According to the HUD study, 56 percent of the Hispanic population rent

shelter as capered to 35 percent for the general population. Hispanics are

also more likely to live in multifamily groupings and older structures.

Not only are there significant differences in housing characteristics

between the Hispanic population and other segments of the population, there are

noticeable differences among the Hispanic subpopulations. Puerto Ricans are

the worst housed, Cubans are the best housed, while the housing conditions of

MeIT-Aaeticans fall in between. 3/ These differences are docusented in the

following tables:

Why are Cubans are the beet housed? It would appear in part because they

are more able to pay for adequate houeing. According to Census data, Cubans

have the highest family median incose ($15,326) of Hispanic. 4/

2/ AruCHSA is an urban area that usually includes a central city and the
counties adjacent to It. The SMSA defines a geographical unit that is used to
report statistical information.

2/ U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Office of Policy
Development and Research. 1. Hispanics, September 1976..

4/ U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Report, Series P-20,
Ho. 354, Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States: March 1979.
October 1980.
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TABLE 1. Nearly 10 Percent of All Housing 9as Flawed in 1976

Trlot of
flaw

UMu
fillout

MIN

- UMu

with
flaw

% of sU

Uhiti

With flew 1 firw

Inmkeuge uMu bv number lo4 flaws

2 newt 3 fiaw 4 Raw 6 a firm

PLUM$MG 720114 1046 16% 522 656 604 2311 26

KITCHEN 72,736 1,342 UM 311 356 421 221 , 26

MAINTENANCE 71.034 3,046 4.1% 2243 456 137 115 26

PUSLIC HALL 71777. 303 OA% 199 $4 14 60 0

HEATING 72324, ?AU 1.81 . $64 149 62 $4 111

ELECTRICAL 74312 \ SS 0A 19 26 13 2 0

SEWAGE 73035 \ 145 1.3% 0 242 445 233 211

TOILET ACCESS 717211 \0.352 13% 1026 201 23 2 0

TOTALS 66306 ,174 11.7% 6263 1.015 540 2311 26 .
.%, iihnuemed0

,

Source: U.S. Departm4t of Housing and Urban Development. Report:
How Well Are We Housed? Rispanics 1. 1978

TABLE 2. Hispanic Housing WaS Almost Twice As Often Flawed in 1976

Typo of
flaw

Units
without

Units
with

%al all
units

Inadequate units by number of flews

flaw flaw with flaw 1 flew 2 flaws 3 flaws 4 flaws 5 + flaws

PLUMPING 3,119 109 3.3% 27 42 26 14 1

KITCHEN 1207 91 2.1% 25 37 16 12 1

MAINTENANCE 3,044 254 7.7% 166 12 22 7 1

PUBLIC HALL 3,259 39 1.2% II 17 3 2 0

HEATING 3,134 164 5.0% 110 31 15 II 1

ELECTRICAL 3,292 6 0.2% 0 4 2 0 0

SEWAGE 3,261 37 1.1% 0 III 17 12 1

TOILET ACCESS 3,150 14/ 4.5% 100 31 10 0 0

TOTALS 2.669 409 113% 434 122 36 14 1

(In thouumA)

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Reports

How Well Are We Housed? Rispanics 1. 197$.
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TABLE 3. 'Cubans Live in the Beat Hispanic Routing in 1976

Type of UM: .

flaw wftban

flaw

Units

with

flew

X of sll

units

vrith flm

Inadequate units by number of flaw;

1 flaw 2 flmvs 3 floys 4 flovs 6+ flow

PLUMMNG 243 3 1.2% 0 3 0 0 0

KITCHEN 235 11 4.5% 9 3 0 0 0

MAMINANCE 242 4 Lfl% 3 2 0 0 0

PUSLICHALL 243 3 12% 3 o o o 0

HEATING 243 3 '1..," 1 ls. 0 0 0

ELECTRICAL 246 0 0%. 0 0 0 0 0

SEWAGE 218 0 OK 0 0 0 o 0

TOILET ACCESS 244 2 0.8% 2 0 0 0 0

TOTALS 224

(in thousands)

22 118% 18

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Report:

Hot, Well Are We HOused? Hispanics 1. 1978

TABLE 3. Cuban Housing Is Better Than General American Housing in 1975
A

Typeof

flew

UMts UMts

without with

flaw flaw

Sofel
uMts

withfiew

Inadequate unitsbynumberofflaws

1flaw 2flaws 3flaws 4flews 5+flaws

PLUMBING 224 3 1.3% 3 0 0 0 0

KITCHEN 224 3 2.3% 3 0 0 0 0

,MAINTENANCE 221 6 2.6% 4 1 0 0 0

PUBLIC HALL 227 0 0%. 0 0 0 0 0

HEATING 223 4 1.8% 4 0 0 0 0

ELECTRICAL 227 0 '0%. 0 0 0 0 0

SEWAGE 227 0 0% o o 0 0 0'

TOILET 226 1 OA% 0 1 0 0 0

TOTALS 212 15 7.1% 14
(in thousands)

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Report:

Hoy Well Are We Housed?' Hispanics 1. 1978.
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TABLE S. Puerto Rican Housing is Pregnantly Flawed id 1976

Type of
flew

Units

without

flew

Wilts

with

flow

SOO
only

with Raw

Inadequate units by number of Rams

I Raw 2 Rows 1 flaws 4 Rows 5 + Rows

PLUMIIING 102
\

16 2.9% 3 I 2 3 0

KITCHEN 103 14 2.7% 3 7 0 3 0

MAINTENANCE 424 93 11.0% , 68 31 3 2 0

PIJIILIC HALL 4115.0 15 '3.5% 3 1 1 3
..

2' 0

HEATING 508 11 2..1%, 6 4 .0 2 0

ELECTRICAL 613 4 on 0 4 0 0 0 N.I.

SEWAGE 515 2 0.4% 0 0 0 2 0

TOILET ACCESS 451 311 7.0% 25 $ 2 0 0

TOTALS
finthosnmmh1

377 140 27.1% 97 17 3

. .

3

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Report:
How Well Are We Housed? Hispanics 1. 1978

TAILS 6. Puerto Rican Housing Suffers Particularly
from Maintenance ,Flaws in 1975

Type osf

Rrw
UMn
without

ftrw

UMts

with

flew

%of MI

units

with flow

Inadeguam units by numberof Rows

I flew 2 flows 3 Rnw 4 Rmw 5 + Rows

PLUMING 444 21 4.6% $ 5 I 2 0

KITCHEN 455 10 2.2% 0 3 5 2 0

MAINTENANCE 75 00 19.3% 76 15 0 0 0

PUILIC HALL 447 II 3.9% 7 4 5 0 0

HEATING 459 5 1.3% 3 1 0 2 0

ELECTRICAL 463 2 OA% 0 1 0 0 0

SEWAGE 443 2 , OA% 0 0 0 2 0

TOILET ACCESS 423 42 tO% 31 10 0 0 0

TOTALS
(in thousands)

313 152 32.7% 124 21 1 2 0

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Report:
How Welyre We Housed? jiispanics 1; 1978.
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TABLE 7. Mexican-American (Chicano) Housing Suffers Particularly
From Heating Flaws in 1976

Typeof
firm

Units
without

flaW

UMu
with

flaw

Ufall
uniu

wielflaw

,
ImadequateuMtsbynumberofflaws

1flow 2ftsvn 3flaws 4flosn 54flews

\PLUMBING 1.977 73. 3.7% 111 23 20 11 1

KITCHEN 1,901 49 25% 10 16 13 9 1

MAINTENANCE 1229 121 62% 71 27 15 6 1

PUS UC HALL 1246 10 os% 6 3 0 0 0

HEATING 1212 las 7.1% 93 23 )5 6 1

ELECTRICAL 1246 2 0.1% 0 0 2 0 0

SEWAGE 1.916 34 1.7% 0 6 17 11 1

TOMET ACCESS 1,850 100 5.1% 65 27 6 0 0

TOTALS
ginithoumodd

mal 369 169% 265 62 30 11

Souree: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Report:

How Well Are We Housed? Hispanics 1. 1978

TABLE 8. Mexican-American (Chicano) Housing Het the Hispanic Average
in 1975-20 Percent Flawed

Type of
flow

Units
without

Units
with

%of all
units

Inadequate units by number of flaws

,1 flaw 2 flaws 3 flaws 4 flaw: 5 4 flawsflaw flaw with flaw

PLUMBING 1,652 54 3.2% 13 21 13 6 1

KITCHEN 1,668 38 2.2% 10 11 11 5 1

MAINTENANCE 1.596 110 6.4% 72 22 10 5 1

PUBLIC HALL 1.698 8 0.5% 8 0 0 0 0

HEATING 1,594 112 6.6% 77 22 .9 3 1

ELECTRICAL 1.704 2 0.1% 1 1 0 0 0

SEWAGE 127$ 26 1.6% 0 9 12 6 1

TOILET ACCEM 1,600 106 6.2% 85 13 9 0 0

TOTALS
lin thousand0

1262 344 202% 267 49 21 6 1

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Report:

How Well Are We Housed?' Hispanics 1. 1978.

1 1
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TABLE 9. Cantral and South American Housing Has Improved
by 5 Percent In 1976

'Type of
Blew

UMts Units

whhoo with
flaw flow

%of el
uMU
whh flew

Inadequate units by number of flaws

1 raw 2 flaws 3 flm 4 flmn 5 + flaw;

PLUMBING 185 ti In 1.5 4.5 Li 0 0

KUTCHEN 184 15 4.1% 1.5 6.0 1.5 0 0

;MAINTENANCE 170 165 8.5% 12.0 3.0 1.5 0 .0

PUBLIC HALL 191 1.5 OA% 0 1.5 0 0 0

HEATING 4.5 22% 21 1.5 4 0 0

ELECTRICAL 193 0 0 0 0 0 0

SEWAGE 193 0 014 0 0 0 0 0

TOILET ACCESS 114 4.7 2A% 32 1.5 0 0 0

TOTALS
roduouvod0

161 31.7 16.4% 212 9.0 1.5 0 0

Source: U.S. Depirtment of Rousing and Urban Development. Report:
Hos, Well Are Sla Roused? HispaniEs 1. 1978.

TAM 10. Central and South AmeriCan Housing Suffers Host
Prom Maintenance Flaws in 1975

Typo of
flaw

Units
without
Rm.

Units
with
Raw

%of all
units
with flma

Inadequate units by nurnber of flaws

1 flaw 2 flaws 3 flaws 4 flaws 64 flaws
PLUMBING 171* 4.4 2.4% 3.0 1.5 0 0 0

KITCHEN 180 21 1.6% 1.4 1.4 0 0 0

MAINTENANCE 163 20.4 11.1% 11.0 4.4 0 0 0

.PUBLIC HALL 179 4.3 2.3% 2.8 1.5 0 0 0

HEATING 173 10.1 5.5% 1.11 4.2 0 0 0

ELECTRICAL 183 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0

SEWAGE 113 0 0% 0 0 0 0 0

TOILET ACCESS 178 4.9 2.5% 32 1.4 0 0 0

TOTALS 143.1 39.4 21.5% 322 72 0 0 0
(In thousands)

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Developuent. Report:
How.Uell Are We Housed? Hispanics 1. 1978.

1 1 zi
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Among the variables HUD examined to evaluate the conditions of Hispanic

housing vere physical adequacy and affordability.

PHYSICAL ADR9UACY

Fhysical adequacy vas defined in terms of the availability of heating and

plumbing, the structural soundness, the availability of sevage dispOsal

systems, the maintenance of the living unit, its design, its electrical system,

and i.e kitchen. The eight specific items used to observe physical adequacy

in the HUD study appear in table 11.

The HUD study shovs that nationally there vere more than 7 million

housing units :itch one or more flaws, but "that the chances of an Hispanic

household living in deficient housing is more than tvice that of the general

population.' 5/ Between 1975 and 1976 there vas a decrease in the number of

flawed housing units, both for the general population and for Hispanics, but

the incidence of flavs in Hispanic housing remains high.

According to the 01, study, of the eight items used to determine physical

inadequacy, heating flaws rated significantly higher in Hispanic housing than

in that of the general population. Five percent of Hispanic housing units had

heating flaws compared to 1.5 percent for the total population. HUD attributes

this difference in percentages to the high rate of heating flaws in Mexican-

American occupied units. In 1976, the heating-flav rate for Hexican-American;

vas 7.1 percent of all units vith flavs. Hany Hexican-Americans live in the

Southwest uhere heating systems might not be as necessary to maintaining a

comfortable duelling as they uoule be in the Northeast section of the country.

(HUD cautions that some of the data on heating flavs can be misleading).

5/ U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Office of Policy

Development and Research. 1. Hispanics. September 1978.

1 u
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TABLE U. Inadequate Housing Suffers From One or More of These Defects

FUMING
unit Wks @monists plumtdno or
unit shares complete plumbing

KITCHEN
WI lacks Of shwas $ samples kitchen

SEWAGE
Magna of a public sew. septic tank, w sesepool for sewege disposal or
no chemical usikt for smog: diunwel

HEATING*
Were we no means of bestir* or
unit is hewed W unwonted room Moen burning ass. ill. or kerosene. or
unit is heated by Srspleot, wow, at swot heater

SAMNTENANCE
It suffers frwn any tws of those defects:
Nolan,
wen packs W holes in Interior wells or wiling
holes in We 14erkrt floor
briken planW or peeling paint (war 1 'gum foot) on Warier wells or sr:MTV

PINILIC HALL
it suffers from any two of 01110 defects:
public halls lack light fixtures
look or missing stepion common stakweys
suir telling. missinjor not firmly attached

TOILET ACCESS
access to sok flush toilet I. Suer* one of woo or more bsdrooms uwd for sleeping (applies only to
households *Rh shildren under I II)

ELECTRICAL
unit has exposed wiring and
hoses or circuit breakers blew 3at more Onus in last SO days and
LAt iwks wall OW (outlets) in 1 or wore rooms

lows nes sooty In Ike Sea. Comus M+0!

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Report:

How Well Are We Housed/ Hispanics 1. 197E.

12_;.
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AFFORDABILITY

Affordability vas defined as a family's paying ability for adequate

housing in regards to needed space for family size.

HUD attributes the number of Hispanics living in deficient housing to tvo

variables:

I. The simple economic factors of income and the price of housing,
and

2. The demographic characteristics of the househOld.

When housing costs inc eeeee , a family is less likely to live in quality

housing. Where households live geographically vill bear on the price of

housing. For example, HUD estimated the price of housing in the four Census

Regions: Northeast, North Central, South and West. They found that 'the

likelihood of the family being inadequately housed is greater in the rural vest

and in the New York City area. It is least likely to be ill-housed in the

North Central region in an OSA of 1.5 million.' 6/

A lover percentage of Hispanics are able to pay for adequate housing

compared to the general population vithout spending more that 25 percent

(a percentage traditionally accepted as the amount to pay for adequate housing)

of their income. According to the HUD study, 71 percent of the Hispanics

population can afford adequate housing at this percentage as compared to

80 percent of the general population. Affordability of housing within the

, 6/ Ibid., p. 19.

.1. 2

*
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Hispanic subpopulations differs( see table 12). Cubans and South and Central

Americans are closer to paying the-total-population percentage of 80 percent

shelter cos%, while seventy-three percent of Mexican-Americans can afford,

housing for the_standard percentage of income (25). Puerto Ricans are least

able to afford housing at the 25 percent standard with only 48 percent of them

able to pay for adequate housing at that percentage rate-far less than6is true

for all other Hispanics and all U.S. households.

4

TABLE U. Hispanics, and Especially Puerto Ricans, Spend Proportionally
Hore for Adequate Housing Than Others Do in 1976

Redo Of Ariederaw 16 Of
Retains Cat To AN U.S.

RaulaNdele

% Of
.1121flepenk

Nenardelds
% Of

131kanse

%Of
Pram
Rican

% Of
'Cuban

% Of Central ,
and fannd
American

Urdu 10% 44.0% 232% 232% OA% 311.3% 24.4%

Under 20% 74.3% 110.7% 112.1% 3S3% 73" NA%

Under 25% 10.3% 70.7% 722% 411.0% 711.7% NI%
Under 30% NA% 772% 71.1% NI% SIN 10"
Undid 31% Pi% WA% NJ% 117.7% NISI NA%

Weber 40% 311.11% NM 117.7% MN 110.3% 11113%

Under SO% Ian 10.7% 11.0% SU% NA% 112.7%

Under 10% N.7% NA% 23.7% N.0% 115,2% 114.11%.

Under 70% N.0% N.1% N.1% 112.2% 17.2% NA%
r

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Report:
How Well Are We Housed? Hispanics 1. 1978.

4
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TENURE

Home-ownership among the Hispanic population is low compared to the total

population. In 1980 , 42.4 percent of the Hispanic households owned housing

units comparei to 65..6 percent for the total population. 7/

The rate of Hi.spanic home-ownership differs from city to city, according

to a CRS report. Hoa4e-ownership was examined in 10 cities with large Hispanic

concentrations. Finciings were such that in those citiei Hispanic home-

ownership rates were usually lower compared to the total home-ownership rates.

Additionally, there vats some relationship betwetn the degree of Hispanic home-

ownership and the.deg.ree of home-ownership for the total population. However,

this relationship was not constant, 'with the Hispani ratt ranging from

84 percent of the tot.el rate in Denver down to 47 percent of the rate in New

York (two of the citioes_examined).' 8/

LOCATION

As previously noted, in comparison with the total population, more

Hispanic households live in metropolitan aress. They comprise 5.4 percent of

those in SHSA's and 7.4 percent of those in central cities; but only 2.3 of

households outside of SHSA's. 9/

7/ U.S. Department of Commerce ahd U.S Department of Housing and Urban

Devegpment. Annual House Survey, 1980. Current Housing Reports Series

H-150-80, February 1962. Table A-9, p. 47, A-1, p. 1.

8/ U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. The
Housi4 of Hispanic Households in Selected Cities in the United States;

by Grace ?alums and Beth A. Innis. [Washington] 1979. 26 p.

9/ Ibid.

1 2 .1
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In addition, Hispanic households tend to be clustered in cities. These

concentrat.ons are characteristic of the ethnic group settlements in general

in the United States. They occur partly because of language and cultural

differences and partly becausgof discriminatory practices within the hcusing

market. 10/

at'llmnaL

Generally, minority groups are more susceptible to housing displacement

than other segments of the population. This is so because a disporportionate

number of then are located In low rent and declining central city

neighborhoods. According to some Hispanic housing leaders these neighborhoods

in the past have been targets for redevelopment because residents, many of

whom are poor, lacked the political or economic clout to resist thse destruction

of their neighborhoods.

Hispanics, the second largest minority group, have very probably not been

sheltered from the displacement phenomenon. D.ipite the lack of available

statistics nationally, it is a probable to conjecture that the Hispanic

experience mirrors that of other minorities, particularly blacks, with regard

to displacement from inner city neighborhoods. A paper 11/ by the The Notional

Hispanic Housing Coalition (NHHC) cites cases of Hispanic displlikement in

such cities as Phoenix, Arizona and Albuquerque, New Mexico. Not only is

displacement of Hispanics a result of private market action, but, according

10/ Ibid.

11/ Paper.on Proposed National Hispanic Rousing ond Community Development
Policy. National Hispanic Rousing Coalition. 1980.

1 2 Li
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to the NUMC, suck Vederal programs as
Community Development llock.Crant (COW)

are prism contributors.
In Phoenix, seventy percent of displaced persons were

hispanics resulting froa CDSC progress.

Discrimination

Like blacks, many hispanics have
experienced discrimination In the housing

market. An exempla of thls Is reported in.,
RUD study,.13/ which showed

Chicanos (Maxlcan-Americans) are
discriminated against in the housing rental

aarket in the Dallas area.

The study finds that dark-skinned
Chicanos acountered blatant forms

of housing discriainatIon much more often than light-skinned Chicano..

Finally, the study finds that, at least in the Dallas rental aarket,

light-skinned Chicanos appear to encounter discriminatory treatment

about as o!ten as blacks, while
dark-skinned Chicanos appear to

encounter discriainatory treatment more often than bl cks.

That dark-skinned Chicanos in Dallas are discriminated against

significantly more often than either blacks Or light skinned Chicanos

is clearly the most important finding of the study. There ars

several possible explanations why
dark-skinned Chicanos encounter

more discrimination.

One explanation could be that different rental agents discriminate

for different reasons and that
dark-skinned Chicanos, se a group, are

discriminated against not only by agents who discriminate against

Chicanos, per se, but also by agents
who discriminate becauae of skin

color. Another explanation could be that
rental agents are uore averse

to renting to Chicanos with dark skins because they consider them 0

be less assimilated or of lower socioeconomic status than those with

light skins. it is also possible that
dark-skinned Chicanos ere more

likely to be thought of as illegal immigrants.

There is no reason to believe that
the Dallas experience is an exception

to general treatment
of Hispanics In housing markets.

12/ U.S. Department of Housing and urban Development. Office of

Policy Development and Research.
Discrimination Against Chicanos in

the Dallas Rental Rousing market. August 1979.
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CHAPTER 10

EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES FOR HISPANIC AMERICANS
by

Charles V. Dale
American Law bivision

INTRODUCTION

The problem of exclusionary zoning, and its impact on housing opportunities

for minorities generally and the Hispanic community in,particular, has been the

source of increasing controversy within the context of court action challenging

local governmental action to block the construction of low and moderate income

housing. In Ybarra v. Town of Los Altos Hills 1/ the Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals sustained the dismissal of a suit by a Mexican-American nonprofit

organisation claiming that the large lot zoning ordinance.of Los Altos Hills,

California, unconstitutionally prevented the construction of a section 236

federally subsidized project on land acquired by the plaintiffs for that purpose.

Similarly, in Acevedo v. Nassau County 2/ the Second Circuit rejected a similar

challenge on the ground that county officials had no constitutional or statutory

duty'to provide 10W-income family housing for its Mexican-American residents.

In each case, the court found that the zoning action, which applied equally to

all low-income projects, did not discriminate against prospective Maxicen-

1/ 503 F. 2d 250 (9th Cir. 1974).

2/ 500 V. 2d 1078 (2d Cir. 1974).

(123)
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American residents. in a thixd case, Southern Alameda Spanish-Speaking

Organisation (SASSO) v. Union City 3/, both the trial and appellatecourts

refuied to overturn a ref.rendum, held by objecting residents, to nullify a

coning change to permit construction of a
section 236 project in a white middle

class neighborhood, because the
evidence did not warrant a finding of purposeful

discrimination. On remand, however, the district court invoked a remedy which

imposed rigorous affirmative duties on the defendant city to accommodate the

hooeing needs of its low-incosa Spanish-speaking residents.

The focus of exclusionary land use
litigation has shifted from the

Constitution to challenges based on the Federal civil rights laws, particularly

the 1968 Pair Housing Act, in the wske of the 1977 Supreme Court ruling in the

Arlington Heights case. The court there held that proof of discriminatory intent

was necessary to establish An
equal protection violation by the actions of local

authorities in exclusionary coning Casts.
Subsequently, however, a series of

lower federal court decision, have
found the fair Housing Act of 1968 ,holated by

land use practices that had the effect of excluding blacks, Hispanics, and other

minorities from the community even though
discriminatory motive could not Imp

shown. The application of this "effects" test
in the context of the fair Housing

Act promises A significant advancement
in housing opportunities for all groups

covered by thu 196$ Act, including persons of Hispanic'origin. The remainder

of this report will consider the
implications of thee. poat-Arlineton Heights

decisions and other.recent actions by the
Department of Justice attacking the

problem of exclusion of subsidised low and
moderate-income housing by local

governmental action.

. .

3/ 424 V. 2d 29l (9th Cir. MO),

120
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An Overview of the Federal Law on Exclusionary Zoning

Municipalities tradntionally have had broad powers to control the uses to

which propeEty owners may put their land through the enactment of local zoning

ordinances. 4/ Over the past decade, however, the Federal courts in

exclusionary land use litigation have increasingly been called upon to determine

the legality, under the Federal Constitution and civil rights lays, of local

policies that.have the effect of excluding racial and ethnic minorities from

the community by limiting construction of low and moderate-income housing.

Judicial review in these cases has generally involved claims of alleged racial

and ethnic Ascrimination foldden
by the Equal Protection Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment and the 1964 and 1968 Civil Rights Acts. As currently

interpreted by the Supreme Court, .the.Equal Protection Clause forbids only

those exclusionary zoning schemes that are the product of a racially

discriminatory purpose A the local decision-making body. 5/ Thus, the most

expansive source of judicial authority over exclusionary zoning decisions lies

in theCivil Rights Acts, perticularly the Fair Housing Act of 1968, which has

been held in a recent series of Federal court of appeals decisions to prohibit

policies that have a discriminatory effect on housing opportuties for minorities

even where an intent to discriminate cannot be shown.

The use of Federal funds by localities in a anner fostering racial

segregation within the community is prohibited by title VI'of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act,,providing that "no person shall, on the ground of race, color,

......

4/ See, e.g., Village of Euclid V. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 1926;
Village of Belle Terre v. 8orsas, 416 U.S. 1, 1974.

51 Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Deportment Corp.,
429 U.S. 252, 1976.

1 2
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or national origin, . . . be subjected to
discrinination under ay ',roam or

activity receiving federal financial assistance."
6/ 7he 1964 Act hes thus

been held to forbid the use of discrininatory site and tenaat selectioa

procedures for federally subsidised housing projects that contribute to

s eeeeee ted residential patterns
in the aided community. 7/ Additional federal

authority over local land use controls was presided by the Housing and

Community Development Act of 1974 I/ which conditioned all community development

inisistence, including that for nonhousing
related projects, on consonance vith

the Act. In orier to "reduele) . . . the ipolation of income groups within

communities and geographical and . . . (promote) the spatial

dttoncentration of housing opportunities for persons
of lower income," 4/

each community applying
fOr a block grant vas required by the 1974 Act to

submit a housing assistance plan
(HAP) for lover locos. persons "residing in or

expected to reside in the community." 10/ the community vas also required to

provide "satisfactory assurances that the progrea vill be conducted and

adeinistered in conforaity with" the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the fair

Housing Act of 1964. 11/

6/ 42 U.S. 2000d.

2/ See. e.g.. Hills v. Cautreaux, 425 U.S. 254, 1976; Shsnnon v. HUD,

436 F. 2d 409 (3d Cir. 1970); also, 24 C.F.I. I 14(b)(2)(i), 1980.

8/ 42 U.S.C. 5304-5305.

9/ 42 U.S.C. 5301(0(4).

10/ 42 U.S.C. 5304(a)(4)(4).

11/ 42 U.S.C. 5304(a)(5).
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In enacting the Fair Housing Act, to provide "within constitutional

limitations, for fair housing throughout the United States," 12/ Congress

vested the courts with broad remedial authority to combat public and private

discrimination in the housing market. 13/ The Act makes in unlawful to "refuse

to sell (*)r rent . . . or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any

person because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. 14/ This

general prohibition is supplemented by further bans against discrimination "in

the provision of services or facilities in connection" with the sale or rental

of a dwelling 15/ and actions that "coerce, intimidate, threaten, or interfere

with any person in the exercise or enjoyment of" rights granted under the

Act. 16/ Because of judicially engrafted limitations on the reach of the Equal

Protection Clause under Arlington Heights, 17/ the courts have increasingly

relied on the Fair Housing Act to invalidate local zoning actions.that

discriminate against minorities.

In Arlington Heights, the Supremm Court ruled that local officials'

refusal to rezone a parcel of land to accommodate a proposed low and moderate

income housing project did not violate the Constitution because there was no

shoving of a racially discriminatory purpose. Guided by its 1976 ruling In

. .

12/ 42 U.S.C. 3601.

13/ 42 U.S.C. 3612(c).

14/ 42 U.S.C. 3604(a).

,15/ 42 U.S.C. 3604(b).

16/ 42 U.S.C. 3617.

17/ See, note 2 (supra).
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Washington v. Davis, 121 Mhere proof of
"discriminatory purpose" was held a

prerequisite to relief udder the iqual Protection
Clause, the Court concluded

that the "finding that the Village's
decision carried a discriminatory

'ultimate effect' is without independent
constitutional significance," but

remanded the case for a determination of
whether this discriminatory effect

along would violate the fair housing
provisions of title VIII. 19/ On remand,

IS/ 426 U.S. 266, 1976. Davis involved an equal protection challenge to

s verbal ability teat used by the District of Columbia police department to

scr.een its applicants.
Rejected black applicants charged that the test

procedure was constitutionally
invalid because blacks failed in greater

proportion than their white Counteiparts,and
because there was no shoving of

a sufficiently close
relationship between test results and job performance.

In denying relief, the Supreme Court
drew a distinction in Davis between an

equal protection claim, which it held could only be based on purposeful

racial discrimination, and a claim under title VII of ehe 1964 Civil Rights

Act, for.which discriminatory intent need not be proven. The Court affirmed

its previous holding in Griggs v. Duke
Power, 401 U.S. 424, 1971 that title

VII prohibits employment practices
that disqualify a substantially

disproportionate number of blacks, unless the practices are validated in terms

of job performance.
"Hlwever this process proceeds," Justice White wrote in

describing the "more rigorous" title VII
stindard, "it involves a more probing

judicial review of, and less deference to, the seemingly reasonable acts of

administrators and executives than is
appropriate under the Constitution

where special racial impact,
without discriminatory purpose, is claimed."

While Davis made clear that statutory
nondiscrimination requirements, such

as the title VII ban on
employment discrimination, are not subject to the

same limitations as
constitutional claims, and that Congress may by statute

prohibit mete disproportionate
racial impact or discriminatory effect, it did

not indicate whether title
VII standards apply in other statutory contexts,

such a title VIII.

19/ In finding a lack of discriminatory purpose
in the Arlington Heights

case, the Court sought to
indentify "without purporting to be exhaustivi."

subjects of proper inquiry in determining
whether racially discriminatory

intent existed. The courts enumeration and analysis of relevant factors,

however, indicates no clear choice between a subjective and objective test

for intent, but suggests that both
kinds of evidence have a place. Generally,

the inquiry is to include consideration of such "circumataltiat and Orect

evidence as may be available." The opinion refers explicitly to the

"motivation" of the defeldants and devas
relevant the contemporaneous

statements snd subsequent testimony of eembers of the decision-making body,
(continued)
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..

the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held that the Fair Housing Act

claim should be sustained if "the Village's refusal to rezone effectisely

precluded plaintiffs from construction low-cost housing within Arlington

Heights, because "at least under some circumstances a violation of title VIII

can be established by a thowin4 of discriminatory effect without A showing of

discriminatory intent." 20/

The Supreme Court to date' has not specifically addressed the question

left open by Arlington Heights whether discriminatory effect or discriminatory

purpose is the proper measure of a Fair Housing Act case, and the court Of

appeals have split over the extent to which the "effects test" developed by

the Court in aims v: puke Power Co., 21/ and other employment discrimination

decisions, should be extended to housing cases. The Seventh Circuit's opinion

_
(continued) minutes of its meetings, or reports. But the lack of testimonial
or other direct evidence regarding the subjective motivation of the decision-
makers eas not Crucial. Other elements of the analysis point to an objective
test. In this regard, disproportionate racial impact is relevant, as are the
"historical background of the decision" and the "specific sequence of events"
leading to it, particularly if they show a "departure from the normal
procedural sequence." Moreover, the Court noted that "substantive departures"
from prior policy may be relevant to a finding of intent if "the factors

usually considered important by the decisionmaker strongly favor a decision
contrary to the one reached." See, 429 U.S. 266-268.

20/ 558 F. 2d 1283, 1290 (7th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1025,
1978:-.

21/ 401 U.S. 424, 1971. Griggs held that proof of discriminatory intent
is not required by title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.G. 2000e
et seq., which prohibits job requirements that have the effect of
discriminating against blacks, even if they are adopted without any
discriminatory motive. The Griggs court found that "Congress directed the
thrust of the Act to the consequences of employment practices, not simply
the motivation," and that "good intent or the absence of discriminatory
intent does not redeem employment procedures or testing mechanisms that
operate as 'built-in headvinds' for minority groups and are unrelated to
measuring job capability." 401 U.S. at 432.

.13,,
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in celled on two decisions of the Eighth Circuit holding

that title VIII prohibits housing practices with discriminatory affects, 22/

and the Third Circuit adopted the same position in a decision that camm down

after 4rlington 23/ Taking the opposite view, the Sixth Circuit had

rejected an effects test in an exclusionary zoning case similar to Arlin ton

Heinhts, 24/ and the Fourth Circuit has also indicated, in a split decision,

that it considered proof of discriminatory intent to be required in a

title VIII case. ly The Second Circuit has produced conflicting

decisions. 26/ Moreover, even those courts of appeal that have agreed that

a showing of discriminatory impact or effect establishes a prim, facie case

under the Fair Housing Act, there are differences in the nature of the

defendant's burden of justification resulting from such a showing.

Noting the similarity of the statutory prohibition discrimination "because

of race" in title VI/ and title.VIII, and the commitment to integrated housing

instinct in the declaration of congressional policy in the Fair Housing Act,

..

22/ Smith v. Anchor Suilding Corp., 536 F. 2d 231 (8th Cir. 1976);

United States v. City of Gluck Jack, Missouri, 508 F. 2d 1179 (Eth Cir. 1974),

cert. denied, 435 U.S. 908, 197E.

23/ Resident Advisory loard v. Rizzo, 564 F. 2d 126 (3rd Cir. 1977), cert.

denied"; 435 U.S. 908, 1978.

24/ Joseph Skillken 1. Co. v. City of Toledo, 528 F. 2d 867 (6th Cir.

.1975), vacated and remanded, 429 U.S. 1068; 1977; 558 F. 2d 350 (66 Cir. 1971),

Mt. denied, 434 U.S. 985, 1978.

25/ Madison.v. Jeffers, 494 F. 2d 114 (4th Cir. 1973).

26/ Compare, Boyd v. Lefrak Organization, 509 F. 2d 1110 (2t1 Cir. 1975),

cert. denied, 423 U.S. 896, 1975 with Kennedy Park HOOds Ass'n v. City of

Lackawanna, 436 F. 2d 1011 (2t1 cir. 1970), cart. denied, 401 U.S. 1010, 1971.

See, also Citizens Committee for Faraday Wood v. Lindsey, 507 F. 2a 1065 (2d

Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 548 (1975); Acevendo v. Nassau County,

500 F. 2d 1078 (2d Cir. 19)4).

13.1
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the Seventh Circuit in Arlington Heights II reasoned that conduct that

perpetuates segregation is as destructive of open housing a* intentionally

discriminatory action. As in Griggs, however, the appeals court recognized

that not all practices with discriminatory effects are illegal and identified

four "critical factors" that it considered relevant to a determination of

liability under title VIII.

(1) how strong is the plaintiff's shoving of discriminatory effect;
(2) is there some evidence of discriminatory intent, though not
enough to satisfy the constitutional standard of Washin ton v. Davis;
(3) what is the defendant's interest in taking the act on cooparria
of; and (4) does the plaintiff seek to compel the defendant to
affirmatively provide housing for members of minority groups or
merely to restrain the defendant from interfering with individual
property owners who seek to provide such housing. 27/

Applying these criteria, the court found that the Villags acted pursuant

to a legitimate zoning interest, the protection of property values and

preservation of the integrity of its comprehensive zoning plan, and that its

refusal to rezone was not racially motivated. On the other hand, the

moderately disproportionate impact of its refusal to rezone--the disparity

between a 40 percent minority representation in the Class of eligible low

income tenant* and the 18 percent minority representation in the area of

populationcoupled with the nearly allwhite population of the Village itself,

constituted a strong discriminatory effect. Details* developer* of the proposed

project merely sought to enjoin the Village from interfering with private

efforts to build integrated housing, however, it concluded that resolution

depended upon clarification of vhether the Village's zoning decision actually

perpetuated segregation within its borders. Thus if the trial court vas unable

to identify other property in the village both properly zoned and suitable for

.....

27/ 558 F. 2d at 1290.

1 3 ,,
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I

federally subsidised low income housing, the refusal to rezone would result in

a discriminatory effect strong enough to constitute a violation of Title VIII.

United States v. City of Black Jack 28/ is unique among the early

exclusionary zoning cases because it was a title VIII suit brought by the

Attorney Central, and no claim under the Squat Protection Clause was involved.

In Slack Jack, the Eighth Circuit struck down a toning ordinance that prevented
,

construction of a subsidised, integrated housing development in an all white

community near St. Louis, despite a trial court finding that Slack Jack had not

acted out of racial motives. Although there was substantial evidence of

discriminatory purpose, the court explicitly refused to base its holding on

this vidence. Rather, it cited a number of equal protection and title VIII

1

cases to support ita conclusion that

the plaintiff need prove nO more than that the conduct of the

defendant actually or predictably results in racial discrimination;
in other worde, that it has a discriminatory effect. The plaintiff

need make no showing whatsoever that the action resulting in racial
discrimination in housing was racially motivated. Effect, and not

motivation, is the touchstone. . . . 29/

The court measured the effeet of the city's action in tem of its ultimate

effect and rejected the district court's reasoning that since approximately

the same percentages of blacks and whites in the area would be eligible for

residence in the project, theAew did not operate in a racially discriminatory

fashion. Conceding that the metropolitan area as a whole was substantially

segregated "in large measure las al result of deliberate racial discrimination

in the housing market, by the real estate induitry, and by agencies of the

federal, state, and loc'al governments," it considered the city's ordinance

.a.m..11. 0..
21/ 508 T. 2d 1179 (8th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 422 U.S. 1042, 1975.

29/ 508 T. 2d at 1184-85.

13u
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"but one more factor confining blacks to low income housing in the center

city." 30/ Thus, the Eighth Circuit went on to determine that the city's

acticrtrtotking the development did have a discriminatory efect and that

its claimed justification tor that action---controlling traffic, preventing

overcrowded schools, and maintaining property vaTes--were inadequate to meet

its evidentiary burden.

Resident Advisory Board v. Rizzo, 311 was he first exclusionary zoning

case to reach a Federal appeals court after the Supreme Court decided Arlington

Heights. That suit involved an effort by local officials to prevent

construction of a low-income housing project in the Whitman Urban RtnevAl Area

in South Philadelphia, virtually all-white neighborhood. The Third Circuit

held that the city's housing and redevelopment authorities, though not shown

to have purposefully discriminated, nevertheless violatedatitle VIII, because

their "acts had discriminatory effect and . . . the agencies have faiLed to

justify the discriminatory results of their actions." 52/ In reaching this

conclhion, the court considered the history of racial segregation in

Philadelphia and the fact that 95 percent of the persons on the city's waiting

list for public housing were racial minorities. Forthe,r discussing the

title VIII standard of proof, the Rizto court stated that plaintiffs' prima

facie case could be rebutted by evidence that defendants' action served a

legitimate interest and was the means which produced the least adverse effect

on racial minorities. Local officials failed at trial to produce such

20/ 508 F. 2d at 1186.

211 564 F. 2d 126 (3d Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 908 0970.

32/ 564 F. 2d at 146.
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evidence, however, and in dicta, the Third Circuit went on to indicate that any

colorable interest of the State in preventing racial disturbances did not

sufficiently oucweisb or justify the infeinpment of rights, protected by

title VIII.

Predicting a significant increase in exclusionary zoning litigation under

title VIII, the Rizzo opinion observed:

Until relatively recently, federal courts were not often called

upon to adjudicate Title VIII claims. We Attribute this circumstance

to our impression that, at least with respect to alleged
discrimination in housing by governmental agencies, the inquiry into
claimed equal protection violations has made unnec sssss y a separate

consideration of the 'coexteneive' rights and remedies afforded by

Title VII. However, given the inc sssss d burden of proof which

Vashin ton v. Davis and Arliegton Heights now place upon equal
protection clarslilre, we suspect that Title VIII will undoubtedly

appear as a more attractive route to nondiscriminatory housing, as

litigants become increasingly hat Title VIII rights may be

enforced even without direct evidence of discriminatory intent. Vs

conclude that, in Title VIII cases, by analogy to Title VIE cares,
unrebutted proof of discriminatory effect alone may justify federal

equitable response. 33/

Thus, the Third Circuit interpreted Title VIII in a manner similar to the

eighth Circuit's interpretation in 8lack leek and to the Seventh Circuit's

decision IT. .emand in Arlington 11.1.01., mandating construction of the project

enjoining governmental defendants from interfering with it.

On June 5, 1980, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Ohio

ruled in United States v. City of Parma 341 that the City of Parma, Ohio, a

white suburb of Clevelend, had engaged in a "pattern and practice" cif racial

exclusion in violation of thu Fair Housing Act. In the first such Justice

Department suit against a municipality for actions beyond the frustration of

a specific propooed housing devslopment, the court found that Parma's

33/ 564 F. id at 146.

34/ 494 P. Rupp. 1049 (N.D. Ohio 1980).

'3, ,
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persistent resistance to the construction of low-incOme Mousing was motivated
by racial considerations

and had discriminatory effects.
"Regardless of.05.

whether a 'racially discriminatory
intent' or a 'racially discriminatory

effects' standard is employed,"
the court stated, "Parme has violated Section

80460 and 817 of the Fair Housing Act."

The decision was based on the
government's evidence regarding five aaa i **

of actions taken by Parma officials
between 1968 to 1975, all of which were

pained to have inhibited
or prevented blacNs from moving into Parma, thereby

establishing a policy of racial exclusion.
The specific Actions or *** i ** of

actions that constituted the
core of the government's case included the city's

rejection of Communitg6Developeent Mint
Grant funds and the required HAP Flan;

its refusal to adopt a fair
housing resolution welcoming "all persons of good

will" to Perms; its general
oppositon to public or low-income housing; its

denial of building permits to the developers of a federally subsidised low-

income project called Faramatown Woods; sod its adoption of land-use ordinances

imposing height, parking,, and
voter approval restrictions that had, in the

court's view, the "purpose and effect"
of preventing tht construction of low-

income housing in Parma.

The court found the evidence of racially
discriminatory intent

"overwhelming," with public expressions of raeial bias not limited solely to.

residents of the city but its highest
elected public officials as well.

&very time Parma was confronted with the choice between decisions
that would have had an integrative or segregative effect, Farms
chose the latter. the city of Parma consistently has made decisions
which have perpetuated and re-enforced its image as a city where
blacks are not welcome. This is the very essence Of a pattern and
practice of rscial discrimination. 35/

35/ 494 F. Supp. at 1097.
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But the city violated the Fair Housing Act not Only because it made decisions

with the intent to discriminate, but also because its decisions had significant

4 discriminatory effects. The chnitenged actions, the coUrt held, "have had the

effect, individually, and collectively, of exclUding blacks from the City,

maintaining the segregated character of the Ciey, preventing the construction

of housing in vhich blacks might reside, and deterring developer. from

proposing and constructing integrated housing." 36/ In addition to a pattern

and pre tice of violating rights secured by the Fair Wousing Act, the court

found that'iè..sty had prevented groups of persons from enjoying these rights.

Besides blacks, o had been prevented or detlxied from obtaining housing in

Firma, Parma re idents were found to have bein denied the right and benefit of

inter-racial sato tation guaranteed by the'Act, and the city had interfered

with private developers ttempting to provide equal housing opportunities in

Parma, all in violation of t e Act.

In r.aching its conclusions, the court rejected Parma's defense that its

demographic patterns were tbe reeult of free choice, and the argument that it

Yds unfair to single out the City alone when other localities in the Cleveland

arou were indistinguishable in demography and past public actions. The court

also pointed out that

Actions which are typically lawful, such as mandatory referendum on

housing ani zoning matters, a locality's decision not to apply for

federal sssss tance in housing, and a community's refusal to promote

low-income housing, lose that character when they are undertaken for

a discriminatory purpose. 37/

36/ 494 F. Supp. at MOO.

37/ Id., at 15927.
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It was the court's findings, however, with reap:et to the segregative effects

of the city's actions that may have the greatest precedential value, for it

setO4 unlikely that evidence regatding discrieinatory intent, which in Parma's

cate was substantial, could be developed to the same extent in many other

communities. 38/

The courts have also begun to scrutinize local policies with regard to

low and moderate-income housing in connection with school desegregation

proceeding... For example, in response to the U.S. District Court order in

Liddell v Board of Education, 39/ the St. Louisflloard of Education, with

cooperation of the Community Development agency of St. Louis, and the U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development filed a suggested plan, as required

by the order, "for insuring that the operation of federally-assisted housing

programa in the St. Louis metropolitan area will facilitate the school

desegregation order therein." Under the proposed plan, three major objectives

are set forth:

1) to asiure that sss i s ted housing programs supported ongoing efforts
to desegregate schools; 2) to establish methods whereby state and

local officials can utilize Federal programs related to housing and
urban development to assist in school desegregation; and 3) to

38/ On December 14, 1980, U.S. District Judge gattisti issued his
remedTh order in the Parma case. That order required the city to affirmatively
seek minority residents to occupy lOw and moderate-income housing required to
be built at a rate of at least 133 units annually, and provided for a special
master to oversee these efforts. In addition, Judge tattisti invalidated a
Parma ordinance requiring voter approval for low-income housing and portions of
other ordinances restricting low and moderate-income housing construction. A
Fair Housing Committee was also created to develop advertising and educational
programs and draft a fair housing resolution, develop an outreach program to
make Parma an open community, and to estoblish ties with regional fair housing
and minority groups, establish a houtinvinformstion and referral service to.

interested parties, develop progrila to foster an interest among housing
developers in constructing low-income ho4s ng in Parma, and conduct survey of

1'':,

vacant land in Parma suitable for use in 1
°

-income housing development. See,
Wall Street Journal, p. 13, December 5, l 8 ,

39/ 491 F.,Supp. 351 MD. Ho. 1980 .
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specify the actions HUD will take in connection, with its assisted
housing programs to facilitate and augment the efforts of state
and local officials to expand haucing opportunities throughout
the St. Louis Metropolitan area. 40/

Toward this end, HUD states that it will meek to secure a net incaaaaa in the

number of minority children livine outside racially impacted aaaaa ea a result

of the use of its programs. Furthermore, whom there is substantial evidence

"that, notwithetanding.affirmativ, efforts to attract persons to projects, the

sale or rental of units in a project will result in the denial of equal housing

opportunities," HUD and the Department of Justice will consider the imposition

of sales nd occupancy restrictions to the extent permissible in the program to

achieve the ends of the plan. 41/

On September 24, 1980, the U.S. Depertment of Justice and the Chicago

Board of tducation signed a comprehensive agreement requiring desegregation of

the Nation's third largest public school system by the start of the 1981-82

school year. 42/ The agreement, recognizing that "school boards acting alone

cannot relieve the segregation that exists in cities as large as Chicago,"

commits the Justice 04par...1nt to bring about a coordinated administration of

federal programs in Chicago to help create and maintain stably integrated

schools. Under the agreement, the Justice Department will complete its

investigation of whether the State of Illinois, suburban school districts,

and suburban housing and land use lays contributed to racial segregation

in the Chicago metropolitan area. Results of the investigation will be

AN Potomac Institute, Metropolitan Housing Memorandum 80-5, p. 7,
Dec. 1180.

41/ Id., at p. 8.

42/ Dept. of Justice Press Release, September 24, 1980.

14,
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submitted to the court 'and the Justice Department vill take whatever legal

action is appropriate. The Chicago case appears to the firot latent by the

government to link housing, employment, and schools to achieve integration on

a metropolitan balis.

As a result of too year investigation prompted by complaint of the

NAACP, the Department of Justice on Deceeber 1, 1980, initiated a title VI suit

against Yonkers, N.Y., a suburb of New York City, for racially segregating its

schools and supporting this policy by forbidding the construction of Federally

... i . tad housing projects outside of minority neighborhoods. 43/ In addition

to denying mioorities equal housing opportunities, the suit alleges that the

location of housing reinforced the segregated character of the s'ehool system.

In a related action, HUD has 46ditioned Yonkers' 54.3 illion fiscal 1980

community develop:int block grant on the city's implementation of an

affirmative housing plan.

However, Joseph Skillken 8, Co. v. City of Toledo .44/ demonstrates that not

all of the courts of apptsls are receptive to exclusionary zoning cases. The

Sixth Circuit there upheld Toledo'z decision to block a subsidized housing

development in an affluent, all-white neighborhood despite an extremely

disproportionate racial impact. Toledo had a 14 percent mindwrity population,

while minorities comprised 70 percent of those oa the vaiting list for this

type of housing. The district court, which ruled for the plaintiffs, had

int:tally decided that Toledo's refusal to permit the development vae

--..... ......
43/ Dept. of Justice Press Release, peeeeber 1, 1980.

44/ 528 F. 2d 350 (6th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1068, 1977.
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racially motivated, but ultimately based its decision not on defendants'

motivation, but on the fact that their action would have a racial

diocriminatury effect and would perpetuate residential segregation in

Toledo. 45/ -

In reversing, the Sixth Circuit concluded that the court below erred in

finding official discrimination, but its opinion does not makc clear whether

it also disagieed with the trial court's finding of discriminatory effect.

Rather, the appeals court stated simply that low cost public housing does "not

belong" in exclusive neighborhoods, "where property owners, relying on the

zoning lava, have spent large sums of money to build fine homes for the

enjoyment of their families." 46/ This emphasis on the economic interests of

local residents also led the Sixth Circuit to declare that granting the

injunction sought by the plaintiffs would mean that "(ilnnocent people vho

labored hard all of their lives and saved their money to purchase homes in nice

residential neighborhoods, and who never discriminated against anyone, would be

fated with a total change in their neighborhoods, with the values of their

properties slashed." 47/ Accordingly, the court of appeals held that a racially

neutral policy was not invalid under ither the Equal Protection Clause or the

Fair Housing Act just because it had a greater impact on minorities.

To recapitulate, recent trends in the case law indicate that discriminatory

exercise of municipal land use authority may constitute a volation of title VIII

and related constitutional and statutory guarantees. The major issue in the

cases decided thus far relates to what constitutes sufficient proof of a

43/ 380 Y. Supp. 228 (N.D. Ohio 1974).

46/ 528 F. 2d at $81.

47/ MS Y. 24 at 881. .e
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dilimiminatory practice, and the nature of defendant's burden to provide

adequl justification. The Third, Seventh, and eighth Circuits have held

that, in ages challenging municipal land use policies, a showing of

discriminatory effect is sufficient to sustain the plaintiff's burden of proof

under title VIII, while the Sixth Circuit in Skillken appeared to reject the

"effects test" in favor of a more rigorous approach. Significantly, the

Seventh circuit identified two separate kinds of discriminatory effect that

could be made the basil of a'Title VIII action. The first, or so-called

"disparate impact" test, was found inappropriate in Arlington Heights II,

despite the fact that the Village's refusal to rezone advereely affected a

relatively greater pereentase of minorities than white, because 60 percent of

the eligible applicants for subsidized housing in the area were white, mot

this factor did not preclude a finding of discriminatory effect undee the

second test adopted by the Rizzo and Arlington Heights II courts; that is, "if

it perpetuates segregation and thereby prevents interracial association it will

be considered invidious under the Fair Housing Act independently of the extent

to which it produces a disparate impact on different racial groups" 48/

However, the elements nee sssss y to prove a discriminatory effect, as well as

the sufficiency of rebuttal vidence, are still in the process of judicial

definition.

That there may be limits to the relief available to Title VIII plaintiffs

in exclusionary zoning cases is also apparent from Arlington Heights II and

Rizzo. For example, those decisions indicate that municipalities may defend

challenge to perticular land use policy demonstrating that another parcel

of land appropriately zoned and equally suitable for the proposed use, exists

68/ 568 T. 24 at 1190.
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within the community. That is, title VIII liability Might attach only where

it could be shown that adequate housing opportunities for minorities do not

already exist and that the challenged zoning action foreci ses any possibility

for future development. In addition, neither couit determin d whether

title VIII, which requires HUD to "affirmatively" promote inte ated Housing 48/

also compels the States or localities to provide for integrated h using within

their borders. 49/ Thus, while local government officials might precluded

by title VIII from using their zoning powers to prevent all private d velopment

of low and moderate-incomm housing, there may be less judicial willingn to

find a duty imposed on the municipality itself to provide such housing.

48/ 42 U.S.0 3608(d)(5) provides: "The Secretary of Housing and Urban \

Development shall . . . (5) administer the programs and activities related to

housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the policies

of this subchapter.

49/ The few courts that have considered the scope of 3608(d)(5) have

reached conflicting ,onclusiona. In Acevedo v. Nassau County, 500 P. 2d 1978

(2d Cir. 1974) the Second Circuit held that 3608(d)(5)'s affirmative mandate

to promote integration applied only to HUD. In contrast, a different panel of

the Second Circuit in Otero v. New York City Housing Authority, 484 F. 2d 1122

(2d Cir. 1973) held that 3608(d)(5) also imposes an affirmative duty on local

governments. The court reasoned that the Secretary's duty passes through him

to other agencies administering Federally assisted housing projects. Without

relying on the language of 3608(d)(5), other courts have required local
governments to foster open housing because they consider the active leadership

of local governmental authorities essential to increased minority housing.
See, Banks v. Perk, 341 V. Supp. 1115 (N.D. Ohio) (duty of city administrator
to support and aid housing projects), rev'd in part on other grounds, 473 F. 2d

910 (6th Cir. 1973)1 Croy v. Brown, 332 P. Supp. 362 (N.D. Ga. 1971)

(responsibility of municipality for racial concentration within its border).
Of course, Rizzo and the Parma case demonstrate that title VIII can result in

a court order requiring the defendant to build integrated housing, but at the

same tine show that the relief in such a case ehould be tailored to correcti%g

the particular violation proved.

.14u
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Generally, the touchstone for title VIII liability is defined in tens* of

actions and inactions which interfere with housing opportunities, not the

failure to provide remedial housing aaa i s tante. SO/ In any event, the Third

Circuit in law st sssss d that the special problems posed by exclusionary

soning litigation, particularly those concerning relief and tho defendant's

justification, required a delicate case-by-case approach to the use of the 4

effect standard under title VIII.

It should also be emph d that absent evidence that local land use

policies are discriminstory in purpose or effect, there is no authority in

title VEIL or the Constitution for either negating pinns and regulations that

exclude low and moderate income individuals from a locality, or requiring

municipalities to take affirmative action with respect to such persons. SI/

Moreover, in Hills v. Geutraeux 52/ the Supreme Court accorded substantiel

deference to local land use decisions, and has elsewhere also indicated its

...... . .

SO/ See, 42 U.S.C. 3604, 3605, 3606.

SI/ Of course, communities receiving funds under the Community
Development block Grant Program are required, as a condition to ... i s tante
under the Act, to adopt a housing sss i s tante plan addressing the housing needs

of low and moderate-income persons in the area in which the community is
located. See discussion at p. 2 (supra).

22/ 425 U.S. 264, 1976. That ease involved the unconstitutional
practices of the Chicago Housing Authority_and HUD with respect to the location
of pubic housing projects in Chicago. The Suprema Court held that it was
within the remedial power of the district court to require the Authority to
seek dispersal of public housing projects outside the city limits (also
within its jurisdiction) since such an order would not nee sssss ily interfere
with local government operations. The Court emph d that those suburbs
not implicated in the violation would retain their statutory power to withhold
approval of federally subsidized housing within their borders, even though a

metropolitan plan was appropriate to remedy the discriminatory acts of HUD
and the authority.

1 4 ,'
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support for use of referenda and the political process in retching zoning

decisions free of racial overtones. Thus, for example, in Ames V.

Valtierra, 53/ the Court upheld an amendment to the California Constitution

requiring approval by local referendum of'low-income public housing projects

betore construction could begin. In so doing, the Court was particularly

influenced by the long history of referenda in California, and the ;act that

public housing was only one area subject to referenda. It was only reasonable

for the people to have voice on public hOusing since it might financially

burden them. Additionally, the record did not show that the referendum

req.irement "was aimed at a racial minority." The Court stated, "Tbe Article

requires referendum approval for any low-rent public housing project not only

for proiects which will be occupied by a racial minority." 54/

As in the Parma case, however, the courts might, consistently with James,

invalidate referende .. low and moderate-income housing where their history

is not similarly race-neutral. In Reitman v. Mulkey 55/ the Supreme Court gave

its explicit imprimatur to considerations of historical context in evaluating

the lawfulness of referendum outcomes. It then rejected a California .

constitutional amendment, adopted by initiative, that would have prohibited

legislative interference with private homeowner's freedom to sell to whomever

he chose. In doing so, the Court noted that the amendment was payed after a

long legislati,e struggle to pass open housing laws. The Court concluded

that the purpose of the amendment was to promote discrimination, and that

53/ 402 U.S. 167, 1971.

54/ 602 U.S. at 141.

55/ 367 U.S. 369, 1967.

1 4 J
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its ultimate effect would be to preclude future State action to combat

discrimination. AA such, Reitman provides authority for the propoeltion thet

referendum results may be challenged in terms of historical context and

ultimate discriminatory effect. 56/

Finally, it appears the the Parma case, discussed above, was one of a

total five actions by the Justice Department challenging exclusion;ry land

use practices'during the first ten years after en'actment of the Fair Housing

Act. The other four cases were in Black Jock, Missouri; Lackawanna, Hew

York,,Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan; and Milford, Ohio. Since that time, in

addition to the school desegregation suits in St. Louie, Chicago, and Yonkers

(supra), the Department has initiated or participated in at least seven other

exclusionary zoning cases during 1979 and 1980. Thus, the Department has

intervened as plaintiff in a private suit charging the attempt by the Town

of Manchester, Connecticut, to withdraw from the Community Developrent Block

Grant Program pursuant to an alleged racially inspired referendum violates

both the Fair Housing Act and the Fourteenth Amendment. Suit was also filed

by the Department against the City of Birmingham, Michigan, alleging.that it

had pursued a "pattern or practice" of preventing the development of racially

integrated lowincome housing within its boundaries. la a suit against the

City of Dunkirk, New,York--whieb, unlike Manchester and Birmingham, has a

56/ See, also, SASSO v. City of Union City, 424 F. 2d 191 (9th Cir.
1970)76istorical evident was not so unambiguous as to warrant finding of
discrimination in A referendum result which prohibited construction of low
income project which the city had approved); Otey v. Common Council of
Milweukee, 281 F. Supp. 264 (8.0. Vise. 1868). But et., Ranjel v. City of

Lansing, 293 F. Supp. 301,, (4.0. Mich.), rev'd, 417 F. 24 321 (6th Cir. 1969),

cert. denied, 397 U.S. 980 (1970). (appellate court ruling that discriminatory)
purpose is irrelevant to legality of proposed referendum on a planned low

income housing project, holding may be questionable after Supremo Court

ruling in Arlington Heights.,

4
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significantly,minority populationthe Department has alleged that the City

prevented the construction of low and moderate-income housing in white

neighborhonds within its bocndaries. It has also intervened in I private suit

on behalf of the Lummi Indian Tribe in the State of Washington, challenging

the State's interference with the Tribe's ability to privide sewer facilities,

and thereby provide housing for Indian residents of the Loud Reservation.

Related suits involving lend use practices, or other'municipal policies

regarch'ng low and moderate income housing, have within the lest year been filed

by the Department against Chickasew, Alabama, Texarkana, TSUI; and Hartford,

Cnnnecticut. 57/

In a Jun. 2, MO, speech to a national conference on The Liability

Crisis in County Government, to-sponsored by ths National Association of

Counties and various legal groups, Assistant Attorney General under the Carter

Administration, Drew S. Days III, indicated the Justice Department's concern

over the xclusion of federally subsidized low and moderate income housing by

local government action.

Ve do not seek to invalidate the exercise 'of local governmental
authority so long se it close not conflict with the Fair Housing

Act. . . . lIlt is possible for the general operation of a
municipality's land use practices to violate the Fair Housing Act
even in the absence of specific actions directed toward blocking
particular housing developments. The existence of &notoriously
exclusionary policy can servo to deter developers from even
antempting to build certain types of housing in a municipality. SS/

Whether exclusionary soning practices will continue to be a priority concern of

the Department of Justice under the RRRRR n Administration remains to be seen.

..+Ome.....
57/ Information obtained from Dept. of Justice Press Itel {espied

durini-1575 and 1580.

511/ Remarks of Oren S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil
Rights Division lifter, the Third National Conference on the Liability Crisis
in County Government, held in Atlanta, Georgia, on June 2, 15110. p. 6.
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APPENDIX

REPORTS FROM THE lf80 CENSUS OF POPULATION AND HOUSING

WHICH CONTAIN SPANISH ORIGIN DATA

OBO CtNSUS vOLIDGE I iND II POPULATION REPORTS CONTAINING SPANISH ORIGIN DATA

REPORTS NOW AVAILABLE

PC80-1-8 General Population Characte tics

Reports availabli for each Stat. and the Di trict 9f Coluabia.
Reports for the united States,PFuerto Rico, s )1 the outlying
areas are forthcoming.

REPORTS PLANNED TOR PUELICATION

PC80 -1-C General Social and Economic Characteristics

Reports will be prepared for the United States, each State,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, end the outlying areas.

PC110-1-0 Detailed Population Characteristici

Reports will be prepared for the United States, each State,
the Distriot of.Columbia. Puerto Rico, and the outlying areas.

PC80-2 Subject Reporta

Each of the reports in this volume:focuses on a particular

subject. Selected subject reporty will contain data on

the Spanish origin population. In, addition. tentatiNts

plans are to prepare a separate subject report focusing on
persona of Spanish origin and persons of Spanish surname
in the United States.

/980 CENSUS HOUSING IMPORTSvOLUNES I THROUGH V, CONTAINING SPANISH ORIGIN DATA

WORTS MWAVAILABLE

HCE0-1 -A General Housing Characteristics

Reporti available for each State and the District of Columbia.
Reports for the United States, Puertu Rico, and the outlying
areas are forthcoming.'

REPORTS PLANNED TOR PUILICATION

8010-1 -8 Detailed Housing Characteristics

Reports will be prepared for the United States, each State
the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico, and the outlying areas.

1 5,
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HCS0-2 Metropolitan Housing Charaoteristics

Reports will bo prepared for tho United States, each State,

each Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. the District
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.

HC80-3 Subjeot Reports

Each of the reports in this volume focuses on particular
subject. Plans for tlise reports are currently beitg
developed. Selected subject reports will contain data
on the Spanish,origin population.,

HC80-4 (Components of Inventory Change

HC80-5 °Tesidential Finance

1980 CENSUS SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS CONTAINING SPANISH ORIGIN DATA

SERIES PC84-S1, eriC80 .,lid PuCbu-J2

Population Reports - Series PC80-S1

1 Age, Sex, Race, and Spanish Origin of the Population by Regions,
Divisions, and States? 1980

5 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas and Standard Consolidated
Stitistical Areas: 1980

Persons of Spanish Origin by State:. 1980

Joint Population and Housing Reports

PHC80-S1 -1 Provisional Estimates of Social, Zconomic,..and
Housing Characteristics

o'

PHC80-52 Advance Estimates of Social, Economic, and Housing
Characteristics. (Dais are now being released in a
report for each state on a flow basis.)

198o ceNsiA JOINT POPULAIION AHD HOUSING REPORTS cottuNiNG sPprilsli ORIGIN DATA

SERIES PHCPo

REPORTS' NOW AVAILABLE

PHCSO-V Final Population and Housing Unit Counts

.Presents provisions/ population counts. Reports aro
available for tho United States and each State.

PHC80-1 Block Statistics

This set of reports consists uf 375 sots of microfiche
(no printad reports), and includes a report for each
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), abowing
blockad arias within tho SMSA, and a report for each
State and for Puerto Rico, showing locted arets outside

and a U.S. Sumpary report which is anindam to the
set. Lm addition to microfiche, printed &tailed maps
showidg the blxks.covored by the particular report are
available.

1 5
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Summary Charsoteriatics for Goverratentil Units and

Standard Netropolitan Statistical/Arta.

There is one report for each itAte:tthe District of Columbia,
and Puerto Rico.

REPORTS PLANNED ?SR PUBLICATION

Census Trpts s-

012 report will be proparod for,sach SNSA, as well as one
for aost States and Puerto Rico cpvering the tracted arsas
outside SKSAs (designated_seloctod areas).

Congressional Distriott of the filth Congress

One report will be issued for each State and the

District of Columbia.

PlIC$O-SP -I Neighborhood Statistics Program

Tentative plans ars to propare a rsport for each
State and for the District of Columbia.

1
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U.S. Duren of the census, Current Population Survey Reports

Series P-20 Population Charapteristics

124.

213 Persons of Spanish Origin in thi Unit4d Status

*maker 1969

224 Selected Characteristics of Parsons and Families of

Mexican, Puertt Rican, and Other Spanish Origin;

Much 1971

238 Selected Chasicteristics of Persons and Yestiliss of
Macioan, Puerto Rioai, and Other Spanish Origin;

*rah 1972
N\

250

259

264

280

283

290

302

310

317

328

329

339

347

354

;

Persou of Spanish Origin in\the United Status Mach
1972 and 1971

Fasons of Spanish Origin in the United States: Mach
1973 (Advance reput)

Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States: Much

1973
. t

Parsons of Spanish Cmigin in the Unit4d States; Mach

1974 (Advance rePort)

Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States: March

1974

Paccons of Spardsh.Origin in the Unit4d States; March

1975 LAdvancirecort)

Persons of Spaniih Origin in the Unit441 States; Much

1775

Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States: March

1976 (Advance report)

Persons of Bparish Origin in the United Status March

1976

Persons of Spanish Origin in the United Stitass Pkroh

1977 (Advance kaput)

Pirsons of Spanish Origin in the United States:

March 1978 (Advance Report)

Perm= of Spanish Origin in the United States:

March 1977

Persons of Spanish Origin in the United States:

March 1975 '

Parsons of Spanish Origin in the United States:

Mirth 1979 (Advance Report)

persons of Spanish Origin in the United States

march 1979

Persons of Spanish Origin fn the United States
March 190 (Advance airport)
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EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Title

220 Ethnic Origin.and Etbremtbxsal Attainments November 1969

257 Undergraduate Errollmant in 2-Tear and 444ar Colleges:

October 1972

2E0 Social and Economic Charaoteristics of Students:

October 1972 ,

272 Social and Economic Characteristics of Studonts:

October 1973

274 Educational Attainment in ths Uniteilitatess March

1973 and 1974

278 SchoOl Enrollment - Social and ZOODUltiO Characteristics

of Students; October 1974

281 Income and Expenses of Students Enrolled in Postsecondar;

SchOhls: October 1973

034 Coll.,, Plane of Ries Sdool Seniarss October 1974

286 , School Enrollment - Social and Dooromic Characteristics

of Students: October 1974

289 *jar field of Study of Calmly Studantss October 1974

0'

294 School Enrollment - Social snd T400061.0 Characteristics
..mf Students October 1975 (Advance Report)

295 Educational Ittairitort in the United States: Mach 1975

298 Daytias Cars of Children: October 1974 and Pebrusry

1975

299 =Aga Plans of High School Secdors: October 1975

303 School Enrollamat--Social and lOonomio Characteristics

of Studantss Octobsr 1975
s.

309 School larrollsent--Scoisl and loonoiic Cbmateriatice
of Studs:lie: Weber 1976 (Advanoe Report)

314 iduoational Attainment in the United States: )11=12 1971
and 1976

319 School InrollmentSocial and Economic Charactiristics
'of Students: October 1976

321 School EnrollmentSocial and Economic Characteristics
of Students: October 1977 (Advanoe Report)

333 School EnrollmentSocial and ft:comic Characteristics
of Students: October 1977

335 &heal EnrollmentSocial and Economic Characteristics
of Students: Octobor 1978 (Advanoe Report)

1 5,,
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337 Relative Progress cf Children in School: 1976

342 Travel to School: October 1978

343 Vocaiional School EXperience: October 1976

346 School EnrollmentSocial and icononic Characteristics

of Students: October 1978

351 Major Field of Study of College Students: October

1978
e.

355 School Enrollment Social and Econosio

_Characteristics of Students: October 1971 (Advance

Deport)

356 Educational Attain -ent in the United States: )(arch

1979 and 1178

350 School Enrollment --Social and Economic Characteristici

of Students: October 1971

362 School Enrollment--Social and Economic Characteristics

of Students: October 1980 (Advance Report)
r

FERTILITY

No. Title

226 Fertility Variations by Ethnic Origin: November 1969

254 Birth Expectations of American Nivea: June 1973

265 Fertility Expectations of American Women: June 1973

289 Prospect for American Fertility: June 1974

277 Fertility Expectation of American Women: June 1974

288 Fertility History and Prospects of hmerican Women: Juno 1975

301 Fertility of American Women: June 1675

308 Fertility of American women: June 1976

315 Trends in Childspacing: June 1973

316 Fertility of American Women: June 1977 (Advance Report)

325 Fertility of American Women: June 1977

330 Fertility of American Women: June 1978 (Advmnce Report)

341 Fertility of Americln Women: Junc 1978

351 Fertility of Asericap Women: June 1971

364 Fertility of American Women: June 1180 (Advance Report)

369 Fertilifi of American Women: June 1981 (Advance Report)

375 Fertility of American Women: June 1180

1 5 u
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U.S. Bureau of the Cehaus, Current Population Survey reports

Serie: P-20 Population Characteristics

HOUSEHOLDS AND FAMILIES

No. Title

311 Household and Family Characteristics: March 1976

313 Households and Families by Type: March 1977 (Advance Report)

326 Household and Family Characteristics: March 1977

327 Households and Families by Type: March 1978 (Advance Report).

340 Household and Family 'Characteristics: March 1978

345 Households and Families by Type: March 1979,(Advance Report)

352 Household snd Family Characteristics:, March:1979

366 Household and Family Characteristics: March 1680

371 Household and Family Characteristics: March 1661

MARITAL STATUS MD LIVING ARRANGEMENTS

297 Number, Timing, and Durationof Marriamand Divorces
in tbe IIMited States: Jbms 1975

306 Marital Status and Living Arrangements: &rob
1976

312 Marriage, Divorce, Widovhood, and Romarriage by
Family Characteristics: Jhne 1975

323 Marital Status are] Living Arrangszents::41krch
1977

38 Marital Status and Living Armangements: March
1978

349 Marital Status and Living Arrangements: March
1979

365 Marital Status and Living Arrangementm:t march
1180

372 Marital Status and Living Arrangelents: March
1981

5 s;'
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MIGRATION

No. Title

305 Geographical Nobility: March 1975 to March 1976

320 Geographical Nobility: March 1975 to March 1177

331 Geographical Mobility: March 1975 to March 1971

353 Geographical Mobility: March 1575 to March 1979

318 Geographical Mobility: March 1975 to March 1910

377 Geographical Mobility: March 1980 to March,1911

t,

POPULATION PROFILE

No. Title

279 Population Profile of the United States: 1974

292 Population Profile of the United States: 1975

307 Population Profile of the United States: 197$

324 Population Profile of the United States: 1977

334 Demographic, Social, and Economic Profile of States: Spring 1976

336 Population Profile of the United States: 1971

350 Population Profile of the United States:, 679

343 Populatica Profile of the United States: 1980

374 Population Profile of the United States: 1981

No.

VOTING

Title

253 Voting and Registration in the Election of November 1972

4'275 Voter Participation in November 1974

293 Voting.and Registration in the Election,of November 1974

304 Voter Participation in November-1976 (Advance Report),

322 Voting and Registration in the Election of November 1976

332 Voting and Registration in the Election of Movember 1971 (Advance Report)

344 Voting and Registration in the Election of fiwiember 1978

359i Voting and Registration In the Election of Noveaber 1980 (Advance Report)

37 q Voting and Registration in the Election of November 1950
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ID.

No.

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey Reports

Series P-60 Consumer Income

INCOME AND POvERTY STATUS

Title

91 Characteristics of the LowIncome Population 1972

94 Characteristics of the LowIncome Population 1973 (Advanca,Report)

96 Characteristics of the LowIncome Population: 1973

99 Money Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the
United States: 1974 (Advance Report)

102 Characteristics of the Population'Below the Poverty Leval: 1974

103 Money Income and Poverty Status of ramiliesiand Prons in the
United States: 1975-1974 Revisions

104 Household Money Income in 1975 and Selected Social and Economic
Characteristics of Households

1

101 Pow Income in 1975 of Families and Persons in the United states

106 Characteristics of the Population Below the.Poverty Level: 1975

107 Money Income and Poverty Status of Familiewand Pervona-in the
United States: 1976 (Advance Report)

106 Household Money Income in 1975, by Housing Tenure and Residence, for
the United States, Regions, Divisions, and States (Spring 1976 Survey
of Incore and Education )

109 Household Money Income in 1976 and Selected Social and Economic
Character*stics of Households

110 Money Income and Poverty Status in 1975 of Families and Persons in
the United States and the Northeast Region, by Divisions and States
(Spring 1976 Survey of Income and Education)

111 Money Income and Poverty Status in 1975 of Families and Persons in the
United states and the North Central Region, by Divisions and States
(Spring 1976 Survey of Income and Education)

112 Money Income and Poverty Status in 1975 of Families and Persons in the
, United States and the South Region, by Divisioneand States (Spring 1976

Survey of Income and Education)

113 Money Income and Poverty Status in 1975 of Pastilles and Persons in
the United States and the Nest Region, by Divisions and States
(Spring 1976 Survey of Income and Education)

114 Money Income in 1976 of ?amines and Persons in the United States

115 Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty Level: 1976

..6 Money Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the United
States: 1977 (Advance Report)

117 Money Income in 1977 of Households in the United States
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118 Money Income in 1077 of Families and Person;
in the United States

119 Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty Level: 1977

120 Money Inccee and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the

United States: 1678 (Advance Report)

121 Money Income.in 1978 of Households in the United States

123 Money Income of Families and Persons in thatinited States: 1978

124 Chiacteristics of the Population Below the Povert) Level: 1978

125 Money Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the

United States: 1179

126 Roney Incomilof N6u8'eholds in the United States: 11179

127 Money hammer and Poverty Status of Families an. Persons in the

United States: 1984 (Advance Report)

128 Characteristics of Households Receiving Noncash Benefits: 1980

126 Money Income of Families and Persons in the Unitel States: 1676

130 Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty Level: 11179

131 Characteristics of Households and Persons Recefving Selected Noncash

Benefits: 1080 (With comparable data for 1976),

132 Money Income of Households, Families,
and Persons in the United States: 1980

133 Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty Level: 46110

134 Money Immo and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the

United States: 1381 (Advance Data from March 1982 CPS)

135 ,Characteristics of Households Receiving'Selected Noncash Benefits:

1981 (Advance Data from the March 1982 Current Population Survey)

6 u
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U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey Reports

Series P-25 - Population Estimates and Projections

POPULATION ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS

No. Title

603 Istiloatie of'the Population of Puerto Rioo and Other
Outlying Areas: 1960 to 1973

626 Projections of the Population of Voting Ago for States:
November 1976

627 Languege minority, Illiteracy, and Voting Data Used in
Making Determinations for the Voting Rights Act Amend-
ments of 1975 ( Public law 94.73)

731 Estimates of the Population Puerto 114co and the
Cutlyinz Anas: 1970 to 1976

732 Projections of the Population of Voting Age for States:
November 1978

872 Estimates of the Population of Puerto Rico and the
Outlying.Areas: 1970 to 1978

. 879 Projections of the Population of Voting Age for States:
November 1980

916 Projections of the Population of Voting Age for
States: November 1982

917 Preliminary gatimates of the Population of the
United States, by Age, Sex, and Race: 1970 to 1981

,919 Estim2ta of the Population of Puerto Rico and the
outlying Areas: 1970 to 1981

U. S. RilreSU of the Census, Current Ropulatton Survey Report$

Series P-28 - Special cemo,es

JIZa M11

1551 1976 Canous of Travis CountY, Taxes April 20, 1976

1556 1976 Census of Camden, Hsu-Jersey: Soptember 14,

1976

1562 Special Census of Too Raja Municipio, Puerto
Rico - March 6, 1978

1566 Special Census of La Plata and Montezuma Counties,

Colorado: April 4, 1978

1567 Special Census of Lower Manhattan, Now York City,
Neu York: September 26, 1978

161
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U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survq Reports

Series P-23 - Special Studies.
No. Title

42 Population of the United States - Trends and Prospects

1250 - 1220

50 Female family Heads

51 Characteristics of American Youth: 1274

55 ,
Social and Economic Characteristics of the Metropolitan and

Nonmetropolitan Population: 1974 ivd 1,70

4 Social and Economic Charactcristict of the Older Population 2974

58 A Statistical Portrait of Women in the U. S.

52 Demographic Aspects of Aging and the Older Population in the

United States

40 Language Usage in the United States: July 1273

41 Characteristics of Households Purchasing Toodstaspa

43 Premarital Fertility

46 Characteristics of American Children and Youth; 1976

1

70 Perspectives on American Fertility

74 Registration,pd Voting in November 1976--Jurisdictions Covered by

the Voting Rights Act Anendaents of 1,75

75 Social and Economic Characteristics of the Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan

Population: 1977.,and 1270

77 Perspectiyes on American Husbands and Wives

70 Illustrative Projections of World Populations to the 21st Centucy

"(Data in tables shown for Latin America and Mexico)

82 Coverage of the Hispanic Population of the United States in the 1270 Census

84 Divorce, Child Custo4y, and Child Support

85 Social and Economic Characteristics of the Older Population: 1278

100 A Statistical Portrait'of Women in the United,States: 1271

102 Nonvoting Asericaos

106 Child Support and Alimony: 1278 (Advance AePcct) '

107 Families Maintained by Female Householders 1270-79

108 Selected Characteristics of Persons in hysical Science: 1278

110 Characteristics of Households and P.rs s Receiving Noncash lenefita: 1972

III Social and.Economio Characteristics of Americans During Midlife

112 Child Support and Alimony: 1278
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113 Selected Characteristics of Persona in Life Science: 1978

114 Characteristics of American Children and Youth: 1880

116 Ancestry and Language in the United Statesz,Noveaber 1979

117 Trends in Child Car Arrangements of Working )(others
(Ho data for persons of Spanish origin in U.S. Data
shown for Spain.)

118 Wage and Salary Data Pros the Income Survey Development
Program: 1,79 (Preliminary Data for Intetview Period One)

118 Selected Characteristics of Persons in Environmental
Science: 1976

120 Selected Characteristics of Persons in Wathcsatical
Specialties: 1978

121 private School inrollment, Tuition, and Enrollment
Trends:,..pctober 1878

122 The Journey to Work in the United States: 1979

U. S. Bureau ,f the Census, Current Population nurvey Reports

leries A-27 - Fars Population

51 Farm.Porelation of the Vatted States: 1977

52 Farm Population of ths United States: 1978

53 Fars Population of the United States: 19111

54 Fars Population of the United States: 1980

55 Farm Population of the United states; 1i,1
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REPORTS PROM THE 1970 CENSUS 07 POPULATION AND MUSING

WH/CH CONTAIN SPANISH ORIGIN DATA

1270 CENSu VOLUME I POPULATION REPORTS,AND VOLUME I AND II HOUSING REPORTS

CONTAININC SPANISH ANCESTRY'DATA

SERIES Pc(1), HC(1), and HC(2)

Population Reports - Reports available for the United States, tech State

tho District of Columbia. Puerto Rico, and the

outlying areas.

PC(11 -C General Social and Economic Characteristics

PC(1)-0 Detailed Characteristics

Housing Reports

1101)-8

HC(21

Dotailed Housing Characteristics (Reports available for tho
United Statzs, ach State, the District of Coluabia, Puerto Rico,

and the outlying areas.)

Metropolitan Housing Characteristics (Reports available for
the United States and each Standard Motropolitan Statistical

Area.)

1970 CENSUS SUPPLEXENTARY REPORTS CONTAINING SPANISH ANCESTRY DATA

Population Reports - Series PC(S1)

SO

57

56

59

60

61

Housin Re

14

Persons of Spanish Ancestry

Charactzristics of the Spanish Surnaxe Population,by

Census Tract, for SXSA's in Arizona

Characteristics of the Spanish Sumas:* Population by

Census Tract, for SV,SA's in California

Charactoriatics of the Spanish Surname Populatioli by

Census Tract, for USA's in Colorado

Characteristics of the Spanish Surnaae Population by
Census Tract, for SMSA's in New Xemico.

Characteristics of the Spanish Surnameifcpulation by

Census Tract, for USA's in Texas

orts - Series HC(S1)

Characteristics of Spanish Language Households for the

United States: 1270

.16.f
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I9i0 CENSUS VOLLWE II POPULAIION REPORTS,L0NTAININO sPANISH ANCESTRY DATA

SERIES Pel? - SUR,i(T t.4.4er'

Ethnic Gmal

IA National Origin and Language
IC Persons of Spanieh Origin
ID Parsons of Spanish Surnamo
IE Puerto Ricans in the United States

Eigalion
2A Statn of Birth
2C Mobility for Metropnlitan Areas
2D Lifetime and Recent Migration

Fertility

3A Women by Number of Children Ever Born
36 Childspacing and Current Fertility

)(arriage and Living Arrangtaents

4A Faaily Compolition
4C Marital Status
40 Age et Pint MarriLge
4E Persons in Institutions and Other Group Quarters

Education

54 School Enrollment
55 Educational A.fitainaent
SC VocationalMining

Employment k,

6A Employment Status and Work Experience
66 Persons Not Employed
6C Persons With Work Disability
60 Journey to Work
6C veterans

1 6,,
I*
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tEupation and Industrx

TA Occupational Characteristics
75 Industrial Characteristics
TC Occupation by Industry
TO Government Workers
TS Occupation and Residence in 1965
TY Occupation of Persons With High Earnings

Income

74A Sources and Structure of Family Income
$8 Earnings by Occup.tion ' ,:ducation

SC Income of the Yarm-Related Population

Low Lwow/

9A Low-Income Population
98 Low-Income Areas in Large Cities

Areas

10A AmerIcans livxng Abroad
10 state Econocue Areas

.-t
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1970 ENSU %MUNE VII NCTAING REPORTS CONTAINING SPANISH ANCESTRY DATA A

,ERIES IT(7) - SUBJECT REPORTS

1 Housing harsoteristis by Household Cocposition

2 Housing of Senior Citizens

3 Space Utilization of the Housing Inventory

4 Structural Characteristics of the Housing /nventory

5 Mover Households

(.\-.....e"

6 Mobil. HOCC3

7 Geographic Aspects of the Housing Inventory

1970 CENSUS JOINT POPULATION ANn HOUSING REPORTS CONTAINING SPANISH
UATA

a

CenitactRe.esp.ortsSectC(1) This series of reports consists
--c541thdivEdual reports. Each.report refers to a particular

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Arta (SMSA) (as recognized
at the time of the 1970 census) and gives selected population
and housing data for tha census tracts of the USA and for
specially tracted areas --if they exist.-adjacent to thr SKS*.

Eeployment Pr3file ofSelected Low-Income Areas, Series PRC(31 - This
series cikisists of 76 individual reports. The data relate to
low-ince* neighborhoods of SI cities and of 7 rural povertY
arvu.

1.5. BUREAU OF TM CENSUS, SURVEY OF RINORITY-ONNEP RuIrriEssu

K8-1 Minority-Owned Businesses: 1969

X872-2 Minority-Owned Businesses Spanish Origin: 1972

I
077 -2 Minority-Owned Businesses Spanish Origin: 1977

16;
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Congress of the United e%tiltES
tom of ittpttitlItatiDtS
Washington, B.O. ions

I, 1983

Hmorable Robert Garcia
ionnittee on Post Office ind

Civil Service
P.rulation

601 1k8as'e Oitice Building, Anne. 1

Washington, D.C. 21)518

rear Bob:

In response to your request for comments on the Congressional Research

Screm, Rerolt on the Hispanic population 1 an submitting remarks on two

of tht tour eKimined areas, education and houstng.

A feu of the netds for education are the following:

Bilingual education for elementary and junior high school students;

viire Hispinie taculty and administrators in school districts with high'

percentage of Hispanic students;
Math, science, engineering, and computer vocational and college prep

programs that will increase the number and percentage of Hispanics

in the high technology fields;
Targeted agriculturil training prograns for rural and migrant

Hispanics who do not usually follow conventional school semester

.chedules;
Increaae the awareness among the Hispanic community about the various
financial a--astance programs available at colleges from federal and

state seholarships, grants, work-study, and loans, and

Develop network of Hispanics in corporations and non-profit organizations

that can donate and contritute financial and public relations resources

towards Hispanics education issues.

The informition on housing conditions for Hispanics dealing with opportunities

and standards is inadequately documented. The exclusive reliance on HUT)

otatistics and documentation has undermined the accurate presentation of

Hiopanic urban and rural houaing patterns to the point of misrepresentation.

In fact, ITUD's--"Ilispanic Population of the United States: An OvervieW"

ha. lost its credibility.

Inehpendent -atudies by the National Hispanic Coalition, The Puerto

Rico collation, the Housing Assistance Council and The Low Income Housing

Coalition document a more accurate portrayal
of Hispanic housing conditions),

In addition, two universities, National Hispanics University, and

Arizona State have conducted independent studies and their findings are

'lore acenrate than those reflected in this study. 1 would advise that

D.Lit.,: these studies and include them in this report.

Thank you for the opportunity for ne to convent on this study. If

may be of further asoitance, please let me know.

Sincerely,

sounw P. ORTIZ

Member ot Congre,s

16



"n, Honorabie ,q,Aert
Chi%rrn3n

,,ispanic Caucus
- 5.57

dasringtoo. C 20615

'Dear 6.0b
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<Congre5oftbalnitebRptatt
Iwo o I ArprelentallIng

taasb1ngton.33.C. 20:515

April 10, 1983

1 iery much apprected thP opportunity to review a
copy of the draft report, 'The Hispa

cA

c Population of the
u S. An Overview,

Generally speaking, the report is an important effort
to bring together in one place some of the more important infor-
mation about the Hispanic population. This needed to bg.done, and
thP document will serve as a benchmark for thL substantlil work
that still needs to be done.

I found no surprises in the report, and it confirmed the
conciusions that my own staff have reached in their research over
tne years. Importantly, tho.jlk, this formalized research is an
revaluable tool for policy mail and additional research.

I would have lived to see more definitive efforts to trace
,

changes in the status of Hispanics. As an example, it might have
been pn,sible to compare changes in employment and income, as re-
lated to edu:ation through the years. Utilizing comparative census
tract data for the census years, 1960, 1,70 and 1980, could yield
important findings about educational advances and how these have
affected employment and income. Likewise, it might be possible,
again using tract dat44 to show changes in housing patterns and
population dispersion-within urban areas. Although tract comparisons
might not support broad general conclusions, there is no reason to
believe that important and valid information would not emerge from
such stplies. (In 1970, I compared Hispanic, black and Anglo tracts
in San Antonio, and uas able to reach clear ideas about education,
employment, income, and discrimination, and trace changes by comparing
the data of that year with earlier data.) Sureli comparative data on
typical tracts in San Antonio, Los Angeles, New York and Miami,
would yield valuable information.

I would like also to see information on military service --
rates of participation, job classification and rank, for e(ample.
In this connection, a retrospective study on how the military
draft worked, would be Important. It was my experience thdt the
draft exeinption/deferment system worked to the great disadvantage
of Hispanics during the Vietnam era. A retrospective, objective
study today might enable us to prevent that from again occurring.

It seems to me that while an overview is useful, there is
a need for more specific information. We know, for example, that
housing conditions relate directly to economic status and discrimi-
nation -. but there is a need for data'to show whether conditions
are changing, and in what way, and whether programs addressed to
housing needS have been effective.

, I commend the authors for an excellent job. The data avail-
able for the study was limited, its quality inconsistent, and its
interpretation difficult. The Overview is the best effort to date
to produce a useful picture of the large and diverse Hispanic
population. It will be useful to me, and to anyone who has an
interest In, and concern with, the problems and prospects of Hispanics
in the United States.

Sincerely,

Hery B. Gollzalez
He ber of Congress

1 6a
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS

OF REP. EDWARD R. ROY84L

The importance of this Overview Is that It provides a framework in

which to evaluate both public and private response to Hispanic

concerns and interests. ,

This Overview clearly shows that Hispanics are a significant cultural

fcce in the United States. In California, Hispanics increased from

2.4 million in 1970 to 4.5 million in 1980, In Texas, our numbers

rose from 1.8 million to 3.0 million. Large increases were seen in

New Yok and Florida. Increasingly, that strength is being translated

into effective political action, as evidenced by the recent successes

in the 1982 Congressional elections, the Gubernatorial races in Texas

and New Mexico and in the mayoral race in Chicago. Hispanics are

becoming a slinificant economic force, estimated currently at $30 billion

in consumer spending power. Increasing numbers of businesses are

developing market appeals to the Hisparaiconsumer in home and food

products, communications and financial lervices.

What is critical to building on this success Is education. As indicated

in the Overview, educaion directly affects employment and income levels.

It is for this reason that Hispanic parents have for generations placed

a premium on the education of their children. It is troubling to know

that because of continuing social and employment barriers, Hispanic

families face serious hardships in financing the higher education of

their children. On the average, Hispanic families whose children plan

to attend college earn $9,200 to $14,000 less than whites. Despite

.17u
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Rep. Roybal
page 2

these barriers to equal education, many Hispanics have succeeded in

the sciences and professions, and have risenN$4: positions of power.

Since 1977, the number of Hispanic doctoral scientists and engineers

has more than doubled, now standing at approximately 5,000. Me, can

increase these numbers dramatically by focusing national attention

and support on equal education and economic opportunity. Otherwise,

Hispanics will face a disheartening employment future, caught in

the electronic sweatshops of an advanced information society.

It is clear from the numbers and findings of the Overview that

legislators and executives at both State and Federal levels must renew

their commitment to equal education for Hispanics -- to an education

of better science, math and communications skills.

I believe we need a bluet -ribbon Commission on Recovery, composed of

leading Hispanics in science and technology, education, labor, business,

and government. Its purpose would be to awaken this country to the

human talent it has left unemployed -- and to embark on a strategy of

national recovery. It would move to increase the number of Hispanics

in the sciences, in mathematics, engineering and international affairs.

Further, the Commission would work with the private sector and with

elected officials on State and Federal initiatives in education and

economic investment.
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Introduction

GENERAL

This report presents 1980 census popula.
bon counts of the Spanish origin popula.
bon' by type of Spanish origin (Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Cubaneand Other Spanish)
for the united States, regions, divisions,
and -States. Counts of the Spanish and
non.Spanish populations by race are also
provided. In addition, the results of an
evaluation study of the reporting in the
1980 census item on Spanish/Hispanic
origin or descent are presented in the
section on "Preliminary Evaluation , of
Responses in the Mexican Origin
Category of the Spanish Origin Item."

SPANISH ORIGIN POPULATION

In 1980, the Spenish origin population in
the United States numbered 14,608,673,
an increase of 61 percent over the 1970
figure of 9,072,602 (text table). This
sharp increase for the Spanish origin
population appears to have resulted in
part from high fertility and the resuKent
large natural increase (i.e., the excess of
births over deaths) and substantial
Immigration from Mexico, Cube, and
other Central and South American
countries2, The large Increase In the
number of persons who identified them.
selves as of Spanish origin is also a result

f

Hispanics constitined a larger propor.
tion of the population in 1980 (8.4
percent) than in 1970 (4.5 percent) (text
table). Five southwestern States -

Arizona, California, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texashistorically have had
large Hispanic .P0Puletions. These five

States also contained the highest per.
cintages of Hispanics in 1980 Hispanics
comprised 37 percent of the population
in New Mexico, 21 percent in Texas, end
19 percent In California. The proportions
were 16 percent and 12 percent for
Arizona and Colorado, respectively. In
live States outside the southwestern
areaNew York, Florida, Hawaii, Nevada.



Table 1 shows the 1980 census totals
for the population of Spanish origin and
its subgroups (Mexican, Puerto Rican,
etc.) for regions, divisions, and States.
Percent distributions, based on the data
in table 1, are shown in tables 2 and 3.
The race reported by Spanish and non-
Spanish parsons in the census is presented
in tables 4 and 5.1n table 6, the 1980 and
1970 counts of the Hispanic population
are shown for States with the largest
Hispanic population in 1980; the States
are ranked according to the size of this
population in both 1980 and 1970, Com.
parable statistics are provided in tables 7,
8, and 9 for Mexican, Puerto Rican, and
Cuban origin populations, respectively.
The data in the tables in this report may
differ from those published in the 1980
Census of Population and Housing,
Advance Reports, PHC80-11, and Supple.
menrary Reports, PC80-S1.1. These

changes reflect corrections made after
these reports were prepared.

' In this report, the terms 'Spanish origin,"
"Spanish," and "Hispanic" are used inter.
changesbly,

of general improvements in the 1983
census including better coverage of the

impróved question design,
a d an effective public relations campaign
by\ national and community groups.
These improvements may have contd.
buted also to the inclusion of an un,
known number of persons of Hispanic
origin who are in the country in other
than legal status.

In both 1980 and 1970, more then 60
percent of the Nation's Hispanics lived In
California, Texas, and New York. In
1980, California ranked first with 4.6
million Hispanics, Texas ranked second
with 3.0 million Hispanics, and New York
ranked third with 1.7 million Hispanics.
Florida and Illinois ranked fourth and
fit th, respectively, each with over

600,000 Hispanic persons. These five
States held the same rank position in

1970 (tables 1 and 6).

ISince the official date of the 1980 census
was April 1, 1980, the Cubans who caMr to the
United States in the period immediately follow.
sag April 1 may not be Included in the 1980
census count.

and New Jerseythe percentage of
Hispanics was also high (above the
national proportion of 6.4 percent). For
each of these five States outside the
southwestern area, the 1980 proportion
of Hispanics was higher than the level
ieported in the 1970 census (table 2).

MEXICAN POPULATION

The Mexican origin population, which
constituted the largest single group of
Spanish persons in the United States,
numbered 8,740,439 in 1980, The 1980
total represented a sharp increase of 93
percent, or 4,2 million persons, over the
1970 population count. Among the
States, California ranked first in the
number of Mexican origin persons (3.6
million) in 1980, followed.by Texas (2.8
million). Illinois, with over 400,000
Mexican origin persons in 1980, ranked
third in the number of Mexican origin
persons, displacing Arizona which held
that position in 1970 (tables 1 and 7).

Although the 1980 census indicated
that the Mexican origin population was
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Introduction

Total Persons and Spanish Origin Persons by Type: 1980 a n d 1270

United $
1180 *

1170

Ntellat
distribution

MO 1970

Total parsons 226,545,105 203,211,926 100.0 100.0
Persona of Spanish rigin 14,601,673 9,072,602 6.4 4.5
?opens not of Spanish origin 211,931,132 194,139,324 936 95.5

Spanish rigin 14,608,673 9,072,602 100.0 100.0
MAXIM 1,740,439 4,532,435 59.8 $0.0
Puerto Rican 2,013,145 1,429,396 13.8 15.8
Cuban $03,225 544,600 5.5 6.0
Other Spsnish 3,051,063 2,566,171 20.9 28.3

still largely concentrated in the five
southwestern States, the extent of this
concentration had lessened somewhat
since 1970. In 1980, 83 percent of
Mexican origin persons in the United
States were in the five southwestern
States compared with 87 percent in 1970.
Also, in 1980, six States outside of the
southwestIllinois, Michigan,
Washington, Florida, Indiana, and Ohio
had more tt' .1 50,000 persons of
Mexican origin; only two States outside
the southwest had that number of

The next largest populations were in New
Jersey with 244,000 Puerto Ricans and
Illinois with about 129,000 Puerto
Ricans. Sizeable Puerto Rican popula-
tions were alto found in Florida, Cali-
fornia, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and
Massachusetts, each with more than
75,000 persons (table 8).

Nationally, the Puerto Rican popula-
tion increased by about 600,000 perions,
or 41 percent, during the last decade
(text table and table 8).

Considerable changes occurred in the

an increase of about 260,000, or 48
percent, r..ver the 1970 figuro. Cubans
teCanle more concentrated in Florida
during the last decade as the proportion
of the Nation's Cubans living-in Florida
grew from 46 percent in 1970 to 59
percent in 1980. The Cubans in Florida
numbered about 470,000 in 1980 (tables
1 and 9).

Sizeable Cuban populations were also
found in other areas of the country. New
Jersey included the second largest Cuban
origin population (81,000 persons), re-
placing New York which had held that
position in 1970. (The Cuban population
in New York declined 13,000 during
the decade to a tote , 4f 77,000 in
1980.) A large Cuban popJlation was also
found in California (61,000). In 1983, as
in 1970, Illinois ranked fifth and Texas
ranked sixth In the size of the Cuban
population. However, during the last
decade, the Cuban origin population of
Illinois declined slightly, Mile that in
Texas doubled to 14,000 persons (table
9).

Althousii Cubans accounted for only 6
percent of the Spanish origin population
in the Nation, they represented higher
proportions of the Hisoanic Populations

Ps1

t.?



Mexican persons in 1970. The six States
noted above contained 9.1 percent of the
Mexican origin population in 1980, coin
pared with 7.4 percent in 1970 (table 7).

Mexican origin persoro constituted 60
percent of the Hispanic pOpulation in the
United States; however, the proportion
Mexican of the Hispanic population in
each State varied considerably, ranging
from 2 percent in New York to 92
percent in Texas. Other States with high
proportions (above 75 percent) of
Mexican origin persons among Hispanics
were Arizona, California, Nebraska,

Kensas, and Idaho (text table and table
3).

The 1980 data on Mexican origin
presented for certain States are affected
by misreporting in the Mexican origin
category of the Spanish origin item. For a
full discussion, see the section on "Pre.
liminary Evaluation of Responses in the
Mexican Origin Category of the Spanish
Origin Item."

PUERTO RICAN POPULATION

In 1980, the Puerto Rican population in
the United States totalled 2,013,945,
with almost 1 million living in New York.

geographical distribution of Puerto

Ricans between 1980 and 1970-..`fhe
population has shifted from New Y rk,
which is still the major port of entxy for
Puerto Ricans, to other States primarily
in the . Northeast and North Central

regions. For instance, in 1980, New York
contained 49 percent of all Puerto Ricans
in the United States, compared with 64
percent in 1970. In contrast, New Jersey
contained 12 percent of the Nation's
Puerto Ricans, up from 10 percent in
1970. Similar increases were noted ,for
most of the States with 10,000 or more
Puerto Ricans in 1980 (table 8).

Puerto Ricans were the dominant
Spanish origin group in five States of the
Northeast and one State in the South.
The highest proportions of Puerto Ricans
among Hispanics OCCurred in Connecticut
(71 percent), Pennsylvania (60 percent),
New York (59 percent), Massachusetts
(54 percent), and Delaware and New
Jersey (50 percent each) (table 3).

CUBAN POPULATION

The Cuban origin population in the
United States totalled 803,226 In 1080,

1.7b

in several States-55 percent of all
Spanish persons in Florida, 16 percent in
New Jersey, 10 percent in Georgia, 8
percent in both Maryland and Louisiana,
and 7 percent in Nevada (text table and
table 3).

OTHER SPANISH POPULATION

The number of Spanish origin persons
reported as "Other Spanish" in the 1080
census was 3,051,063, or 21 percent
of the Spanish origin population (ta-

bles I and 3) The "Other Spanish"
population includes persons from Spain,
the Spanishipeaking countries of Central
or South America, and Hispanic per.
sons who identified themselves general.
ly as Latino, Spanish.American, Spanisly
etc.

Three.quarters of a million of the
"Other Spanish" population lived in
California, and over one.half million lived
in New York, Other States wish largo
"Other Spanish" populations included
New Mexico and Florida, with over
200,000 persons, and Texas, New Jersey,
and Colorado, each with over 100,000
persons (table 1).



Definitions and Explanations

SPANISH ORIGIN

DefinitionThe data on Spanish origin or
descent were derived from answers to clues
tion 7, which was asked of all persons.
(See facsimile of questionnaire item.)

Persons of Spanish origin or descent
are those who classified themselves in one
of the specific Spanish origin categories
listed on the questionnaireMexican,
Puerto Rican, or Cubanas well as those
who indicated that they were of other
Spanish/Hispanic origin. Persons report.
ing "other Spanish/Hispanic" origin are
those whose origins are from Spain, the
Spanisli.speaking countries of Central or
South America, or they are Spanish origin
persons identifying themselves generally
as Spanish, Spanish American, Hispano,
Larinn me. Orioin or descent can be viewed

Spanish origin totals because of a number
of factors; namely, overall improvements
lathe 1980 census, better coverage of the
population, improved question design,
and an effective public relations
campaign by the Census Bureau with the
assistance of national and community
ethnic yroups. These efforts undoubtedly
resulted in the Inclusion of a sizeable but
unknown number of persons of Hispanic
origin who are In the country in other
than legal status.

In the 1980 census Spanish origin
question, specific changes In design ih.
cluded the placement of the "No,
not Spanish/Hispanic" as the fir t cate.
gory in that question. (The corrponding
category appeared last in e 1970
question.) Also, the 1979' category
"Central or South American' was deleted

.1 '1I

classify themselves in one of the speciiic
race categories but marked "Other" add
wrote in entries such as Cuban, Puerto Ri.
can, Mexican, or Dominican were included
In the "Other" race category; in the 1970
census, most of these persons were in .
cluded in the 'White" category.

The category "Black" includes persons
who indicated their race as Black or
Negro, as well as parsons who did not
classify themselves in one of the specific
race cater ories listed on the questionnaire
but rcported entries such as Jamaican,
Black,Nerto Rican, West indianHaitian,
or Nigerian.

The category "American Indian,
Eskimo, and Aleut" includes persons who
classified themselves as such in one of the
specific race categories. In addition, pH.
sons who did not report themselves in



as the ancestry, nationality group, lineage,
or country in which the person or person's
Parents or ancestors were born before
their arrival I n the United States. Persons
of Spanish origin may be ol-sny race

Persons of more than one Spanish
origin and persons of both a Spanish
and another origin who were in doubt sis

a---to report a specific orig.n were
classified according to the origin of the
person's mother. If a single origin was not
provided for the person's mother, the
first repotted origin of the person eras
used.

If any household member failed to
respond to the Spanish/Hispanic origin
question, a response was assigned by
computer according to the reported
entries of other household members by
using specific rules of precedence of
household relationship. If origin was not
entered for any hc;usehold member (ex-
cluding a paid erriptoyeel, origin was
assigned from another household accord
ingeo the race of the househclder

Comparability with 1970 censur data
The 1980' figures on Spanish origin are
not directly comparable with 1970

bezause in 1970 some respondents m s
interpreteci the category, furthermore, the
designations "Mexican-Amer." cnd

Chicano were aoded to the Spanish
origin question in 1980. In the 1970
census, the question on Spanish origin
was asked of only a 5-percent sample of
the pcpulation.

RACE

DefinitionThe concept of race as used
by the Census Bureau reflects selfiidenti .
fication by respondcnts, ;t does not
denote an/ clear cut scientific definition
of biologil stock. Since the 1980 census
obtained information on race throuel
self identification, the data represent
self classificatian by people according to
the rare with which they identify.

The category "White" includes persons
who indicated their rase as White, es well
as persons who did not classify them.
selves in one of the specific race
categories listed on the questionnaire but
entered a iesoonse such as Canadian,

one of the specific race cateviies but
entered the name of an Indan tribe were
classified as Amelican Indian.

In this report, the category "Asian and
Pacific Islander" includes persons who
indicated their race es Japanese, Chines*,
Filipino, Korean, Vietnamese, Asian
Indian, Hawaiian, Guamanian, or
Samoan. Persons ..ho did not report.
themselves in onerof the specific roc*
categories but eeported a write.in entry,
indicating one of the nine categories
listed above were classified accordingly.
For example; entries of Nipponese and
Japanese American were classified as Japi
ariese, entries of Taiwanese and Cantonese
as Chinete. etc.

The category "Other includes Asian
and Pacific Islander groups not listed
separately (e.g., Cambodian, Laotiien,
Pakistani, Fin_Islandert andsother acts
not included in the specia tegories
listed on the questionnair

Comparability 1970 census dats
Difference tween 1980 and 1970
census, unts try race seriousiy effect the

German, Italian, Lebanese, or Polish In eximparability for some race groups First,
the 1980 census, persons who did not,- Spanish origin persons reported their race



Nimmons and Explanations

Chltriently the 1980 ceAtus the
1970 census, th.s dofletence on .eportong
has B 5utityntall ornpart iifl tha Luo.onts
and i.vinpiieb+1.ty for the -Whote and

()Irmo idea uurytins A much noger
proporroon of the Spanosh o.vion popu
lauon on 1980 than on 1970 reported
the,. ,ai.e as ""..)thef Second, on 1970,
most persons *no marked the "Other"
race category and v,rote on Spanosh

derogroar,n M.ii.h as Me4.,d1, VePeeue;ar,,
Lat.o,u, eto.. *tie ei...assif.ed as Viiriote
In 1980, sul..ho persons were not or,ass,
foed but remaonecl on the 'Other
cart gor

As a result of (hit procedural chanr,
and the diffeienices rtporting by 0'4
Wo. at vG, She pi upoe t.on of the Span.si .

pnapuir t.uri classil ed as -Other"
iaias ir the 198C. census was substantially
P çei thar. that in the 1070 census
Nationally. ri 1070, only 1 percent of
:34-'unsl) u..g n Ile, wo% welft classofoed as
lthel oao..e and 93 peocerot as, "%Mae

In 1980, a mich iaigel propoition -40
percera -of Soan,sh Oe pe. vans re

Ported pair ',4,Ce as Other" and only 56
percent reported "White." As a conse
quenve of these differences, 1980 POIN4
latoon totals for "'White" and "Other" are
riul cornparatbe *All corresponding 1970
figures

The 1980 count for -the Asian and
Pacific Islander population reflects a high
re-el of immigration doing the 19ZO's,
more racist categories used in 1980
;Vietnamese, Asian Indian, Guamanian,
and Samoarj, and change in racial clam
ficat.ons of Asian Indians who were
included ir the White category in 1970.

OTHER 1980 CENSUS REPOFt rs
pio...ria, au fur thr Spanish onto)
population from the 100 peicent census
tabulations were pubished in onclividao
State reports in Advance Reports.
PHCSON, for tubstate areas such as
r.ounton and cotoes. The 1980 Cans* of
Population, Supplementary RePort,
PCSO 51 1, Age, Sex, Race, .md Spanish
Orogal of the, jopolation by Regions.

Divisions, and States. 1980,' contained
age and sex data for the Spanish origin
population the national levet. Counts
of the Spanish origin population for
standard metropolitan statistical areas
were shown in the 1980 Census of Popui
lation,Suppiementary Report, PC80.S1.5,
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas

and Standard Consolidated satistieal
Areas. 1980" . The data presemeo in this
report may dif fer from those shown in the
Advance Reports and Supplementary Ritt
ports ..noted above. The changes reflect
corrections made after the reports were
prepared.

Data on the Spanish origin goirps
crosstfessified by age, sex, marital status,
and hoosehoid retationship for the United
States, States, and substate areas are
piesented in Charntensocs of the
Population, General Population Promo-
teristics, PC80.1.13, currently being
published on a State.by.State basis. Data
for census tracts and governmental units
as well as limited data far blocks voll
apPeat on separate census report series.

Cra



Fscsimde of questionnaire item 7.

7. Is this person of Spanish/Hispanic
origm or descent? :

No (not Seentsh/Hispame)
Yes MezCan, MeueenAmet Crocsno

Yes, Puerto Rican
Fill ant tilde. YILCubin

Yes. ether Spanish/1449,3rue

Instructions to the respondent for questionnaire item 7.

7. A person is of Spanish/Hispanic origit or descent if the person
identi(ies his or her ancestry with on of the listed groups, that
is, Mexican, Puerto Rican, etc. Origin or descent (ancestry) may be
viewed as the nationality group, the lineage, or country in which
the person or the person's parents or ancestors were born.

SYMBOLS USED IN TABLES

A dash "-" represeittsA;Lo or a percent
vvbich rounds to less than 0.1. Three dots
"..." mean not applicable.

.16 u
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Tabis 3. Percent Distribution of Spanish Origin Persons by Type of Spanish Origin: 1980

Unitt4 State,
ROOM. snoi Divisions
States

(For meaning f yobole, Sao Intro4uetion. per &Unities f torsi, see pefinittles on4 Srplonstiono)

Total MOXICCI Puerto RIOS Cuban Other Spanish

United S ttttt 100.0 311.8 1).8 70.4

ICCIOXS 4)0 D1VISI00

Northeast 100.0 3.4 57.3 6.8 32.5
Nov Ceelon4 100.0 5.3 57.4 4.3 72.5
41441. Atlantic 100.0 3.1 37.3 7.1 32.5

Korth Central 100.0 64.3 16.1 2.6 17.0
toot North Central 100.0 63.0 18.5 2.8 13.8
vest North Central 100.0 70.8 4.2 2.0 23.0

South 100.0 611.2 4.0 11.7 15.1
South Palmitin 100.0 14.7 11.8 41.3 30.2
test South Centtal 100.0 55.3 7.1 4.1 37.5
vest South Central 100.0 81.6 1.0 0.7 8.7

Volt 100.0 75.7 2.1 1.1 21.0
NOWItAli 100.0 66.4 1.0 0.5 32.1
Pacific 100.0 711.5 2.5 1.3 17.7

STATtS

Xev tneisnIe
Maine 100.0 30.7 14.) 4.1 50.4

Noupshire 100.0 20.6 33.6 SJ 411.4
Veroust 10,.0 111.0 4.8 4.4 66.8
itateethu 100.0 3.2 4.2 4.7 35.1
SW. Island 100.0 4.8 23.4 2.1 66.11
Connettitut 100.0 3.6 71.0 4.3 104

8i441e Atlentic;
Xtv Pork 100.0 2.) 311.4 4.6 37.6
Kw !trim 100.0 2.7 4143 16.4 31.4
Pennsilvanio

fest North Centroll

100.0 12.6 Mt 3.6 24.2

Ohio 100.0 44.5 27.1 2.7 MI
!notions 100.0 46.2 14.4 2.2 17.0
Illinois 100.0 44.2 20.3 3.0 12.4
Nithigen 100.0 0.1 7.6 2.6 20.7
vistonsin 100.0 0.1 U. 1.6 16.6

b.
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Vast North Central.
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100.0 71.1 2.6 1.2 24.2
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6.3

2.7
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31.2
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Kir/land 100.0 19.1 13.2 6.2 26.6

District of Coluabla 100.0 17.7 6.1 LS 61,7

Virginia 100.0 30.2 12.6 6.2 20.6

Mist Virginia 100.0 42.2 2.2 2.3 43.3

North Carolina 100.0 42.1 13.1 2.2 32.3

South Coconino 100.0 22.4 12,3 2.0 30,3

O0frgill o 100.0 42.1 12.2 9.6 32.4

Tiortda 100,0 2.3 11.0 , 24.6 24.9

Gast $oJth Dsntral l

c Nentuogy
'

Tson sssss

100.0
100.0

21.6

24.2

10.0
7.0

3.2
4.2

34.9

34.0
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t sssss ilpt 100.0 SSA 4.3 3.2 23.4
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TC1441 100,0 92.2 0.6 0.2 6.6

Yo.ontatn

Montana 100.0 64.1 2.2 0,6 31.5

lash. 100.0 76.2 1.1 0.3 21.7

wv**186 100.0 0.1 1.2 0,4 23.4

Colorado 10040 61.0 1.2 0,4 37.3

Nev Hutt. 100.0 49.0 0.3 0.1 20.2

Arg10.4 100.0 16.2 0.6 0.2 6.9

tiinl 100.0 2.2 0.2 34.0

Nro444 100.0

t33.1

.7 3.4 6.0 29.0
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/
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Oregon 100.0 / 61.6 2.7 1.6 27.1

cs11for,16 100.0 60.0 2.0 1.3 16.6

Alota4 100.0 41.2 10.2 1.7 3146

Natoli. 100.0 12.1 . 27.2 0.6 40.1

1 u
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Tads 4, Total Parsons and Spanish Origin Parsons by flacm: 1980
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Table 4 To talPersons and Spanish Origin Pirsons by Race: 1960 -Ccn
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Tint 5 Percent Distribution of Persons of Spanish Origin by Race: 1980
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100.0
100.0

04.1
12.1

2.4

0.3
3.1

0.3
141, . ..... ......... . ...... ..... 100.0 12.1 1.6 1.9 t 4 42.0 100.0 12,7 1.1 0.6
IDARSaa . 100.0 44.0 2.1 1.6 0.1 41.3 100.0 11.0 5.4 0,6

54'.,0 441443t

241444t4.....,.,., ..... ........ .... 100.0 41.5 0.4 1.0 2.0 21.1 100.0 12.6 14.2 0.2
t4.4.,.14.41 .. . ........... ..... 100.0 45.1 11.1 0.4 LS 17.7 103.0 70.0 22.1 0.2
114t111 tf 0.1.447ta 100,0 42,6 21.2 0.7 2.3 33.2 100.0 15.1 71.7 0.1

.1t4t,14 ,.. ....... 100.0 41.0 11.1 0.6 4.0 11.3 00.0 19.4 11./ 0,2
toot ,t2414111., 100.0 17.1 2,2 0.1 2.1 4.0 100.0 16.2 1.3 0.1
,44p% C4401144,, ...... . ........ .. 100.0 01.1 21.1 3.0 1.7 11.0 100.0 14.0 42.4 1.1
Seat" LAS.11U .......... ............ 100.0 45.2 11.i 0.1 100.0 11.0 341.5 0.2
Co4r4ta 103.0 54.0 11.6 6.4 tt ItI 100.0 il...,... 2401 0,1
114144 104.0 12.0 4.1 0.2 0.2 OA 100.0 44.1 14,0 0.2

Gen 4..44N Co.qrsi,
IfeNort ...... , .... ...,, ..... .. 140.0 74.4 7.1 0,1 2.1 14 $ 100.0 92.4 7.1 .1
T. . .., ....... .. ...... 100.0 46.0 20.1 0.7 1.1 10.1 100.1 1).1 11.4 0.1
4141.4A0. . 100.0 51.2 11.0 0,7 1.1 1.0 00,0 14,0 25.1 0.)
24m41441, 124.0 44.4 42.0 4.1 1.6 1.1 101.0 64.1 35.1 0.1

Usilt 3...17 ia.tra1

AX1,..,1141... ,:... .... ..... 100.0 11.1 41.1 1 A 1.4 11,$ 100.0 12.1 14. 0.4
1.,.4181444. ..... ......... ..... 100.* 71.4 14.1 1.0 0.9 11.1 103.0 60.1 21.4 0.3
ra144064 ... .. .... ., 100.0 44.1 2.4 4.0 1.1 413 100.0 Ha 6.6 1.6
TO,41. . ....... ..,.,. ........ .... 100.0 61.1 0.6 0,3 0.1 31.1 100.0 13.2 11,1 4.3

P,......1.1..

M.A.1.6.... 10r.0 PO 0.1 0.1 1.3 32 3 100.0 14.6 0.2 4,1
00.0 42.1 0.1 1.1 0.1 33.2 100.0 17.1 0.1 1.1

4.1114 .. 100.0 21 4 0.1 1.6 0.5 11.1 100.0 01.4 0.1 1.1
c..1,44144. 100.0 5).) 0.5 0 4 1.4 44.1 100.0 12.7 1.1 0.6
44 M..1,s. 101.0 41.1 P.) 0.7 0.11 1/.1 101.0 13.1 /.1 11.4
4211.44 . 102.0 44,/ 0., 1.7 0,.) 41.1 100,0 11.0 LI 6.4
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04,401,

0.4.S4tir 4, 100.0 44.4 ..5 2.1 4.4 41,1 100.0 01.1 0.6 1.4
100.0 51.0 1.1 2.4 1.) 41 1 101.0 90,2 1,4 1.0

'alit i-ko 10..9 OA tAl OA 1.5 11.0 100.0 12.4 11.1 0.9
Aidl,a , . , 05.0 12.4 1.1 44 1.7 10.4 103.0 11.6 1,4 14,2
',mit - ,... ....... ..... .... . 104 0 04.7 1.1 0,6 41.0 23,0 100.0 11.1 1.1 0 3
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Tab!e6 Spanish Origin Persons In Selected States by Rank: 1980and 1970

Vnitosi States

St4tet With 100,000 or More P4rsens
of Seamiest Origin In 190

VnItad Statss

Selactso States
Cal'aorr

Texas
Xev York

Florida
Illinois
New Jersey
Rey Next

Arit
Colorado

Michigan
Pennsylvania

Massachusetts
Connetticut
Washington
Ohio....

(Pot maiming of lyrbols, see Introdottion. p.r dattnition of tense, 644 Oefinitioss and Explanations)

' 1910 1970

Rank *mbar
Portent

distribution Rank Number

Portent

distributiow

14 404 673 100.0 ... 9 072 602 100.0

13 254 580 10.7 ... 1 026 185 11.5

4 544 331 31.1 1 2 360 292 24.1

2 415 824 20.4 2 1 040 648 20.3

1 659 300 11.4 3 1 351 912 14.9

151 151 5.0 4 405 036 4.5

635 602 4,4 5 393 204 4.3

491 113 3.4 7 288 481 3.2

, 477 222 3.3 6 301 340 3.4

440 701 3.0 1 , 264 770 2.0

339 717 2.3 9. 225 504 2.5

1 162 440 1.1 10 . 151 070 1.7

1 153 961 1.1 13 106 803 1.2

1 141 043 1.0 15 66 146 0.7

1 124 400 0.9 16 65 451 0.7

120 016 0.1 10 57 351 0.6

1 114 153 , 0.8 11 N, 121 995 1.4

Table]. Mexican Origin Persons In Selected States by Rank: 1980 and 1970
(for wit4149 of 4).0414, see latrodattint. rt dafinition of tams, sat fufinitioas and Explanations)

1:011,4 States
1141es tlith 90.000 or Note Persons

of mcdtan Origin In 1110

United States

5sleoted Seat/ea

California
Tams
Illinofe
Arizona
hey Mexito
Colorado
Mithigan
Washington

Florida
Indians
Ohio

10(0 MO

Rank NUmber

Percent

distribution lank Numbsr

Partant

distribution

... 8 740 431 100.0 ... 4 532 435 100.0

... 1 019 244 91.7 I. 275 704 04.3

1 1 637 466 41.6 1 1 157 267 p41.0

2 2 752 487 31.5 2 1 614 064 35.7

3 408 325 4.7 4 160 419 3.5

4 M. 410 4.5 3 234 111 5.3

5 213 772 2.7 5 114 040 2.6

4 207 204 2.4 6 103 304 2.3

7 112 11) 1.3 7 65 329 1.4

6 11 112 0.9 1 33 483 0.7

4 79 392 0.4 13 20 160 0.5'

10 57 625 0.7 4 30 034 0.7

11 53 318 0.6 11 26 795 0.6



Teb 188 Puerto Rican Origin Persona In Selected States by Rank: 1980 and 1970

United States
States VIM t0,000 r More Parsons
of NOLO titan Origin Ln 19$0

United States

Selected States
tow York
Ant J01147

Illibell
florid&
California
Pesneylvaala
Connecticut
Massachusette
Ohio

TWIS
NAvAii
Indiesa
Michigan
ilietoesta
Virginia

(Per meaning of syvholo, see Introduction. 7.0 definition et terse met Definition, and t leastion

1940 1970

Percent Percent
nal* ember dietribution Sank Umber distribution

2 012 145 100.0 ". A An 226 100.0

...

1
1 224 069
106 231

9S.S
MO

...

1

1 301 900

916 400
17.2
64.1

2 243 540 12.1 2 130 026 9.7
3 122 16S 6.4 3 $7 477 6.1
4 14 775 4.7 7 20 146 2.0
S 33 OSS 4.6 4 SO 929 3.6
6 91 402 . 4.6 5 44 263 3.1
7 $S 361 4.4 6 37 603 2.6
0 76 450 3.1 $ 23 332 1.6
9 32 442 1.6 1 20 272 1,4
10 22 93$ 1.1 13 4 333 0.4
11 19 351 1.0 10 9 2$4 0.6
12 12 403 0.6 11 1 261 0.6
13 12 425 0.6 15 6 202 0.4
24 10 403 04 12 7 24$ v.5
15 10 227 0.5 16 4 02$ 0.3

Table 9. Cuban Origin Persons In Selected States by Rank: 1980 and 1970

(7.0 weaning of eyebols, see Introduttion. Por definithen of terse, see 04fUlitions and trplanations)

United States
States With 10,000 or more persona
of Cubits Origin in 1900

United State,

Selected States

florid*
Mels Jetta),

Ste York
California

Illinois

Taus

1910 1970

Percent Percent
Rank Mailmr 'Retribution Rank Umber distribution

... 803 226 100.0 ... 344400 100.0

... 722 243 11.9 ... 403 361 40.0
1 470 250 50.5 1 250 404 44.0
2 $O $40 10.1 3 60 042 12.5
3 76 342 3.6 2 119 Sfi 16.5
4 fl 004 7.6 4 47 340 L $.7
S 11 063 2.4 5 20 796 1.$
6 14 124 1.1 6 4 963 1.3

34d



Preliminary Evaluation of Responses in the Mexican Origin Category

of the Spanish Origin Item

INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of census data is an inte.
gral part of the 1980 census program.
This section describes an evaluation
study conducted by the Census. Bureau
to determine whether there was substan.
hal misreporting in the MexicanAmerican

category of the 1980 census Spanish
origin question for certain subnatIonal
areas. Misreporting ol Mexican origin
was suspected because (a) preliminary
analysis showed some unreasonable distri-
butions for the Mexican origin population
in selected areas of the Nation, (b) com .
parisons of Spanish origin data from the

1980 census with independent adminis-
trative data showed possible misreporting,
and (c) examination of responses to the
Spanish origin question on a small sample
of census questionnaires revealed some
misunderstanding of the Mexican origin
category. Furthermore, the reporting
problem appeared similar to that noted

TaNe E-1 Mexican Origin Persons by Race for Regions, Divisions, and States: 1980

(for deftottion of terms, see Definitions ant Explanations)

Ares
Total

Percent distalattioa
Area

Total

Percent distribution

Total white Bleck Other' Total white Black Other'

tAITED STATE+ &?40,439 100.0 55.2 14 43,0 STATES-Coo.

RECIONS AND MINIM' West North Central-Con.
North Dakota 2,517 100.0 56.5 0.5 45.0

h6rtheast *7,776 100.0 62., 15.7 21.4 South Dakota 2,401 100.0 48.1 0.4 $1.4

New Pocrand 16,520 100.0 71.8 $.1 IPA 0 ***** ks 22,451 100.0 50.2 O. 48.3

*Odle telantic.,.. . 71,256 100.0 60.$ 17.5 21,8 Kansas 43,817 100.0 44.5 1.4 34.5
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Preliminary Evaluation of Responses in the Mexican Origin Category of the Spanish Origin Item

in the 1980 census pretest program, in
which the Bureau made efforts to eli-
minate the misreporting by revising the
wording and format of the Spanish
origin question.

The evaluation study described here is
limited to only one facet of response
error to the Spanish origin question,
namely, overrepurting in the Mexican
origin category. Detailed analysis of the
1980 census data together with the
Census Bureau's experience in collecting
ethnic origin data indicates that other
response errors exist. This study should
not be interpreted as implying that over-
reporting in the Mexican origin category
Is the only response error in the Spanish
origin data or that all response errors
involve overreporting. Further evaluation
of the reporting of Spanish origin will
be based on data from the postcensal
Content Reinterview Study and the
sample data from the 1980 census.

it is important to note that the study
results have not been used to alter the
official census counts werated for the
Spanish or Mexican origin population
in the 1980 census.

qt.

ically, the response problem appeared
to be greatest in the Southern States
(excluding Texesi, the Northeast (ex
eluding the New York city area), and
a few States of the North Central region,
the data seemed reasonable, howevei,
for the remaindei of the country.
Although the possible misreporting was
found among persons of the White and
Black race, the problem was not evident
for persons of American Indian, Asian
and Pacific Islander, or "other" race.
Table E.1 shows the 1980 census racial
distribution of the Mexican origin
population.

The basic approach of the study
was to screen 1980 census long.form
questionnaires with a series of edit
rules (i.e., consistency checks) to identify
those White and Black persons possibly
misreporting in the Mexican origin
category. A telephone reinterview study
was then conducted to validate whether
these edit rules were effective in identi.
tying overreperViig.

\ .)

into five strata according to the sus-

pected" level of misreporting. However,
States were not grouped into strata for
Black households because the level of
misreporting of Black persons appeared
to be fairly uniform throughout the study
sample area. Table E-2 provides a list of
the study States with 1980 census counts
of White and Black persons reporting
Mexican origin.

Application of Edit Rules

The edit rules were developed to identify
the households with possiblemisreporting,
and were designed to favor ttie acceptance
of a Mexican origin response to avoid
overstating the extent of misreporting.
Households in the sample were classified
into the following two categones.

"Acceptable" Mexican Origin Response-
A response was acceptable if the respond
ent or any other member of the household
had, in addition to the Mexican origin
response in the Spanish origin question,



METHODOLOGY

The target population for the evaluation
study was determined by the early
analysis of 1980 census data. Specif

Sample Design

Probability samples of long.form question.
noires for 6,400 White households and
600 Block households with at least one
person in the household reporting Mexican
origin were selected from 27 States and
the District of Columbia. For the White
household sample, States wore grouped

Table E 2. Mexican Origin Persona by White and Black Race for States

In St*uly of Swish Origin Reporting In the1980 Census
(For definicten,of tem, see Def1nitiont end Zoe anatiods)

Area '

hhits
Mexicans

Slack
Mexicans

A
White

Mexicine
Slack

Mexican,

Study S 332,313 110,211 Crimp III States... 71,404 (I)
Florida 39,750 8,831

Group t S ttttt 11,401 (I) Louisiana 11,100 9,132
Delaware 025 300 Oklahoma 16,434 911
District of Colonels... 982 1,336
Georgia. 10,841 12,10 Croup IV States.... 118,244 (I)
Nerylend 6,967 3,212 Indiana 32,603 '1,603
North Carotins 12070 10,266 Whiten $5,221 4,867
South Caroline 5,929 9,924 Ohio 30,340 4,088

13,163 6,607

Croup V 44,320 05
Censecticut 2,964 687
Mains 1,260 9

Croup 11 S ttttt .... 40,652 (I) Massachusetts 5,171 $32
Sleben. 7,714 9,626 Nn Hampshire 230 11
arkensas . 5,644 2,711 Nee Jersey 7,814 2,604
Kentucky 11,073 1,316 Nov York' 11,23i 2,120
N ippi 4,747 8,531 PetnayIeenia 13,352 2,227
Tenn ttttt 11,711 5,110 Mole Mend 1,ot. 97
west Viryinis 1,005 241 Vermont ...... .. 045 t

'the Slack population vas not divided into State stoups for this study.
,txcludes the Nor York city area.

given positive indications of Spanish
ancestry in answers to at leLst one of the
following census questions:

1. A Spanish origin response (other
than Mexican origin) in the Spanish
origin question;

2. A Spanish ancestry' (including
Mexican) response or only a single
response of "American Indian" In
the ancestry question;

3 Report of a Spanish speaking
country, Puerto Rico, or one of
five southwestern States in tho
place of birth question; or

4. Spanish as the language reported
in the current language question.

"Rejected" Mexican Origin Response (i.e.,
possible misreportIng).-A household was.
rejected if it had none of the "acceptable"
indications cited above.

Validation of Edit Rules

To confirm the effectiveness of the edit
rules in identifying individuals who mit.
reported, a limited "probing.type" tele.

feeffl
'The determination of Spanish ancestry in

the ancestrY questkni *polled to all single
responses end to the first two responses when
more Than two ancestries were reported. This Is
consistent with the processing procedures
of ancestry responses In the 19L0 census.



Thbwi 3. Mexican Origin Persons and Rejected Mexican Origin Responses
for White and Black Persons in Study of Spanish Origin Reporting
in the 1980 Census

(For miming f ymbol., see Introduction. For definitin of terms, see Definitions and Explana-
tins. Individual !tons may not add to totals due to independent rounding)

Area and rate Mexican

origin
persons,

1980 tensus
(1,000)

Study results'

Percent of
Mexican
origin

response&

rejected

Confidence
interval of

percent
rejected'

Estimated
number f
Mexitan
origin

reoponsse

rejected
(1,000)

UNITED STATES

Total Mexican origin' 8,740

White 4,649
111

Black 160

STUDY STATES'

Total Mexican origin' 633

White 332 32.7 303.34.9 109
Slack Ill 92.9 91.2.96.6 103

White Mexicens by State groups
To" 332 32.7 303.34.9 109

Croup 1 $1 49.1 44.9.533 25

Croup II 47 62.2 36.6.674 29

Croup lii 12 18.2 13.2.21.2 13

Croup IV 1111 18.7 13.0.22.4 22

Croup V 44 39.9 36.843.0 1$

'Eased on a sammls f 1980 tens $ long.form (samplft) questionnaires.
'The confidence interval was based on 2 standard errora. To illustrate, il aii long.torm gun.

ttonn CCCCC ultra using the study editing rules, cunclusiOn chat the ov 44444 rei, at reten-
tion lies within a range of plus r 'anus 2 standard errors from the sample rejection rate would
be correct for &bout 95 foment f all possible samples.

'1.cludits Axorlcan Indian, Eskimo, and Aleut. Allan nd Pacific Wender, and other rates not
shcnon separately.

*Includes 28 States and the Distritt of ColunSia.

1,

1 9 4
*

non SpanA peisons had occurred in the
1980 census. The application of the
edit rules to the study population resulted
in rather large proportions of Mexican
origin entries being rejected for both
Ellack and White persons. For Black
persons who reported Mexican origin,
the rejection rata was extremely high
(93 Percent); and although the rejection
rate for White persons was lower (33 per.
cent), it was still substantial (see table
Ea).

The rejection rate among White per.
sons reporting Mexican origin varied
widely by State group. As shown in
table 6.3, the rejection rate for poisons
classified as White Mexicans is highest in
groups II and I (which include only
Southern States) and lowest in group III
(consisting of Louisiana, Oklahoma, end
Aorida) and group IV (which includes
three North Central States). In State
group II, the majority (62 percent) of
Mexican origin responses made by White
persons were rejected and in State group I
about one.half (49 percent) of the
responses were rejected. The rejection
rate was moderately high (40 percent)
for group V (including the Northeastern
States but excluding Now York city).
For both State groups III and IV, the
rejection rate was about 18 percent.



Phone reinterview of the sample house
holds was performed in January 1982.
A sample of about 200 White households
and 100 Black households with reported
telephone numbers on the census ques.
tionnaire was randomly chosen from the
study households rejected by the edit
rules. About 76 percent of the households
were contacted. Results from the rein-
terview sample clearly supported "reiec-
bon of the Mexican origin responses as
determineu by the edit rules. The over
whelming majority of Black Persons

(99 percent) and White persons 194

percent) in the reinterviewed Muse-
holds reported as "not Spanish." No
attempted reinterview of "accepted"
households was made.

Limitation of the Methodology

Extreme caution should be exercised
when attempting to interpret the results
of this study (discussed below). Since a
full validation of the edit rules was not
performed for either the rejected or

accepted Mexican origin responses, the
rejection rate2 of Mexican origin responses
made by the edit rules should not be
Interpreted as truty estimating a net
misreporting rate. However, given the
available data, the rejection rate can
confidently be interpreted as an

indicator of misreporting. Although the
study sample was not large enough to
provide rejection rates for individual
States, the study results may be used to
Identify broad geographical areas particu
larly susceptible to misreporting and to
give some indication of the order of
magnitude of the reporting error for these
areas.

MAJOR FINDINGS

The results of the study demonstrated
that misreporting of Mexican origin by

'Proportion of "reiected" Mexican origIn
responses.

s)
U

By inflating the sample results front
the edit operation to the level of the full
1980 census population in the study
States, an estimate bf the total number of
Mexican origin responses which are prob
ably erroneous can be derived. About
200,000 false reports were estimated
by application of the edit rules; these
false reports were equally divided between
White and Black persons (about 100,000
for each group). Table E-3 shows the
estimated number of rejected responses
for both White and Black persons (by State
group for White persons).

IMPLICATIONS

The estimated number of false reports
of Mexican origin comprised a rather
large proportionalmost one-thirdof the
'total Mexican origin population in the
study areas, but a much smaller Pro.
portiononly about 7 percentof the
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Preliminary Evaluation of Responses in the Mexican Origin Category of the Spanish Origin Item

total Spanish origin population in those
areas. The study results indicate that the
extent of misreporting of White persons
valies consideiibiy by State groups, and
that the degiee of misi eportng is most pro
nounced in the South (excluding Texas,
Florida. Oklahoma, and Louisiana).

Results based on available data from
the study suggest that the impact of
potentiai misreporting of Mexican origin
in the 1980 census is severe in specific
areas ot the Nation where the Spanish
origin population is generally sparse. In
those areas of the study where persons
reporting Mexican origin comprised a sub.

stantial proportion of the total Spanish
origin population, the size of that popu.
lation could be seriously overstated. In
such areas, the distribution of Spanish
origin persons by race would be distorted
and the White non.Spanish and Black
non-Spanish population understated.
However, the study results show that
National 1980 census data on the Mexi-
can origin population ars not seriously
affected by this reporting problem. For
xample, if the 212,000 persons rejected
ware in fact misreported as being of
Mexican origin, they would constitute
only 2.4 percent of the overall 8.7 mil.
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hon Mexican origin persons reported in
the 1980 census.

This study has focused on only one
type of error in the reporting of Spanish
origin in the 1980 census. Subsequent
evaluation of 1980 census data will pro-
vide more information on the quality of
data for the Spanish origin population.
Future studies will deal with erroneous
reporting of Spanish origin (both over
reporling, as found in this study, and
underreporting), coverage of the Spanish
origin population, and the effects of
allocation and processing procedures on
that population.


